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Covalliero - attracting riders!

Pastel shades everywhere! The decisive colour trend for Spring 2016 is natu-
rally also being reflected in the colour schemes of the Covalliero Spring/
Summer Collection.

Summer blue combined with pink, graphite grey with ice blue and stone 
complemented by orange or beige, all of which sound like a soothing job and 
a wild gallop all at once. In fact, these are actually not just the colours, but 
also the models that blend in perfectly with the game of fashion! Sophistica-
ted cuts, designs and details are seen in both the outerwear and in the leg-
wear. The collection also includes sweat jackets for ladies, featuring a deci-
dedly sporty look with hood and relaxed tailoring.

Men too can rejoice in wearing Covalliero again. A fine collection of jackets, 
polo shirts and riding breeches quickens male pulses too! In the jodhpur 
range, the successful Bali and Detroit models have been continued in a new 
generation. Bali is also now available with a full silicon print in order to give 
dressage riders the "Covalliero Grip"! To complete the Spring/Summer 2016 
collection, you will once again find a wealth of accessories and equestrian 
products over the next few pages.

The second large area, positioned under the Kerbl brand, also offers interes-
ting new products in the field of animal husbandry and equipment, as well as 
stable and farm supplies. As one of Europe's largest providers in these seg-
ments, it is always a pleasure and motivation for us to introduce innovations 
that solve problems.

Kerbl - Your Animal Experts

There's also a lot happening in terms of new products and innovation at 
Kerbl. Coat care especially - and in particular brushes and shearing equipment 
- has undergone a complete revamp. High-quality, powerful shearing equip-
ment in all versions therefore add the perfect finishing touch to our collection. 
We also hope that you will like the new brush designs as much as we do. The 
"SuperSonic" and "Heart&Soul" series, as the names suggest, radiate a wealth 
of different charms. In blankets too, the RugBe 200 is back in stock. The 
outdoor blanket with special shape, also without a kick pleat and with 200 g 
thermal fleece for cold days. In the stable section you will find our new, 
competitively-priced manure forks in the colours of pink and royal blue for the 
first time. We also think that the new hoof block for front and rear hooves in 
a single unit is worth a mention. A real all-rounder, pared down to the mini-
mum at a very attractive price.

We are of course happy to accept suggestions for our range and are looking 
forward to your responses. We hope you enjoy browsing through the world of 
the Kerbl and Covalliero brands.

These highlights are just a brief indication of the delights that await you as 
you journey through our new 2016 catalogue. We hope you take the time to 
linger over the pages that follow. We are sure that, alongside our new pro-
ducts, a wealth of other classics and other interesting products will excite 
your curiosity. Let us know too if you have any suggestions or ideas for impro-
vements. We would be only too happy to improve our collections for you!

Your Kerbl Team

Dear business partner, Dear customer,

MA €
1 / 4 / 16 6 3 200 4,49
The first figure (1) shows you the 
unit of sale (number or sale-
promoting package). It is the 
price basis. The following figures 
(4 / 16) show you other possible 
packaging units.

Pieces in self-service-pack The number indicated 
here tells you the total 
number of pieces per 
pallet.

All items marked with this 
icon must be shipped by 
freight carrier due to the 
nature of their scale/size or 
weight. This creates 
separate freight costs! 
Optimise freight costs by 
ordering entire pallet units!

These symbols explain our pack units!

Minimum purchase 
quantity! This figure 
(3) shows you the 
smallest packaging 
unit. This is the 
minimum order 
quantity for retail.

All prices provided are the 
manufacturer's recommended 
retail prices and are inclusive 
of VAT. The price quoted in the 
catalogue applies to one unit 
or one sales-promoting pack.
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perfect fit 
The material is elastic, moving as you move.

waterproof
The so-called water column rating in mm is the index for 
watertightness. It indicates the water pressure at which a 
material becomes permeable to water. The DIN standard 
for the "waterproof" label is a water column rating of 
1300 mm.

breathable
Breathability for climate materials refers to the ability 
to allow water vapour to escape. The fibres wick the 
moisture away from the skin very quickly. Breathability is 
measured in grams (g) of water vapour per square meter 
(m²) over 24 hours. For a breathability of 5000 in 24 
hours, for example, means that 5000 g of water vapour 
exited through a square meter of this textile.

windproof
The penetration of wind cools down the body because 
the warm air layer is "blown away". This makes the 
outside temperature "feel" colder than it actually is (wind 
chill effect).

Each section in layered clothing should make it easier for 
the body to maintain a constant temperature.
The task of the interior material is to wick moisture away 
from the body and transfer it to the next layer.  Thus the 
body can maintain a constant temperature.
The middle layer effectively regulates body heat. The 
materials used here are optimal for wicking moisture to 
the outside and effectively surrounding the body in a 
warm cushion of air.
The outermost layer of the layered clothing protects 
against wind, water and snow, while maintaining 
optimum breathability at the same time. This layer also 
retains body heat.

softshell
"Soft shells" are next generation clothing. They combine 
the exterior and middle layer in one jacket. The material 
is soft and supple.

feather-light
Very lightweight material is transformed here into 
extremely durable and comfortable functional clothing. 

water-resistant
Water-resistant fabrics are textiles that are set apart by 
their special coating. This repels water from the surface 
and prevents water permeation. As a rule, everything 
from a water column of approx. 800 - 1,000 mm is called 
"waterproof", everything under that is considered "water-
resistant".

General Terms and Conditions of Delivery and Payment, Albert Kerbl GmbH, 
Felizenzell 9, D 84428 Buchbach, www.kerbl.com
http://www.kerbl.com/eng/kerblPage000030.aspx

DE 34 36 38 40 42 44
FR 36 38 40 42 44 46
IT 38 40 42 44 46 48
UK 8 10 12 14 16 16
Inches 26 27/28 28/29 30/31 32/33 34/35
INTL XS S M L XL XXL

DE 116 122 128 134 140 146 152 158 164 176
FR 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16
IT 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16
UK 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 16
Inches 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29
INTL XS XS S S M M L L XL XXL

DE 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
FR 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52 54
IT 42 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60
Inches W30 W31 W32 W33 W34 W36 W38 W40 W42 W44
INTL XXS XS S M M L L XL XXL XXXL

INTL = International

S 7
M 8
L 9
XL 10
XXL 11
XXXL 12

5000 mm

1000 g/
m2/24 h
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Stretch

Clothing sizes, children

Clothing sizes, women

Clothing sizes, men

Glove sizes
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 323090 323091 323092 323093 323094 323095
iceblue 323096 323097 323098 323099 323100 323101

composition

outer material: 100 % polyester
membrane: 100 % polyurethane (thermoplastic polyurethane / TPU membrane)
lining: 100 % polyester

Softshell Jacket Florence
The Florence Softshell Jacket is sporty and playful at the same time. The 
attractive print on the shoulders and back enhance the dynamic design. The 
removable hood, the generous pockets for storing the most important uten-
sils, and naturally the optimal freedom of movement due to the elastic, soft 
knitted Softshell material round off the appearance. The current model is a 
true sporting star that comes with the legendary Covalliero functionality. Its 
sleek elegance with distinctive sportiness reflects the Covalliero philosophy. 
A tailored cut and design details are completely on-trend, as is the much-
loved Covalliero price/performance ratio. 

Additional product properties:
• 2-way zip
• two handwarmer pockets with zips
• extremely water-resistant Softshell material with a 3000 mm water column
• breathable (1,000 gsm)
• wind-deflecting
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
• with removable hood

3000 mm

1000 g/
m2/24 h

Stretch

3
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 323102 323103 323104 323105 323106 323107
stone 323108 323109 323110 323111 323112 323113

composition

100 % polyester

Riding and Outdoor Jacket Cristina
The classic Riding Jacket for any occasion. Designed with a love for de-
tail, Cristina impresses with its great everyday utility. The light, pleasant 
texture is worn easily and gives an elegant impression. Complete with 
technical functionality to make riding a real experience, even in wet 
weather.

Additional product properties:
• waist adjustment with snaps
• riding slit
• concealed knitted sleeve cuff
• 2-way zip fasteners
• two handwarmer pockets with zips
• incl. removable hood
• extremely water-resistant material with a 5,000 mm water column
• breathable to 1000 g/m²/24 h
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

5000 mm

1000 g/
m2/24 h
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

rose 323114 323115 323116 323117 323118 323119
iceblue 323120 323121 323122 323123 323124 323125
orange 323126 323127 323128 323129 323130 323131

composition

outside: 100 % polyamide
filling / padding: 100 % polyester

Body Warmer Gloria
This extremely light Body Warmer is worn practically unnoticed by the 
wearer, yet draws attention wherever it goes. The sporty, feminine 
style in the new colour schemes for the upcoming spring season is 
particularly attractive to stylish female riders.

Additional product properties:
• light padding
• four handwarmer pockets with zips
• waist adjustment with snaps
• 2-way zip fasteners
• waterproof and breathable
• Covalliero crest on the front
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 323089 323132 323133 323134 323135 323136
iceblue 323137 323138 323139 323140 323141 323142
beige 323143 323144 323145 323146 323147 323148

composition

outside: 100 % polyamide
filling / padding: 100 % polyester

Quilted Jacket Linda
The new lightweight quilted jacket with an ultra-sporty 
design. Linda guarantees a comfortable fit with a softly 
tailored waistline. This jacket gives you everything you 
could want in terms of fashion expertise, and it is suitable 
for both sport and daily use. Linda is a true all-rounder 
joining the ranks of the excellent Covalliero programme. 
This garment boasts countless details, fashionable charm 
and equestrian expertise.

Additional product properties:
• light padding
• waist adjustment with snaps
• four handwarmer pockets with zips
• Covalliero coat of arms
• 2-way zip fasteners
• waterproof and breathable
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
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size XXS XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

blue 324445 324446 324447 324448 324449 324450 324451 324452

description €

XXS, XS, S, M, L 1/15
XL, XXL, XXXL 1/15

Unisex Blouson Bozen
• sporty jacket for teens, women and men
•  waterproof and especially soft outer material guarantees high 

functionality in any weather
• fleece lining ensures comfort both in the spring and the autumn
•  lining can be removed using a zip to be able to embroider the 

outer material
• two handwarmer pockets
• elastic band at the waist and sleeves
• adjustable cuff width with Velcro®
• 2-way zip fasteners
• breathable 2,000 g/m²/24 h and wind resistant
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

composition

textile: 100 % polyester

inside material:
100 % polyurethane (thermoplastic polyure-
thane / TPU membrane)

2000 g/
m2/24 h

5000 mm

Lining can be removed using a zip 
to be able to embroider the outer 
material
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 323149 323150 323151 323152 323153 323154
graphit 323155 323156 323157 323158 323159 323160
stone 323161 323162 323163 323164 323165 323166

composition

60 % cotton
40 % polyester

Sweat Jacket Elisa
The Sweat Jacket Elisa celebrates its premiere in the Covalliero line! The 
"must have" in sport and leisurewear is now finally available for lovers of 
our label. Refined details and accessories enhance this jacket; the material 
composition offers comfort and freedom of movement second to none.

Additional product properties:
• two handwarmer pockets
• Covalliero crest on the front
• hood with drawstring cord
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 323167 323168 323169 323170 323171 323172
iceblue 323173 323174 323175 323176 323177 323178
orange 323179 323180 323181 323182 323183 323184

composition

100 % polyester

Fleece Jacket Suri
High-quality, short-fibre fleece with that special "cuddle factor" are 
hallmarks of this piece of clothing. This jacket is perfect for in-between 
seasons as well as for chilly summer days.

Additional product properties:
• 2-way zip fasteners
• feminine, waisted cut
• two handwarmer pockets with zips
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
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€

1/25

size XS S M L XL XXL

rose 328437 328438 328439 328440 328441 328442
iceblue 328443 328444 328445 328446 328447 328448
orange 328449 328450 328451 328452 328453 328454

composition

100 % cotton

Polo Shirt Janet
A sporty, tailored polo shirt for hot days. With its fresh 
colours and attractive print, you will be bang on-trend in 
your Covalliero Polo Shirt. The elastic piquee quality me-
ans Janet can move with you, whether it's on horseback 
or any other situation or activity. Easy to mix and match 
with the new Covalliero Jackets and Body Warmer.

Additional product properties:
• Covalliero crest on the front
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
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€

1/50

size 140/146 152/158 XS S M L XL XXL

white 325212 325213 325214 325215 325216 325217 325218 325219

composition

100 % polyester

Competition Shirt Paula
for ladies and children
The sparkling highlight of our collection: the show shirt Paula
Genuine, glittering Swarovski crystals adorn the collar of this new style. Just as 
it should be, Paula is also functional: the special treatment of each individual 
fibre wicks moisture away from the body to the outside of the material. This 
prevents the shirt clinging unpleasantly to the skin, even in the case of intense 
sports on hot days. The elastic fabric moves with you, making Paula the all-
round perfect garment for tournaments!

Additional product properties:
• high collar with button placket
• lightweight and breathable
• Easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

Genuine Swarovski crystals
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This is a show jacket as it should be! Functional, with feminine tailoring and ultra-elastic. The excellent freedom 
of movement is achieved thanks to the ultra-flexible softshell quality. Particularly lightweight and with a 
sophisticated-looking textile surface.

Additional product properties:
• elegant, short style
• highly waterproof, wind-proof and breathable
• 2 outer pockets with zip
• press buttons at the front
• 2 slits on the sides at the back
• machine washable at 30 °C

€

1/30

size 140/146 152/158 XS S M L XL XXL

black 323805 323806 323800 323801 323802 323803 323804 323807

composition

textile: 100 % polyester
inside material: 100 % polyurethane (thermoplastic polyurethane / TPU membrane)

Show Jacket Orlando
for ladies and children

1000 g/
m2/24 h

3000 mm

Stretch

3
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€

1/30

size 140/146 152/158 XS S M L XL XXL

darkblue 328488 328489 328490 328491 328492 328493 328494 328495

composition

outer material: 100 % polyester

membrane:
100 % polyurethane (thermoplastic polyurethane / TPU 
membrane)

lining: 100 % polyester

Show Jacket Corrada
for ladies and children

A classic-looking Show Jacket, yet perfectly elastic as it should be. The 
piping in contrasting colours on the pockets and lapel ensures a refined 
look. The excellent freedom of movement is achieved thanks to the ultra-
flexible softshell quality. Particularly lightweight and with a sophisticated-
looking textile surface.

Additional product properties:
• elegant, short style
• highly waterproof, wind-proof and breathable
• 2 outer pockets
• 4-button trim
• riding slit
• machine washable at 30 °C

1000 g/
m2/24 h

3000 mm

Stretch

3
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€

1/20

size 128 140 152 164 176 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

summerblue 328372 328373 328374 328375 328376 328377 328378 328379 328380 328381 328382 328383
iceblue 328384 328385 328386 328387 328388 328389 328390 328391 328392 328393 328394 328395
graphit 328396 328397 328398 328399 328400 328401 328402 328403 328404 328405 328406 328407
stone 328408 328409 328410 328411 328412 328413 328414 328415 328416 328417 328418 328419

composition

textile: 60 % cotton 32 % polyamide 8 % elastane
anti-slip print: 100 % silicon
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester

Riding Breeches Bali Flex
for ladies and children

The Bali Flex line combines a stylish look with even more flexibility. Elastic inserts on the thighs ensure improved freedom of movement, and these elements com-
bined with the piping create an excellent design factor. The double band is a trendsetter in the sport of riding and also modelled after the lines of previous years. 
The airy and light material made from a high-quality cotton/micro-fibre blend provides excellent riding comfort even at very high temperatures. The trimming 
comes with the newly developed "Covalliero Grip" for a perfect hold.

Additional product properties:
• knee trim with the newly developed Covalliero Grip
• ElastoSoft leg hem
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

Stretch
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€

1/20

size 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

black 328420 328421 328422 328423 328424 328425 328426
blue 328427 328428 328429 328430 328431 328432 328433

brown 328434 328435 328483 328484 328485 328486 328487

composition

textile: 60 % cotton 32 % polyamide 8 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane
anti-slip print: 100 % silicon
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester

Riding Breeches Bali FS
The Bali successful line now also comes with a full seat silicone coating. Extraordinarily lightweight and easy to wear 
Riding Breeches that really come into their own in the warmer months. The newly developed silicon coating with 
"Covalliero Grip" offers the right hold in the saddle where it's needed. 

Additional product properties:
• light, airy and innovative
• leg cuff made with ElastoSoft
• full seat with Covalliero Grip
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

Stretch
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size 128 140 152 164 176 34 36 38 40 42 44

white 324485 324486 324487 324488 324489 324490 324491 324492 324493 324494 324495

€

1/20

Riding Breeches Bali
for ladies and children
The Bali model is modern and avant garde. The airy and light material made from a high-quality 
cotton/micro-fibre blend provides excellent riding comfort even at very high temperatures. The 
trimming has an "anti-slip" feature for a perfect hold. The subtle piping on the handwarmer 
pockets continuing into a flowing line give the Bali model an elegant, slimline appearance from 
the back. The leg cuff eschews Velcro fasteners and instead offers maximum boot comfort with 
ElastoSoft material.

Product benefits:
• knee patches with an anti-slip trimming
• ElastoSoft leg hem
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

composition

textile: 60 % cotton 32 % polyamide 8 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane
anti-slip print: 100 % silicon
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester

Stretch
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€

1/20

size 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

summerblue 328455 328456 328457 328458 328459 328460 328461
graphit 328462 328463 328464 328465 328466 328467 328468
beige 328469 328470 328471 328472 328473 328474 328475
white 328476 328477 328478 328479 328480 328481 328482

Riding Breeches Detroit 2.0
One of the most successful lines among Covalliero Riding Breeches presents a new look for the 
new season. The material is known to ensure the ideal climate for the skin, wicking moisture from 
the inside to the outside. Detroit 2.0 therefore avoids the build-up of heat in summer and cold legs 
in winter. The ideal "all-season riding breeches" for everyone who enjoys working intensively with 
their horse and who needs outstanding functional clothing.

Additional product properties:
• full seat
• ElastoSoft leg hem
• water- and wind-proof
• shape stable, soft and lightweight thanks to Tactel®
• climate-regulating and breathable thanks to Coolmax®
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

Stretch

composition

textile: 79 % polyamide (Tactel®) 16 % polyester (Coolmax®) 5 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester
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€

1/20

size 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

darkblue 325235 325236 325237 325238 325239 325240 325241
wood 325242 325243 325244 325245 325246 325247 325248

composition

textile: 79 % polyamide (Tactel®) 16 % polyester (Coolmax®) 5 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester

Riding Breeches Detroit NG
The genuine Swarovski crystals in a contrasting colour are the stand-out 
design element. The material is known to ensure the ideal climate 
for the skin, wicking moisture from the inside to the outside. Detroit 
therefore avoids the build-up of heat in summer and cold legs in winter. 
The ideal "all-season riding breeches" for everyone who enjoys working 
intensively with their horse and who needs outstanding functional 
clothing.

Product features:
• genuine Swarovski crystals
• full seat
• ElastoSoft leg hem
• two zips
• water- and wind-proof
• shape stable, soft and lightweight thanks to Tactel®
• climate-regulating and breathable thanks to Coolmax®
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

Stretch

genuine Swarovski 
crystals
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size 34 36 38 40 42 44

blue 323745 323746 323747 323748 323749 323750
black 323911 323912 323913 323914 323915 323916

€

1/20

Jodhpur Riding Breeches Seattle
for ladies
Breeches like a true friend - always there when you need them. With the 
material properties and features, the jodhpur model is the ideal alternative 
for riders who prefer the casual style in the saddle.

Further product benefits:
• full trim made of stretchable textile leather
• leg cuff with elastic strap
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

composition

textile: 60 % cotton 32 % polyamide 8 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane

Stretch
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size 34 36 38 40 42 44

dark blue 324385 324386 324387 324388 324389 324390
black 324391 324392 324393 324394 324395 324396

€

1/20

Riding Breeches Techno
for ladies
Appealing looking riding breeches made from micro-fibres and cotton for perfect 
wearing comfort. The contrasting seams and piping on the dummy back pockets 
highlight all the wonderful features. Naturally, as with any high-quality riding 
breeches, this model is also equipped with a full trim made of stretchable textile 
leather. The leg cuff with its "ElastoSoft" material ensures a perfect seat and 
prevents irritating pressure points.

Product benefits:
• full seat
• ElastoSoft leg hem
• two front handwarmer pockets
• shape stable
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

composition

textile: 68 % (micro) polyester 22 % cotton 10 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester

Stretch
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size 116 122 128 134 140 146 152 158 164 170 176 34 36 38 40 42 44

black 324406 324407 324408 324409 324410 324411 324412 324413 324414 324415 324416 324417 324418 324419 324420 324421 324422
blue 324425 324426 324427 324428 324429 324430 324431 324432 324433 324434 324435 324436 324437 324438 324439 324440 324441

dark-rose 325852 325853 325854 325855 325856 325857 325858 325859 325860 325861 325862 - - - - - -
wood - - - - - - - - - - - 325863 325864 325865 325866 325867 325868

description €

Children's sizes 116 - 176 1/25
Ladies' sizes 34 - 44 1/25

Riding Breeches Economic
for children, teenagers and women
The beginners' all-season breeches leave nothing to be 
desired for novices and budget-conscious buyers!
•  form-fitting cut, with 4-way stretch for perfect comfort 

while wearing
• hem closures with Velcro fasteners
• belt loops and non-slip elasticated waistband
• skin-friendly comfort with natural cotton fabric
• with one zipped pocket
• machine washable at 30 °C

composition

textile: 95 % cotton 5 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyurethane 40 % polyester
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ref. no. size €

324060 S 1/20
324061 M 1/20
324062 L 1/20
324063 XL 1/20
324058 XXL 1/20

Thermal Overpants Alaska
for women

The perfect overpants, made from softshell outer material with a 
thermal function, for bitterly cold days.
• black
• 2-way elastic thanks to supersoft softshell
•  easy to pull on thanks to fully-opening zipper fasteners on both 

outer sides of the legs
• with non-slip full seat for good saddle contact
• flexible cuff width adjustment with Velcto fastener and elastic cord
• highly water-repellent with 8,000 mm water column 
• breathable to 3,000 gsm/24 h
• compact 80 gsm thermal fleece lining warms without adding bulk
•  additionally integrated snow guard with elastic cuff in the leg hem 

prevents the penetration of water or snow

composition

outer material: 94 % polyester 6 % elastane
inner and lining: 100 % polyester
trimming: 60 % polyurethane 40 % polyester

8000 mm

3000 g/
m2/24 h

Stretch

Easy to pull on thanks to fully-
opening zip fasteners on both 
outer sides of the legs

additionally integrated snow guard 
with elastic cuff in the leg cuff 
prevents the penetration of water 
or snow

Flexible cuff width adjustment 
with Velcro fastener and elastic 
cord
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 328496 328497 328498 328499 328500 328501

composition

100 % polyester

Riding and Outdoor Jacket Tom
A casual and trendy men's jacket styled like a bomber jacket. A complete 
masculine look with wide knitted cuffs and a straight cut - Tom provides a 
body-oriented line. The light, pleasant texture is worn easily and gives an 
elegant impression. Complete with technical functionality to make riding a 
real experience, even in wet weather.

Additional product properties:
• concealed knitted cuffs
• 2-way zip fasteners
• two handwarmer pockets with zips
• extremely water-resistant material with a 5,000 mm water column
• breathable to 1000 g/m²/24 h
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

5000 mm

1000 g/
m2/24 h
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 328122 328123 328124 328125 328126 328127

composition

outside: 100 % polyamide
filling / padding: 100 % polyester

Body Warmer Steve
We can't forget to mention the straight-cut Body Warmer in the new men's 
line. Whether as protection for your upper body against the cold or as a 
stylish accessory, the Body Warmer Steve should be in everyone's wardrobe.

Additional product properties:
• light padding
• two handwarmer pockets with zips
• Covalliero coat of arms
• 2-way zip with wind shield
• waterproof and breathable
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
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€

1/20

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 328347 328348 328349 328350 328351 328352

composition

outside: 100 % polyamide
filling / padding: 100 % polyester

Quilted Jacket Jason
The big hit in the Covalliero range: the lightweight quilted jacket with sporty stitching. This piece of clothing should be in every man's wardrobe and functions best 
for riding! This jacket gives you everything you could want in terms of fashion expertise, and it is suitable for both sport and daily use. Jason is a true all-rounder 
joining the ranks of the excellent Covalliero programme. 

Additional product properties:
• light padding
• straight, masculine cut
• two handwarmer pockets with zips
• Covalliero coat of arms
• 2-way zip fasteners
• 2 inner pockets for a mobile and wallet
• waterproof and breathable
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
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€

1/25

size XS S M L XL XXL

summerblue 328353 328354 328355 328356 328357 328358

composition

100 % cotton

Polo Shirt Pedro
A sporty cut polo shirt for hot days in Spring/Summer. The elastic piquee quality 
means Pedro can move with you, whether it's on horseback or any other situation 
or activity. Easy to mix and match with the new Covalliero jackets.

Additional product properties:
• Rib-knitted collar and cuffs
• Covalliero crest on the front
• 3-button trim
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C
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€

1/20

size 44 46 48 50 52 54

dark blue 325471 325472 325473 325474 328583 328584
black 325475 325476 325477 325478 328585 328586

composition

textile: 68 % (micro) polyester 22 % cotton 10 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester

Riding Breeches Techno
for men

Appealing looking riding breeches made from micro-fibres and cotton for 
perfect wearing comfort. The contrasting seams and piping on the dummy 
back pockets highlight all the wonderful features. Naturally, as with any high-
quality riding breeches, this model is also equipped with a full trim made of 
stretchable textile leather. The leg cuff with its "ElastoSoft" material ensures a 
perfect seat and prevents irritating pressure points.

Additional product properties:
• full seat
• ElastoSoft leg hem
• two front handwarmer pockets
• shape stable
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

Stretch
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€

1/20

size 44 46 48 50 52 54

darkblue 325479 325480 325481 325482 328587 328588
grey 325483 325484 325485 325486 328589 328590

composition

textile: 79 % polyamide (Tactel®) 16 % polyester (Coolmax®) 5 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester

Riding Breeches Detroit
for men

Riding breeches with all the bells and whistles due to the use of an innovative micro-fibre blend. The mate-
rial ensures an ideal climate for the skin, wicking moisture from the inside to the outside. Detroit therefore 
avoids the build-up of heat in summer and cold legs in winter. The ideal "all-season riding breeches" for 
everyone who enjoys working intensively with their horse and who needs outstanding functional clothing. 
But that's certainly not all the Detroit model can do. The special fibres ensure excellent shape stability for 
the entire time they are worn. The material is also water and wind resistant, as well as being extremely light 
(approx. 20% lighter than natural fibre) and pleasantly soft.

Additional product properties:
• full seat
• ElastoSoft leg hem
• two zip pockets in silver look
• water- and wind-proof
• shape stable, soft and lightweight thanks to Tactel®
• climate-regulating and breathable thanks to Coolmax®
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

Stretch
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€

1/20

size 44 46 48 50 52 54

darkblue 328591 328592 328593 328594 328595 328596
brown 328597 328598 328599 328600 328601 328602

composition

textile: 68 % (micro) polyester 22 % cotton 10 % elastane
anti-slip print: 100 % silicon
ElastoSoft leg cuffs: 100 % polyester

Riding Breeches CoolStar FS
for men

The high-quality CoolStar FS men's Riding Breeches are a "must" for deman-
ding riders. The especially soft and highly elastic material means that you can 
barely feel the breeches, resulting in a whole new riding sensation. The newly 
developed silicon coating with "Covalliero Grip" offers the right hold in the 
saddle where it's needed. The leg cuff made out of ElastoSoft material ensures 
a perfect seat and prevents irritating pressure points.

Additional product properties:
• full seat with the newly developed Covalliero Grip
• ElastoSoft leg hem
• two zip pockets
• 4-way elastic
• easy-to-clean and machine washable at 30 °C

Stretch
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€

1/20

size 44 46 48 50 52 54

jeans blue 322158 322170 322171 322172 322173 322174

composition

textile: 95 % cotton 5 % elastane
trimming: 60 % polyamide 40 % polyurethane

Riding Breeches Denim
for men

• original, super-soft denim material with a perfect fit
•  with 3/4 stretch leather seat for optimal freedom of movement 

and good body contact
• 5-pocket style with casual fit
• machine washable at 30 °C

Stretch
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Winter Boots Classic
with removable shaft
• useful protection against winter temparatures
•  warm and cosy by removable inner lining made of 

thermo-insulating material
• removeable shaft washable at 30 °C
• adjustable shank by velcro closure
•  water-proof synthetic shoe with tread groove sole 

that also fits into stirrups
• easy to clean outer material

€

1/6

size 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

black 327541 327542 327543 327544 327545 327526 327527 327528 327529 327530 327531 327532 327533 327534 327535 327536 327537 327538 327539 327540

size 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

black 325733 325734 325735 325736 325737 325738 325739 325740 325741 325742 325743 325744 325745

€

1/6

Thermal Winter Boots Grönland
Modern winter boots featuring everything that successful winter footwear needs!
• all-round new style in the sole area and with side zip fastener for easy access
• Luxury-look materials give these boots a modern and sporty appearance
•  elastic synthetic rubber inserts in the shaft guarantee an optimal fit, even with varying calf 

circumferences
• warm and insulating lining protects against colder temperatures
•  water-resistant outer material, stable soles and attractive appliqué work round off the 

attractive appearance perfectly

composition

outer material: Textile (100 % polyester)
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material

composition

outer material: Textile (100 % polyamide)
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material

Thermo

New!

Sizes 26 - 34 with 3 Velcro fasteners

Sizes 35 - 45 with 
4 Velcro fasteners

Thermo
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size 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

black 325726 325727 325728 325729 325730 325731 325732

€

1/5

Thermo-Outdoor Boot Montreal
• Canadian boot with warm lining
• fashionable boot with laces
• fancy design with fur collar
• water repellent Teflon coating
• non-skid, bi-colour outsole
• colour: black/grey

size 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

black 325718 325719 325720 325721 325722 325723 325724

€

1/5

Thermal Winter Shoes
The new stable and thermal winter shoe Ottawa with warm faux fur lining 
for working in the stable and for walking with your horse. The Velcro clo-
sure means you can flexibly adjust it to fit. The thermal shoe is waterproof, 
fitted with an anti-slip and easy-clean treaded sole and is the perfect shoe 
for any winter weather.

composition

outer material: Other material
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (100 % TPR)

composition

outer material: Other material
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (TPR)

Thermo

Thermo

New!

New!
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size 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46

height 31,5 cm 32,0 cm 33,0 cm 33,5 cm 38,0 cm 39,5 cm 40,5 cm 41,0 cm 41,5 cm 43,0 cm 43,5 cm 44,0 cm 44,5 cm 46,0 cm 47,0 cm 47,5 cm

shaft width
32,0 - 

36,0 cm
32,5 - 

36,5 cm
33,0 - 

37,0 cm
34,0 - 

38,0 cm
35,0 - 

39,0 cm
35,5 - 

39,5 cm
36,0 - 

40,0 cm
36,5 - 

40,5 cm
37,5 - 

41,5 cm
38,0 - 

42,0 cm
38,5 - 

42,5 cm
39,0 - 

43,0 cm
39,5 - 

43,5 cm
41,5 - 

45,5 cm
42,0 - 

46,0 cm
43,0 - 

47,0 cm
ref. no. 326631 326632 326633 326634 326635 326636 326637 326638 326639 326640 326641 326642 326643 326644 326645 326646

€

1/10

Riding Boots Flexo
Versatile riding boots giving you extraordinary comfort at a sensible price!
• attractive PVC boots
• rich interior lining for superb comfort while wearing
• superior form-fitting qualities thanks to elasticated calf sections
• easy-on thanks to zip fasteners
• with kick pleat and spur holders
• waterproof and easy to clean
• colour: black

the perfect alternative to leather boots

size 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

height 32,0 cm 32,0 cm 32,5 cm 33,2 cm 34,1 cm 35,3 cm 35,5 cm 40,3 cm 41,0 cm 41,7 cm 41,7 cm 42,1 cm 42,7 cm 43,2 cm
shaft width 32,0 cm 32,0 cm 32,5 cm 33,0 cm 33,5 cm 34,5 cm 35,0 cm 35,5 cm 36,0 cm 37,5 cm 38,0 cm 38,0 cm 39,0 cm 39,5 cm

ref. no. 320598 320599 320600 320601 320602 320603 320604 320605 320606 320607 320608 320609 320610 320611

description €

Children's sizes 29 - 35 1/6
Ladies‘ sizes 36 - 42 1/6

Riding Boots Hippo
• made of synthetic material with textile fibre lining
• with spur rest
• easy to clean
• practical and economical
• black

Entry level riding boots

composition

outer material: Other material (100 % PVC)
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (100 % PVC)

composition

outer material: Other material (100 % PVC)
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (100 % PVC)
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size 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

black 324576 324577 324578 324579 324580 324581 324582 324583 324584 324585 324586

€

1/10

Riding Half-Boot Leather Classic
• smooth leather
• soft lining for a high level of wearing comfort
• elastic shaft strap eases putting on and off the boot
• anti-slip sole
• elegant and casual in one

size 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

brown 325926 325927 325928 325929 325930 325931 325932 325933 325934 325935 325936

€

1/10

Riding Half-Boot Leather Classic
• oiled leather
• soft lining for a high level of wearing comfort
• elastic shaft strap eases putting on and off the boot
• anti-slip sole
• elegant and casual in one

Oiled leather

Smooth leather

composition

outer material: 100 % leather
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (100 % TPR)

composition

outer material: 100 % leather
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (100 % TPR)
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size 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

black 324555 324556 324557 324558 324559 324560 324561 324562

€

1/10

Riding Half-Boot Oslo
• elegant boots made of polyurethane
• highly water-repellent
• toasty warm thanks to synthetic fur lining
• easy to clean and maintain

size 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45

black 324565 324566 324567 324568 324569 324570 324571 324572 324573 324574 324575

€

1/10

Riding Half-Boot with Lacing Monaco
Elegant lace-up leather riding half-boot, easy-on and -off thanks 
to additional zip fasteners
• soft lining for a high level of wearing comfort
• high-quality, detailed craftsmanship 
• elasticated, ensuring easy foot movement
• classic cut, with attractive decorative seams to the front

elegant English style

composition

outer material: 100 % leather
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (100 % TPR)

composition

outer material: Textile (100 % PU)
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (100 % TPR)
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€

1/10

Riding Half-Boot Villaco
• easy-to-clean plastic half-boot
• watertight and washable
• elasticated ankle strap
• with anti-slip outsole

good value and practical

size 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42

black 321077 321078 321079 321080 321081 321082 321083 321084 321085 321086 321087 321088

size
height
width

128
32 cm
28 cm

134
33 cm
30 cm

140
33 cm
31 cm

146
34 cm
33 cm

152
34 cm
34 cm

XS
35 cm
32 cm

S
37 cm
32 cm

M
40 cm
34 cm

L
41 cm
36 cm

XL
43 cm
39 cm

XXL
43 cm
42 cm

black 328770 328611 328771 328612 328772 328773 328774 328775 328776 328777 328778
brown 328613 328614 328615 328616 328617 328618 328619 328620 328621 328622 328623

Mini Chaps ClassicStretch
• durable faux leather
• with stretch inset for a perfect fit
• easy to clean with water and mild detergent
• elastic sole strap
• velcro shank closure
• machine washable at 30 °C

composition

outer material: Other material (100 % PVC)
lining and insole: Textile (100 % polyester)
outer sole: Other material (100 % PVC)

ref. no. size €

328770 128 - 152 1/25
328773 XS - XXL 1/25

New!
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size
hight
width

S
38 cm
33 cm

M
40,5 cm
34 cm

L
43 cm

35,5 cm

XL
45,5 cm
38 cm

black 324030 324031 324032 324033

€

1/25

Boot Shaft Elasto
• elegant boot shaft made from soft leather adapts perfectly to the shape of the leg
• elastic insert parallel to the zip fastener ensures optimum freedom of movement
• flawless finish, stable zip fastener and elastic heel strap for reliable use
• approved for tournaments as per the LPO

Half Chaps Eleganza II
with rhinestone appliqué

•  elegant half chaps made of soft synthetic material 
fit perfectly to the leg

• with rhinestone appliqué to the zip
•  elastic insert parallel to the zip ensures optimum 

freedom of movement
• elasticated foot strap
• easy to clean with water and mild detergent
• approved for tournaments as per the LPO

€

1/30

size
hight
width

S
37 cm
31 cm

M
39 cm
33 cm

L
41 cm
35 cm

XL
43 cm
37 cm

black 322315 322316 322317 322318

ref. no. content €

32585 50 ml 1/12

Hypofekt
Perfect cleaning and care for zips – for long-lasting functionality
Jamming and dirty zips are now a thing of the past!
How to use: Wipe down the zip, spray with HYPOFEKT, leave briefly to work, then repeatedly open and close.
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size 35 - 38 39 - 42 43 - 46

blue 323020 323021 323022
black 323023 323024 323025

€

1/6/60

Knee-length Socks Progressive Summer
• elasticated comfort cuff
• compression 15 mmHg
• shock-absorbent heel area up to the Achilles tendon with ventilation channels
• special knit to optimise the circulation of air
• modular textile strip to relieve the strain on the forefoot
• air-cushioned sole ensures perfect ventilation
• padded, wear-resistant toe area

Compression 15 mmHg

composition

65 % polypropylene (Dryarn®)
20 % polyamide (Tactel®)
10 % polyamide
5 % elastane (Lycra®)

size 35 - 38 39 - 42 43 - 46

blue 323026 323027 323028
black 323029 323030 323031

€

1/6/60

Knee-length Socks Progressive Winter
• elasticated comfort cuff
• compression 15 mmHg
• shock-absorbent heel area up to the Achilles tendon with ventilation channels
• "Thermocool®" fibres with optimum temperature regulation and insulation
•  protected area with micro-inserts that provide ventilation channels to ensure 

optimised cooling of the feet
• air-cushioned sole ensures perfect ventilation
• modular textile strip to relieve the strain on the forefoot
• padded, breathable toe area

Compression 15 mmHg

composition

58 % polyester (Thermocool®)
22 % polyamide (Tactel®)
15 % polyamide
5 % elastane (Lycra®)

size 35 - 38 39 - 42 43 - 46

blue 323050 323051 323052
black 323053 323054 323055

€

1/6/60

Progressive Compression Socks
• elasticated comfort cuff
• elastic insert for stabilisation of the ankle joint
• shock-absorbent heel area up to the Achilles tendon with ventilation channels
• reinforced area to prevent friction in the ankle area
• compression 18 mmHg
• air-cushioned sole ensures perfect ventilation
• padded, wear-resistant toe and heel area
• the compression sock for professional riders who spend many hours in the saddle each day!

Compression 18 mmHg

composition

47 % polyamide (Microlon®)
21 % polyamide
20 % elastane
12 % polypropylene 
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€

1/5/100

size 34 - 36 37 - 39 40 - 42

summerblue/rose 328111 328112 328113
graphit/iceblue 328114 328115 328116
stone/orange 328117 328118 328119

shamrock-green / nature 325306 325307 325308
bailey / shamrock-green 325312 325313 325314
darkblue / hibiscus-red 325309 325310 325311

wood / dark-rose 325315 325316 325317
dark-rose 325318 325319 325320

darkblue plaid 324210 324211 324212
terra plaid 324216 324217 324218

composition

75 % cotton 20 % polyamide 5 % elastane

Riding Socks Brescia
• good fit
• with reinforced foot area
• machine washable at 30 °C

€

1/5/100

size 34 - 36 37 - 39 40 - 42

summerblue 328526 328527 328528
graphit 328529 328530 328531
stone 328532 328533 328534

composition

12 % cotton 83 % polyester 5 % elastane

Riding Socks Verona
• extra thin knitting on the shaft for optimal comfort in the boot • good fit 
with a fixed but non-restrictive band • with reinforced foot area • machine 
washable at 30 °C

New!

New!

New!

New!
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€

1/5/50

size XXS XS S M L XL

summerblue 328535 328536 328537 328538 328539 328540
graphit 328541 328542 328543 328544 328545 328546
stone 328547 328548 328549 328550 328551 328552

composition

back: 50 % polyester 50 % polyurethane
palm: 65 % polyester 35 % nylon

Riding Glove Clara
• lies pleasantly on the skin ensuring a good wearing experience
• highly elastic and excellent grip for the ultimate in wearing comfort
• with velcro closure at the wrist
• machine washable at 30 °C

New!
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ref. no. size €

323820 XS 1/100
323821 S 1/100
323822 M 1/100
323823 L 1/100
323824 XL 1/100

Riding Glove Amara Plus
• modern gloves made of synthetic material • lies pleasantly on the skin ensuring good sensitivity 
• highly elastic and excellent grip for the ultimate in wearing comfort • elasticated insert in the 
ankle area for even more freedom of movement • incl. rein reinforcements • cuff adjustable with 
Velcro fastener at the wrist • machine washable at 30 °C

composition

hand back: 95 % polyurethane 5 % polyamide
palm: 95 % polyamide 5 % elastane
nubs: 100 % silicone

size XS S M L XL

white 323825 323826 323827 323828 323829
black 323830 323831 323832 323833 323834
navy 323835 323836 323837 323838 323839

€

1/100

Riding Glove Gloria
• soft and sturdy • lies pleasantly on the skin ensuring a good wearing experience 
• highly elastic and excellent grip for the ultimate in wearing comfort • elasticated 
insert in the ankle area for even more freedom of movement • with velcro closure at 
the wrist • machine washable at 30 °C

composition

95 % polyurethane
6 % polyester
1 % elastane

ref. no. size €

323840 XS 1/100
323841 S 1/100
323842 M 1/100
323843 L 1/100
323844 XL 1/100

Riding Glove SummerTech
• an airy summer riding glove with textile back and palm surface with excellent 
grip • elasticated, breathable textile material on the back of the hand for optimum 
ventilation • lightweight and embossed material with excellent grip properties on 
the palm surface ensure superb sensitivity on the reins • close-fitting glove with 
excellent fit • with velcro closure at the wrist • machine washable at 30 °C

composition

textile hand back: 60 % polyester 35 % polyurethane 5 % elastane
palm / partial back hand: 100 % polyurethane 50 % polyurethane
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ref. no. colour €

323845 black 1/10/240
323846 navy 1/10/240

Riding Glove MagicTouch
• the glove for the touch screen generation • covered silver fibres in 
the fingertips mean that the gloves no longer need to be removed 
to operate a touchscreen • one size • multi-stretch • textured palm 
area for secure grip • machine washable at 30 °C

composition

material: 75 % acrylic 25 % elastane
nubs: 100 % PVC

Riding Glove Magic Grippy
• one size • multi-stretch • with napped palm • machine washable at 30 °C

composition

material: 76 % acrylic 25 % elastane
nubs: 100 % PVC

- coloured bordeaux black navy light-blue grey

Magic Grippy kids 321598 321599 321600 321601 - -
Magic Grippy adults 32598 32599 32600 32601 32609 32597

description €

Magic Grippy kids 1/12/240
Magic Grippy adults 1/12/240

Riding Glove Cotton Jersey
• perfect fit • anti-slip coating • overhand with finger reinforcement and Velcro fastening 
• comfortable to wear made of jersey/cotton • machine washable at 30 °C

size XS S M L XL

white 32656 32603 32604 32605 32657
black 32658 32606 32607 32608 32659

€

1/12/300

composition

material: 95 % cotton 5 % elastane
Velcro fastener 50 % nylon 50 % polyurethane
nubs: 100 % PVC
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size XS S M L XL

red 323860 323861 323862 323863 323864
navy 324045 324046 324047 324048 324049
black 324050 324051 324052 324053 324054

€

1/10/100

Riding Glove Fleece
•  high-quality fleece and abrasionresistant finger reinforcement 

for warm hands and more safety
• elasticated wrist makes the glove fit perfectly
• machine washable at 30 °C

composition

material: 100 % polyester
reinforcements: 100 % polyurethane

ref. no. size colour €

324524 S brown 1/50
324525 M brown 1/50
324526 L brown 1/50
324527 XL brown 1/50
324520 S black 1/50
324521 M black 1/50
324522 L black 1/50
324523 XL black 1/50

Riding Glove Zico
• hard-wearing gloves made from goatskin leather
• back made from knit cotton
• with finger reinforcement
• Velcro wrist closure

composition

back of hand: 100 % polyamide
palm: 100 % leather
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ref. no. size €

323849 XXS 1/60
323850 XS 1/60
323851 S 1/60
323852 M 1/60
323853 L 1/60
323854 XL 1/60

Winter Riding Glove ArcticRide
• mitten-shaped riding glove for warm fingers even when the temperature 
is well below zero • coated outer material on the back of the hand ensures 
a highly water repellent function • the thermal fleece in the interim layer 
ensures exceptional heat insulation • durable synthetic material on the palm 
surface ensure optimum grip on the reins • the fleece lining guarantees the 
gloves are pleasant to wear • with velcro closure at the wrist • machine 
washable at 30 °C

composition

back of hand / lining / padding: 100 % polyester
palm: 50 % polyester 50 % polyurethane

ref. no. size €

323848 XXS 1/100
323855 XS 1/100
323856 S 1/100
323857 M 1/100
323858 L 1/100
323859 XL 1/100

Winter Riding Glove Astana 
• classic yet slimline winter glove with a design ideal for riders • coated 
outer material on the back of the hand ensures a highly water repellent 
function • thanks to the Thinsulate® lining, maximum protection from the 
cold is guaranteed even with small quantities • durable synthetic material 
reinforcements on the palm surface and as rein reinforcements between the 
fingers ensure a sure and steady grip • features wrist joint securing with 
elasticated strap and zip fastener • machine washable at 30 °C

composition

back of hand / lining: 100 % polyester
palm surface reinforcement: 50 % polyester 50 % polyurethane
insulation: 35 % polyester 65 % polypropylene

ref. no. size €

324530 XXS 1/50
324531 XS 1/50
324532 S 1/50
324533 M 1/50
324534 L 1/50
324535 XL 1/50

Winter Glove Malmö
• attractive riding gloves with elastic soft-shell back • water- and wind-proof 
• with Thinsulate® middle layer and lightweight fleece lining • with finger 
reinforcement • machine washable at 30 °C

composition

back of hand: 96 % polyester 4 % elastane
insulation: 35 % polyester 65 % polypropylene
palm: 47 % polyester 53 % polyurethane
lining: 100 % polyester
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ref. no. description size €

323070 children XS 1/10
323071 children S 1/10
323072 children M 1/10
323073 children L 1/10
323074 adults S 1/10
323075 adults M 1/10
323076 adults L 1/10

Safety Vest ProtectoFlex light
for children and adults

The panel-like protective cushions guarantee maximum protection upon impact on the one hand, and a 
perfect fit on the other
•  the special arrangement of the protective cushions ensures complete freedom of movement with the 

highest safety standards as per EN 13158-2009
•  the newly developed features for easy adjustment not only enhance safety but also increase the vest's 

visual appeal
•  the cut, material and functionality ensure the highest standards amongst the protective vests available 

on the market

Composition:
outer material: 100 % polyester
lining: 100 % polyamide
shock-absorbing material: 100 % EVA

EN 13158-2009, Level 3

approx. 20 % lighter 
than previous models

children A B C

XS 67 - 70 cm 67 - 70 cm 55 - 62 cm
S 75 - 77 cm 73 - 77 cm 61 - 68 cm
M 79 - 82 cm 76 - 82 cm 62 - 69 cm
L 80 - 86 cm 78 - 86 cm 69 - 76 cm

adults A B C

S 85 - 91 cm 83 - 91 cm 72 - 79 cm
M 90 - 95 cm 87 - 95 cm 76 - 83 cm
L 96 - 103 cm 95 - 103 cm 90 - 91 cm

movable riding coccyx 
protection

broad Velcro fastener 
for secure hold

double safety Velcro 
fastener

Zip fastener for easy putting-
on and taking-off

Honeycomb design for 
optimum movement
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ref. no. description size €

325445 children XS 1/10
325446 children S 1/10
325447 children M 1/10
325448 children L 1/10
325449 adults XS 1/10
325450 adults S 1/10
325451 adults M 1/10
325452 adults L 1/10

Safety Vest Protecto light BETA
• for tournament, recreational and off-road riders
• easy to clean outer material
• adjustable with Velcro fasteners at the shoulders and waist
• with reflective strips for more safety

Composition:
outer material: 100 % polyamide
shock-absorbing material: 100 % EVA
lining: 100 % polyester

EN 13158-2009, Level 3

approx. 20 % lighter 
than previous models

children A B C

XS 68-72 cm 64-70 cm 67-72 cm
S 72-77 cm 69-74 cm 72-77 cm
M 77-81 cm 74-77 cm 78-84 cm
L 81-84 cm 75-80 cm 84-88 cm
adults A B C
XS 83 - 87 cm 79 - 82 cm 83 - 90 cm
S 88 - 93 cm 83 - 90 cm 86 - 93 cm
M 95 - 100 cm 90 - 98 cm 89 - 95 cm
L 98 - 104 cm 96 - 102 cm 92 - 97 cm

reflective back stripe

double safety Velcro 
fastener

flexible fit thanks to 2 
straps

Zip fastener for 
easy putting-on and 
taking-off
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ref. no. size €

325440 XS 1/10
325441 S 1/10
325442 M 1/10
325443 L 1/10

Safety Vest Protecto LadyFlex light BETA
The special line and arrangement of protective padding provides women with more space in the chest area.
• No pressure and squashing but simply pleasant to wear  - guaranteed by the new LadyFlex
• naturally the LadyFlex complies with Level 3 of EN 13158: i.e. highest safety level without compromise
•  the advantages of the "Protecto Flex" all-rounder, such as the simple size adjustment, have, of course, 

been incorporated in the ladies' model

Composition:
outer material: 100 % polyester
lining: 100 % polyamide
shock-absorbing material: 100 % EVA

EN 13158-2009, Level 3

approx. 20 % lighter 
than previous models

A B C

ladies XS 83 - 87 cm 79 - 82 cm 83 - 90 cm
ladies S 88 - 93 cm 83 - 90 cm 86 - 93 cm
ladies M 95 - 100 cm 90 - 98 cm 89 - 95 cm
ladies L 98 - 104 cm 96 - 102 cm 92 - 97 cm

vertical honeycomb structure 
for better wearing comfort

broad Velcro fastener 
for secure hold

double safety Velcro 
fastener

Zip fastener for easy putting-
on and taking-off
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ref. no. description size back length €

323894 children S > 38 cm 1/10
323895 children M > 50 cm 1/10
323896 children L > 56 cm 1/10
323897 adults S > 59 cm 1/10
323898 adults M > 75 cm 1/10
323899 adults L > 83 cm 1/10

Back Protector BackPro
The BackPro back protector in a new design with even more comfort 
and proven safety
• developed for motorcycle sport as per EN 1621-2
• is not heavy to wear and can also be worn under a jacket / vest
•  2 adjustable elasticated shoulder straps and a wide elastic abdo-

men strap with Velcro fastener can be individually adjusted to suit
• particularly shock-absorbent hard shells ensure safety and style
•  soft back padding made from sweat-wicking material ensures 

maximum wearing comfort
• particularly lightweight and anatomically shaped

EN 1621, Level 2: Motorcycle rider protective clothing against mechanical stress

ref. no. description size back length €

324500 children M > 40 cm 1/10
324501 children L > 44 cm 1/10
324502 adults XS > 48 cm 1/10
324503 adults S > 52 cm 1/10
324504 adults M > 56 cm 1/10
324505 adults L > 60 cm 1/10
324506 adults XL > 64 cm 1/10

Back Protection Vest ProtectoSoft
• especially lightweight back protection, worn like a vest, for children and adults
•  back protection padding made from multi-layer high density foam which 

adapts perfectly to the shape of the body
• developed for motorcycle sport as per EN 1621-2
•  thanks to its minimal material thickness, ProtectoSoft can be worn comfortably 

under any jacket
• extremely elastic and breathable fabric moves with you
• additional fastening with elastic belt

EN 1621, Level 2: Motorcycle rider protective clothing against mechanical stress

children

adults size
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ref. no. colour €

328250 black 52 - 55 1/10
328251 black 53 - 57 1/10
328252 camel 52 - 55 1/10
328253 camel 53 - 57 1/10

Riding Helmet Beauty
Youthful, trendy riding helmet in modern colourways 
with a floral design

•  disc-system for one-handed multistage adjustment to 
the size of one’s head

• shock-proof shell
•  well-engineered ventilation system for warm weather 

comfort
• 3-point harness
• slim profile helmet

Disc system for single-handed adjustment 
to give the perfect fit!

Air vents ensure an optimum climate
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ref. no. size €

32720 Junior 1/10
32721 S/M 1/10
32722 L/XL 1/10

Riding Helmet Carbonic
• disc-system for one-handed multistage adjustment to the size of one’s head
• carbon finishing gives the helmet a high-grade look
• shock-proof shell
• well-engineered ventilation system for warm weather comfort
• 3-point harness
• slim profile helmet
• charcoal grey

sizes:

Junior 50 - 54 cm
S / M 53 - 57 cm
L / XL 58 - 61 cm

ref. no. size €

32298 51 - 54 1/10
32299 55 - 59 1/10

Riding Helmet Nerron
Trendy, sporting training and tournament helmet!
• aerodynamic profile in sophisticated pearl black
• disc-system for one-handed smooth adjustment to the size of one’s head
•  the height of the head ring on the back of the head can also be adjusted via a 

click system
• extra-hard helmet shell
• with flexible visor
• exceptional ventilation system provides the optimum climate under the helmet
• ventilation slots with integrated insect screens
• 4-point fastening with high-quality closures
• removable lining for easy cleaning

New!

Large air vents ensure an optimum 
climate

Disc system for single-handed 
adjustment to give the perfect fit!

Large air vents ensure an optimum 
climate

Disc system for single-handed 
adjustment to give the perfect fit!
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ref. no. €

321245 1/6

Helmet Case
• attractive case for safe storage and for easier transpor-
tation of riding helmets • one-size thanks to the built-in 
elasticated net, which keeps the helmet securely in place 
• all-round zip fastener for easy helmet removal • exterior 
covering from high-quality microfibre • incl. carrying 
handle with non-slip grip

ref. no. €

321355 1/100

Helmet Storage
• a practical accessory for any rider's den, tack room or just for at home 
• easy to assemble • stable wire frame, powder-coated

ref. no. size €

328254 52 - 55 1/10
328255 53 - 57 1/10
328256 58 - 61 1/10

Riding Helmet Econimo
• disc-system for one-handed multistage adjustment to the size of one’s head
• shock-proof shell
• well-engineered ventilation system for warm weather comfort
• 3-point harness
• slim profile helmet

New!

Optimum climate!

Disc system for single-handed 
adjustment to give the perfect 
fit!
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Spurs €

drop-shape 1/10/80
straight 1/10/80

Spurs with Straps
for ladies and men

• straight or drop-shaped spurs made from stainless steel with spur straps
• paired

Replacement Straps for Spurs
• approx. 50 cm
• black
• in pairs
• polyamide

ref. no. €

32654 1/50

Bootjack
• incl. protective rubber inlay
• rubber inlay avoid scratching
• plastic material

spike length 15 mm 25 mm 30 mm

drop-shape
for ladies 321250 321252 321254
for men 321251 321253 321255

straight
for ladies 321258 321260 321262
for men 321259 321261 321263

ref. no. description €

321266 with round buckle 1/100/500
321249 with plastic clip 1/100

321266

321249

ref. no. €

324463 1/4/500

Spurred Boot Protectors Rubber
• soft rubber protects the boots from abrasion and damage
• for a better fit for the spurs
• with pin recess
• for all sizes, can be shortened
• in pairs
• without spurs

drop-shape straight
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ref. no. colour €

32463/1 white/red 1/100
32468 orange/orange 1/20/100

Boot Lamp
• incl boot fixing strap
• visibility of 300 m in good conditions
• incl. 2 batteries of 1,5 V each

ref. no. €

324549 1/100

Helmet Lamp
• powerful helmet lamp with LED technology
• very long service life thanks to low energy consumption
• with individually adjustable light angle
• different levels of brightness
•  very bright light thanks to 10 LEDs and ensures more safety on 

horseback or on foot
• can be easily attached to the helmet using elastic straps
• stays firmly on the head
• type AAA batteries (3 pcs.) not included

ref. no. €

324548 1/250

LED Flashing Light
• with on/off switch • with attachment clip for securing to riding boots, 
sleeves, snaffles or similar • visible up to around 300 metres with good 
visibility • 2 pcs. per box • diameter 48 mm • approx. 100 hours of 
flashing time with one battery set • incl. 2 x LR 44 batteries

ref. no. €

32355 1/40

First Aid Riding Out Set
• for fast first aid and wound care
• basic kit for minor injuries
• in a practical belly bag

Contents: 3 sterile dressings, 2 elastic bandages, 
4 alcohol pads, 40 plaster strips, 1 pair of gloves, 
2 safety pins, 1 roll of adhesive bandages, 1 trian-
gular bandage, 1 pair of bandage scissors, 1 set of 
tweezers, cotton wool

with 10 LEDs
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ref. no. €

328513 1/18

Saddle Cloth NeonReflex
•  neon yellow saddle cloth with reflective appliqué for maximum 

visibility while riding
• excellent padding and skin-friendly textile material
• multipurpose
• machine washable at 30 °C
• size: warm-blooded

Reflective Safety Blanket
• for a safer ride in low visibility conditions
• 100 % polyester
• with reflective strips
•  saddle notch and broad Velcro fastener at the withers 

for fixation
• tail straps for a non-slip fit
• washable up to 30° C

ref. no. €

34646/1 1/100

Reflective Armlet
• highly reflective
• to be fixed at the upper arm
• with velcro fastening
• for a safe ride in bad weather conditions
• complies with CE-EN 471

ref. no. €

34645/1 1

Reflective Waistcoat
• highly reflective
• for a safe ride in bad weather conditions
• signal-yellow with 2 reflective strips
• complies with CE-EN 471

ref. no. back length €

328508 135 cm 1/50
328509 145 cm 1/50
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ref. no. €

32491/1 1/96

High-visibility gaiters
• height approx. 6,0 cm
• highly reflective
• heavy-duty
• steplessly adjustable with Velcro-fastener
• additional safety-snap-closure prevents losing the horse straps
• for a safer ride in low visibility conditions
• packed in pairs

ref. no. €

328514 1/50

Reflective Tail Guard
• bright yellow with reflective strips
• with fleece lining
• easy to adjust with Velcro® fastener
• perfect hold with fastener strap
• dimensions 44 x 28 cm

ref. no. use €

328516 pony 1/25
328517 cob 1/25
328518 full 1/25

Head-Collar NeonReflex
• neon yellow halter with reflective appliqué
• 2-way adjustment on the head and nose bands
• stable fittings

ref. no. €

328504/1 1/48

Reflective Breast Collar
• for optimal visibility & safety when riding at night
• increases front visibility
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ref. no. colour €

325995 gold 1/5/100
325996 silver 1/5/100

Dressage whip
• length 100 cm
• with anti-slip handle
• with gold or silver-coloured appliqué
• fibreglass covered with Nylon

ref. no. €

32362 1/200

Dressage Whip
• 90 cm length
• fibre glass
• with threaded nylon shaft
• napped grip
• black

ref. no. €

32366 1/135

Dressage Whip
• covered with fibre glass
• 110 cm
• black

ref. no. colour €

321481 navy 1/125
321482 bordeaux 1/125
321484 brown 1/125
321488 black 1/125

Dressage Whip
• 100 cm
• threaded nylon shaft made of fibre glass
• leather grip

ref. no. €

32367 1/200

Crop Whip
• 90 cm length
• covered with fibre glass
• PVC-coated grip with wrist loop
• black

32362325996 321481 321482 321484 321488325995 3236632367

New!
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ref. no. €

32358 1/100

Whip Holder
• dimensions L x D x H: 31 x 4 x 9 cm
• plastic holder for 11 whips
• easy installation with 4 pre-drilled holes

ref. no. €

32363 1/200

Crop Whip
• 80 cm length
• fibre glass
• threaded nylon shaft
• grip with wrist loop
• black

ref. no. €

321486 1/10/200

Whip
• 75 cm
• horse-head-shaped PVC grip
• black

ref. no. €

32364 1/10/200

Jump Bat with Flap
• 65 cm length
• fibreglass
• treaded nylon shaft
• PVC grip
• black

ref. no. €

321485 1/10/200

Jump Bat with Flap
• 65 cm
• in assorted colours

ref. no. colour €

325997 gold 1/5/100
325998 silver 1/5/100

Jumping whip
• length 65 cm
• with anti-slip handle
• with gold or silver-coloured appliqué
• fibreglass covered with Nylon

New!

32363 321486 32364 321485

325997

325998
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ref. no. colour use saddle girth size tree width €

32196 black pony 95 cm 16,0 " 29,5 cm 1
32197 black multipurpose 125 cm 17,5 " 30,5 cm 1
32285 black Haflinger 125 cm 17,5 " 34,5 cm 1
32198 brown Haflinger 125 cm 17,5 " 34,5 cm 1

Saddle Set

Please note that for this low-priced offer we cannot 
consider special wishes in colour or length.

Consisting of:
saddle, numnah, stirrup, stirrup-belt, saddle girth

ref. no. size tree width €

32289 16,0 " 28 cm 1/2

Saddle Freedom
without saddle tree

• high-quality saddle 
• extremely light, with soft padded seat and saddle fenders
• heightened swell and cantle front and behind ensure a good fit 
• stirrups can be conveniently buckled in with 2 large rings (no stirrups included!)
• excellent, direct contact with the horse's back ensures a new and natural riding feeling 
• no pressure points on the underside thanks to especially comfortable and soft synthetic fur
• with long, nylon-strengthened girth straps
• incl. baggage rings for distance and riding outings
• delivery without accessories

A Starter-Set for a fantastic price

ref. no. saddle girth size tree width €

325415 110 cm 15,0 " 34,5 cm 1

• black
•  complete set consisting of saddle, cotton saddle girth, 

stirrups and leathers
• high-quality saddle made of synthetic material
• anti-slip seat for perfect support in the saddle
• saddle cushion can be adjusted to fit using Velcro
•  knee rolls can be removed and adjusted using Velcro 

for the ideal sitting position
• handle on pommel, ideal for beginners

Saddle Set Pony Economy
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multipurpose dressage

summerblue 328571 328572
rose 328573 328574

graphit 328575 328576
iceblue 328577 328578
stone 328579 328580

orange 328581 328582

€

1/15

Saddle Cloth Collection F/S16
• modern, lengthways quilting with the Covalliero brand crest
• with edging in contrasting colours
• high-quality foam filling for optimum pressure balance
• available in multipurpose and dressage version
• machine washable at 30 °C
• crossbred size

saddle cloth A B C

multipurpose 58 cm 54 cm 66 cm
dressage 60 cm 56 cm 66 cm

New!

multipurpose

dressage

Saddle cloth dimensions:

A = width

B = maximum height

C = maximum width
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Saddle Cloth Classic
•  excellent padding thanks to foam inter-

mediate layer
•  skin-friendly outer material in classic 

colour combinations with braid and 
edging strip

•  classical fine quilting and stylish cut at an 
attractive price

• machine washable at 30 °C

multipurpose dressage

navy / silver / navy 323810 323814
black / gold / black 323811 323815

white / silver / white 323812 323816
red / gold / red 323813 323817

€

1/20

ref. no. use colour €

325412 Pony dark blue 1/20
325413 Pony mocha 1/20
325414 Pony grey 1/20
325408 Warmblood dark blue 1/20
325409 Warmblood mocha 1/20
325410 Warmblood grey 1/20

Saddle Cloth Firenze
• Multipurpose
• durable outer material in classic colour combinations with multi-coloured edging
• high-quality foam and polyester filling for optimum pressure balance
• contemporary diamond quilting to catch the eye
• machine washable at 30 °C

saddle cloth A B C

Pony 47 cm 40 cm 53 cm
Warmblood 53 cm 52 cm 68 cm

saddle cloth A B C

multipurpose 58 cm 48 cm 66 cm
dressage 62 cm 53,5 cm 66 cm

multipurpose

dressage
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ref. no. colour €

321409 white 1/20
321417 brown 1/20
321418 navy 1/20
321419 black 1/20

Saddle Cloth Bari
•  outer material 100 % cotton with 

particularly soft finish
• including reinforced withers padding
• hardwearing cotton lining
•  attractive stitching with understated 

decorative piping
• machine washable at 30 °C
• size/shape: warm-blooded/multipurpose

ref. no. €

32380 1/20

Trekking Saddle Cloth
• black • suitable for all-purpose saddles 17 and 18 inch • incl. loops for 
girth and saddle straps • washable at 30 °C • especially designed for rides, 
hunting, long-distance rides or trekking • big saddlebags with Velcro faste-
ning allow to take along canteen, food, map and compass • warm-blooded/
multipurpose

ref. no. €

32440 1/16

Saddle Pad Freedom
• with removable, pressure-reducing, soft synthetic rubber insert
• bottom made from woven fleece
• top material made of cotton with foam padding
• size/shape: warm-blooded/multipurpose

ref. no. €

328513 1/18

Saddle Cloth NeonReflex
• neon yellow saddle cloth with reflective appliqué for maximum visibility while riding
• excellent padding and skin-friendly textile material
• multipurpose
• machine washable at 30 °C
• size: warm-blooded

saddle cloth A B C

Warmblood 60 cm 50 cm 67 cm

saddle cloth A B C

Warmblood 58 cm 52 cm 68 cm

saddle pad A B

Warmblood 63 cm 50 cm
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ref. no. use €

328129 Pony 1/20
328128 Warmblood 1/20

Corrector Saddle Cushion Lambskin AntiSlip
• a special comfort for your horse
• exchangeable felt inlays for optimum saddle adjustment (thickness per piece approx. 0.4 cm)
• 12 felt inlays (6 pieces for front and 6 pieces for rear)
• cotton top layer with anti-slip bobbles for excellent grip underneath the saddle
• with fur collar in front and behind
• with cut-out at the spinal canal
• medical-grade tanning

ref. no. use €

321312 Pony 1/20
32318 Warmblood 1/20

Saddle Pad Lambskin
• a special comfort for your horse • with fur collar in front and behind • with 
cut-out at the spinal canal • easy-care cotton quilted cover • with girth straps 
• medical-grade tanning

ref. no. size dimension €

32448 Pony 16,0" approx. 42 x 34 cm 1/50
32446 Full 17,5" approx. 48 x 37 cm 1/50

Lambskin Cover
• for a pleasantly warm, comfortable saddle, even on cold 
days • with elastic fastening straps • medical-grade tanning

ref. no. €

32294 1/25

Girth Cover Lambskin
• for sensitive horses • with Velcro fastener 
• approx. 80 x 14 cm • medical-grade 
tanning

New!
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ref. no. colour €

32338 white 1/50
323910 black 1/50

Saddle Girth Cover
• woven fleece • washable • 95 x 10 cm

Super-soft quality!

ref. no. €

32295 1/60

Lambswool Set for Bridle
• for sensitive horses • medical-grade tanning
Set contains protective wool covers for:
noseband (1 pc.), approx. 6 x 29 cm
headpiece 1 pc.), approx. 6 x 19 cm
cheekpieces (2 pcs.), approx. 6 x 40 cm

4-piece

ref. no. €

32370 1/25

Upholstered Saddle Cushion
• saddle pad made of fleece • with 5 cm thick synthetic 
internal pad • dimensions: 56 x 35 cm

ref. no. €

321350 1/10

Gel Pad
• plastic covering filled with gel • the pad distributes the rider’s weight evenly 
on the horse’s back • eliminating pressure points and cushioning shocks • easy 
to handle • easy to clean • treats the rider’s back with care and guarantees 
hygienic riding • dimensions: 53 x 36 cm
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ref. no. €

321357 1/30

Saddle Pad Anti-Slip
• lightweight and functional, the anti-slip saddle pad made from 
EVA • recommended for horses with a difficult or slippery saddle 
area • gives the saddle and rider a better grip and more relaxed 
seating position • lots of small ventilation holes prevent the horse 
from sweating too much • laid directly on the horse's back under 
the saddle cloth • machine washable at 30 °C (gentle wash cycle) 
• dimension approx. 60 x 45 x 0,6 cm

ref. no. colour €

32436/1 black 1/120
32437/1 brown 1/120

Saddle Girth Extension
• leather • lengthens your girth up to 27 cm 
• stable buckles

ref. no. length €

32645 30 cm 1/25/300

Holding Leather Strap
• leather • roundly stiched • colour: brown

Saddle Cover
• black
• protects your saddle from dust and excess moisture
• made of cotton
• for saddle English style

ref. no. description €

321395 Pony saddle cover 1/50
32291 Saddle cover full 1/50
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Saddle Girth Leather
• curved form allows unrestricted movement • soft pad-
ded leather • elastic strap avoids excessively tight girth 
and eases tightening up • colour: black

length 100 cm 110 cm 120 cm 130 cm 140 cm

brown 32421 32422 32423 32424 32425
black 32431 32432 32433 32434 32435

€

1/100

Saddle Girth
• padded • cotton fabric with reinforcements 
• stable buckles

ref. no. length €

327060 110 cm 1/50
327061 120 cm 1/50
327062 130 cm 1/50
327063 140 cm 1/50

ref. no. length €

32442 45 cm 1/40
32443 50 cm 1/40
32444 60 cm 1/40
32445 70 cm 1/40

Girth
• Dressage girth made from synthetic rubber with roller buckles • anatomically 
shaped to provide increased freedom of movement for the horse • also suitable 
for tree-less Freedom saddle

ref. no. length €

321055 110 cm 1/25
321056 120 cm 1/25
321057 130 cm 1/25
321058 140 cm 1/25

Curved Saddle Strap
• soft, friction-free and easy to care for PU • the entire 
strap is reinforced, making it extremely durable and tear-
resistant • with roller buckles for easy adjustment • easy 
to care for and washable
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ref. no. €

32634/1 1/100

Stirrup for Kids without Tread Pad
• lightweight stirrup made from stainless steel • foot 9 cm • roughened 
tread surface • for the first riding attempts on a pony saddle • in pairs

ref. no. €

32637/1 1

Stirrup Tread Pad
• length: 12 cm • in pairs

ref. no. €

32638/1 1

Stirrup Tread Pad sloping
• length: 12 cm • helps to maintain a correct foot position • in pairs

ref. no. description €

32353 Stirrups 10 cm foot 1/20
32630 Stirrups 12 cm foot 1/25

Stirrups
• made of stainless steel
• open sole
• with rubber tread pad
• in pairs

32630

32353
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ref. no. length width colour €

32639/1 130 cm 25 mm black 1/75
32347/1 145 cm 27 mm black 1/75

323471/1 145 cm 27 mm brown 1/75

Stirrup-Belt Leather

ref. no. length €

321731/1 10,5 cm 1
32173/1 11,5 cm 1
32174/1 12,5 cm 1
32175/1 13,5 cm 1
32176/1 14,5 cm 1

Snaffle Loose Ring Bit
• thickness 18 mm • stainless • hollow

ref. no. length €

321732/1 12,5 cm 1
321733/1 13,5 cm 1
321729/1 14,5 cm 1

Snaffle Loose Ring Bit - French Link
• thickness 18 mm • stainless • hollow

ref. no. length €

321734/1 11,5 cm 1
321735/1 12,5 cm 1
32177/1 13,5 cm 1
321730/1 14,5 cm 1

Eggbut Bit
• thickness 18 mm • stainless • hollow

ref. no. Ø €

321727/2 7 cm 1
321728/2 9 cm 1

Bit Guards
• prevents the loose ring bit from chaffing the horse’s mouth 
• colour: black • in pairs

ref. no. colour €

324036 black 1/50
324037 brown 1/50

Stirrup Straps Soft deLuxe
• made from durable, high-quality and soft leather • with hole 
numbering • rust-free buckles • length 150 cm • width 25 mm 
• in pairs

• in pairs
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ref. no. use €

325400 pony 1/15
325401 cob 1/15
325402 full 1/15

Snaffle Bridle Silverado 2.0
• chic, English snaffle bridle made from the best quality leather
• browband with integrated chain made with sparkling crystals
•  with soft, silver-look padding layer on the brow, nose and neck 

bands for maximum wearing comfort
• incl. web bridle reins
• with rust-free fittings
• without bit
• black

ref. no. use €

325403 pony 1/15
325404 cob 1/15
325405 full 1/15

Snaffle Bridle Stardust
• chic, English snaffle bridle made from the best quality leather
• browband with stitched, sparkly, crystal sand-look band
•  with soft padding layer on the brow, nose and neck bands for 

maximum wearing comfort
• incl. web bridle reins
• with rust-free fittings
• without bit
• black
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Exclusive Leather Snaffle Bridle
•  classically elegant snaffle bridle with contrasting stitching, 

made from high-quality leather
• with web reins
• with soft padding on nose strap and browband
• without bit
• black

ref. no. use €

323555 pony 1/20
323556 cob 1/20
323557 full 1/20

Shine-On Snaffle
An extraordinary snaffle with anatomically-shaped head strap and integrated 
sparkling stones.
• stylish, sparkling English riding halter made from the finest quality leather
• anatomically curved head band with three-row rhinestone motif
•  with soft padding layer on the head, nose and neck bands for maximum 

wearing comfort
• includes web reins
• with rust-free fittings
• without bit

ref. no. use description €

321715 pony swedish 1/25
321716 cob swedish 1/25
321717 full swedish 1/25
321721 pony english combined 1/25
321722 cob english combined 1/25
321723 full english combined 1/25

swedish model

english combined 
model
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Bridle Standard
• english combined headcollar with flash noseband
• hand-sewn
• nose-strap and browband with back
• good standard quality
• adjustable
• with web reins
• without bit

ref. no. colour €

321178 black 1/25
321179 brown 1/25

Bridle Carthorse
• very robust bridle for carthorse
• easy to adjust
• with leather reins
• raised nose strap
• good leather quality
• without bit

ref. no. use €

324911 pony 1/25
324912 cob 1/25
324913 full 1/25

Bridle Classic
• pretty brown snaffle bridle in a classic style made from high-quality leather
• attractive decorative seaming in white for an elegant look
• shoulder, nose and neck straps with soft padding layer
• including web reins
• without bit

ref. no. use colour €

321713 Shetty black 1/30
32170 pony black 1/30
32171 cob black 1/25
32172 full black 1/25

321714 Shetty brown 1/30
321742 pony brown 1/30
321743 cob brown 1/25
321744 full brown 1/25
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ref. no. use €

323593 pony 1/50
32664 full 1/100

English Leather Dressage Reins
• with leather ends and martingale stopper 
• colour: black • length 280 cm • width 
approx. 20 mm

ref. no. €

32666 1/60

Anti-Slip Rubber Reins
• rubberised for better grip • extremely durable • end pieces and stops made from 
soft leather • length approx. 3 m • width approx 20 mm

ref. no. €

32669 1/50

Web Draw Reins
• suitable for training by experienced riders • secured to the abdominal strap and guided through the 
snaffle bit - a very direct aid that requires experienced hands • web reins with soft leather loops • with 
saddle girth strap and carabiner hook • quick and easy to remove

Important: draw reins can be a useful training aid. Please assess your riding skills honestly. The horse will sense when draw 
reins are being used by inexperienced hands. This is not to be recommended. Not approved for tournaments as per LPO.

ref. no. use €

323595 pony 1/25
323594 full 1/25

Thiedemann Reins
• classic martingale rein combination • also called Köhler 
reins • martingale with snap-hook to hook into the D-rings 
• web reins with leather hand grips and 3 D-rings • black 
• not approved for tournaments as per LPO

ref. no. use €

323597 pony 1/25
323596 full 1/25

Running Side Reins
• also called ‘Vienna reins’ • a modified form of side reins, creates 
more range of forward / backward movement for the horse than 
normal side reins or fixed training aids • adjustable • black • the 
running side reins are approved for tournaments as per paragraph 
70 of the LPO
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ref. no. €

323600 1/50/100

Neck Extender
• to correct throat and neck problems • made from round rubber band • smoothly adjustable  
• highly elastic • with plastic carabiner • black • not approved for tournaments as per LPO

ref. no. use €

323599 pony 1/50
32660 full 1/50

Side Reins
• polyamide • with rubber ring • stainless 
fittings • black • in pairs

ref. no. colour use €

323598 black pony 1/50
321754 black full 1/50

Martingale
• prevents the horse from head banging 
• sliding • easy to adjust • stainless 
fittings • incl. martingale stop

incl. martingale stop

ref. no. €

321751/2 1

Rubber Rein Stop
• rubber pieces to fix subsequently at the 
reins • heat in a bain-marie and pull over the 
reins´ ends • in pairs

ref. no. €

321753/2 1

Rubber Martingale Stop
• rubber pieces to fix subsequently at 
the martingale • prevents the martingale 
from slackening in between of the front 
legs • in pairs
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ref. no. use €

321167 thoroughbred 1/25
321168 warmblooded 1/25

Cavesson
• made from hardwearing brown leather • with durable 
metal fittings  • padded neck, browband and nose strap 
adjustable

ref. no. use €

32354 Pony (160-200 cm circumference) 1/30
32339 Warmblood (170-210 cm circumference) 1/30

Lunge
• all-purpose, for lunging and schooling 
• with soft leather paddings • with 9 
rings

ref. no. €

32640 1/100

Lunching Attachment
• made from 3-layer stitched webbing • nickel-plated spring 
hook and swivel • high-quality workmanship

ref. no. description €

32365 one piece 1/70
32369 two pieces with plug-in connection 1/50

Lunge Whip two-piece
• 180 cm • fibre glass • braided
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ref. no. colour €

321490 blue/violet 1/40
321491 black/red 1/40
321492 blue/yellow 1/40

ref. no. €

321495 1/25

Soft Double Lunge
• blue/yellow • Soft material mix for a comfortable grip 
• with 2 large rotating snap-hooks • approx. 17 m long

ref. no. €

321496 1/50

Lunge line with leather stops
• leather stops allow secure and stable hold of the lunge 
• with large hand strap and rotating carabiner • approx. 
8 m long

Lunge Leash Softlonge
• soft blended fabric for comfortable grip • with large 
hand strap and rotating snap-hook • app. 8 m long

ref. no. colour €

32148 black 1/45
326057 dark blue 1/45
326058 violet 1/45
326059 green 1/45

Lunge
• made of sturdy belt material • with high-quality swivel and snap-hook 
• total length approx. 7,50 m

New!

New!

New!
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ref. no. description €

32901 Semi Quarter 1
32898 Full Quarter 1

Western Saddle
• high-crafted saddle in oiled cowhide
• with smooth plain leather seat and discrete punching
• reinforced fibre glass tree
• with roper cinch 90 cm, front and back straps and leather covered stirrups
• weight approx. 12.5 kg
• seat size: 40,5 cm (16")

ref. no. description €

32904 Long front strap for 32901 1
32905 Short rear strap for 32901 1
32896 Replacement stirrup pairs for 32901 and 32898 1
32897 Connecting belt for 32901 and 32898 1

ref. no. colour €

325406 red / black 1
325407 black / green 1

Western Saddle Set Pony
•  complete Western saddle set in an extravagant design consisting of snaffle bridle, 

breastplate, 75 cm cord girth and stirrups
• seat and appliqué made from velour-look synthetic material
• saddle pad made from synthetic fur fabric with generous foam padding
• seat size 13"
• tree width 14 cm
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ref. no. colour €

32951 maroon/beige 1/6
32952 black/beige 1/6

Western Saddlepad
• extra thick numnah with leather border
• easy to clean outside material
• underlay with synthetic fur
• dimensions approx. 80 x 80 cm

ref. no. colour €

32968 pink 1/15
32958 blue 1/15

Navajo Saddle Blanket
• 150 x 75 cm - double layered
•  densely woven saddle blanket to protect 

the pads - made of cotton/polyacrylic 
material

•  easy-care at 30 °C in your washing 
machine

ref. no. €

32932 2

Western Spurs
• universal Western spurs made from stainless steel
• with short throat and round mild wheel
• in pairs

Western Spur Straps
• attractive spur straps made of high-quality leather 
• in pairs

ref. no. €

32933 1/100
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ref. no. length €

32911 12,5 cm 1/12/60
32943 13,5 cm 1/12/60

Western Bit
• with 11 mm thick mouthpiece • also referred to as "snaffle bit" - 
comparable to a split snaffle • acts on the corners of the mouth and 
the tooth-free area of the horse • with copper insert

ref. no. €

32910 1/50

Western Reins
• good quality leather • length approx 
2.45 m • width 16 mm

ref. no. €

32989 1/50

Western Reins with Carabiner
• good quality leather • sturdy carabiner for rapid locking 
• length approx. 2,45 m • width 16 mm

ref. no. €

322694 1/50

Western Lead Rope Ranger
• stable lead rope with excellent grip made 
from woven PP • with double leather strap and 
Bull Snap • approx. 4 m

ref. no. length €

32893 65 cm (26") 1/25
32894 70 cm (28") 1/25
32918 75 cm (30") 1/25
32902 80 cm (32") 1/25
32895 85 cm (34") 1/25

Western Belt
with fleece layer
• classic Western belt with soft fleece layer • particularly recommended 
for horses with sensitive mid-section • sturdy buckle and D-rings for 
auxiliary reins
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ref. no. content €

321586 225 ml 1/12

Leather Oil Spray
• high-quality oils make the leather soft and resilient • the special formulation penetrates deep into the 
pores and supplies the leather with important nutrients • leather oil protects leather from drying out and 
hinders the penetration of moisture and UV radiation • simple application: Spray function distributes the 
oil evenly over the surface

ref. no. content €

321514 450 ml 1/12
321566 1000 ml 1/12

Dubbin with Beeswax
• protects leather from moisture, mould and breakage and makes it durable • suitable for care of bridles, 
saddles, boots and all smooth leather goods • cares for leather that is subject to heavy wear and restores 
lost gloss • selected plant oils penetrate deep into the leather providing nourishment, protection and care 
• tough leather becomes supple again with regular use

ref. no. content €

32537 400 ml 1/6

Saddle and Leather Soap
• for smooth, suede and Nubuck leather • removes even the most stubborn 
stains and makes the leather wonderfully supple • mild and gentle cleaning 
• includes sponge

ref. no. content €

321591 500 ml 1/6
321592 1000 ml 1/12

Leather Oil Premium
• oil with beeswax • Suitable for care of bridles, saddles, boots and all smooth leather goods • components that clean 
and replenish penetrate deep into the leather to make it durable and tear-resistant again • selected oils protect against 
moisture and mould • Cares for leather that is subject to heavy wear and restores lost gloss • hard leather becomes supple 
again with regular use

with beeswax

ref. no. content €

321594 1000 ml 1/12

Leather 3in1
For everyone who wants to clean and care for their smooth leather simply and quickly! Leather blitz&blank puts an end to time-consuming 
leather care: drop the solution in cold water, swirl the dirty leather briefly in the liquid and hang it up to dry! After a few (approx. 15) 
minutes, the leather can be used again. Simply wipe down boots, saddles and other smooth leather with a sponge soaked in the solution 
and you're done!
• 3-in-1: one product, three results - cleaning, care and oiling!
• for all smooth leather saddles and bridles
• easy to use with no scrubbing - works automatically in just a few minutes

extremely economical concentrate
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ref. no. content colour €

3234 450 ml yellow 1/20
3237 450 ml black 1/20
3233 1000 ml yellow 1/12
3238 1000 ml black 1/12

Euro-Leather Grease
• the best care product for all kinds of leather • penetrates quickly into 
the leather • makes it soft and smooth and impregnates it

ref. no. content €

3235 500 ml 1/24
3236 1000 ml 1/12

Euro-Leather Oil
• makes leather smooth, durable and water-proof • for saddles, bridles 
and all plain leather products

ref. no. content €

32554 500 ml 1/12

Oil Soap
• gentle cleaning, does not harm the surface • removes stubborn dirt 
from saddles, bridles and harnesses • ideal cleaning product for stable 
and house • also suitable for thorough, gentle cleaning of riding clothes 
• made exclusively of vegetable raw materials

ref. no. content €

32550 250 g 1/24

Saddle and Leather Soap
• contains glycerine • cleans and grooms at the same time • makes all 
plain leather products, shoes and boots shine again • with sponge

Glycerine leather 
soap with sponge

entirely from plant materials with leather-protecting agent!

with self-cleaning 
properties!

with real beeswax!

ref. no. content €

32551 200 g 1/16

Bar of Saddle Soap
• contains a combination of fats developed on a native base, that covers lea-
ther with a protecting and preserving coat • even hard-worn leather remains 
soft and smooth

ref. no. content €

32552 1000 ml 1/12

Beeswax Leatherfit-Oil
• for the treatment and care of leather • prevents leather from 
getting brittle • preserves leather and makes it soft and resistant 
• water and dirt-repellent due to NANO technology!

ref. no. content €

32553 450 ml 1/20

Beeswax Leathercare Cream
• maintains the leather’s value and natural qualities • cleans its surface 
and penetrates deeply into its pores • with genuine beeswax • preserves 
leather and makes it tearproof and durable • with self-cleaning proper-
ties! • water and dirt-repellent due to NANO technology!
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ref. no. colour €

3284 red 1/12
32841 black 1/12

Saddle Rack
• english model • length 54 cm • with 
additional bracket • painted metal

ref. no. €

32953 1/10

Western Saddle Rack
• extra wide rest for western saddles • with bridle bracket hooks 
• Length 55 cm • made from sturdy metal tubing • for wall 
mounting

ref. no. €

32884 1/12

Saddle Rack
• powder-coated • good value • length 56 cm • english 
model • grey

ref. no. description €

32707 Saddle cabinet, 60 x 60 x 106 cm 1
32708 Spare lock with key 1

Saddle cabinet
• high-quality saddle cabinet as a construction kit
• made from sendzimir-galvanised sheet steel
• with a storage compartment
• 2 saddle holders
•  hook and holder providing plenty of space for 

hanging up e.g. snaffles
• with air vent, lockable and stackable
• weight: 30 kg

with resin coating
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ref. no. colour €

32842 red 1/20
32845 black 1/20

• foldable • metal painted • round design • with 
integrated bridle rack • total length 44 cm

ref. no. €

32360 1/10/20

Saddle Rack
• foldable • length 38 cm • metal painted in red

ref. no. €

325842 1/20

Ceiling Bracket Single
• high quality metal design • made from sturdy powder-coated metal 
tubes • ceiling bracket for stable doors or tack rooms • with two hooks 
• bracket dimensions: 91 x 20 cm

Saddle Rack

ref. no. €  
32688 1

Blanket and Saddle Cover Holder
• very sturdy design with swivel-mounted brackets for saddle covers or 
saddle/horse blankets • with 5 saddle cover brackets and 4 horse blanket 
holders • made from sturdy, powder-coated metal tubing

ref. no. €  
32686 1/3

3-arm Blanket Holder
• stable, swivel-mounted blanket holder for up to 3 horse blankets 
• high-quality powder-coated material • dimensions: small clip 
approx. 86 x 63 cm, large clip approx. 70 x 95 cm
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ref. no. colour €

32361 red 1/10/100
323615 black 1/10/100

Bridle Rack
• plastic coated metal

ref. no. colour €

321362 black 1/10/20

Bridle Bracket
• PVC coated metal • durable • with 4 hooks to hang up 
headcollars and bridles etc.

ref. no. €

32885 1/10/100

Bridle Rack
• made of powder-coated metal • good value

ref. no. colour €

324464 black 1/1530
324465 red 1/170

Bridle Rack Plastic
• made of high-grade plastic 
• for wall mounting

with resin coating

with resin coating
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size 1 2 3 4

green 32200 32205 32210 32215
red 32201 32206 32211 32216

dark-blue 32202 32207 32212 32217
grey 32203 32208 32213 32218

€

1/5/25

Head-Collar Exclusive
The Exclusive halter boasts extraordinarily high workmanship and material and 
functional quality. A top product with perfect fit for paddocks and stables.
• with carabine hook and brass fittings
• neck and nose adjustable due to buckles
• stainless brass eyes
• soft neck and nose paddings
• paddings absolutely sweatproof
• high-quality webbing
• triple stitched cheek and chin straps
• first-class workmanship

2-way adjustment

ref. no. colour €

32260 green 1/5/50
32261 red 1/5/50
32262 dark-blue 1/5/50
32263 grey 1/5/50

Foal Head-Collar Exclusive
• adjustable due to three buckles • this high quality headcollar has an adjustable 
neck nose and throat due to buckles • perfect fit • webbing width: 20 mm • eyes 
as well as all other fittings are brass-plated

3-way adjustment

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)
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ref. no. colour €

321402 red/gray 1/5/50
321403 dark-green/pastel-green 1/5/50
321404 navy/light-blue 1/5/50
321405 black/gray 1/5/50

Lead Rope Exclusive
• suitable for head-collar Exclusive • approx. 180 cm in legth • galvanized 
panic-hook • double threaded polypropylen • extremely stable design • diametre 
approx. 14 mm

ref. no. colour €

32270 green 1/5/50
32271 red 1/5/50
32272 dark-blue 1/5/50
32273 grey 1/5/50

Lead Rope Exclusive
• colour-matched to the head-collar Exclusive • total length 180 cm with chain, 
carabine hook and padded hand loop • 50 cm long chain • padded sling made of 
highly durable soft material which makes horse-leading pleasant and easy • high-
quality workmanship, a real top product

ref. no. use €

328516 pony 1/25
328517 cob 1/25
328518 full 1/25

Head-Collar NeonReflex
• neon yellow halter with reflective appliqué
• 2-way adjustment on the head and nose bands
• stable fittings
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size 1 2 3

red / blue / white 323560 323561 323562
blue / violet / white 323566 323567 323568

anthracite / iceblue / white 325950 325951 325952

€

1/50

Head-Collar Softra
• attractive, modern colours -  the perfect match for the current spring collection
• unusual, soft material
• neck band steplessly adjustable
• throat strap easy to open by carabiner
• rust-free fittings

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)

colour red / blue / white blue / violet / white anthracite / iceblue

carabine hook 321443 321448 325953
panic-hook 321453 321458 325954

description €

carabine hook 1/50
panic-hook 1/50

Lead Rope Softra
• suitable for head collar Softra • approx. 200 cm in legth • unusual, soft material 
• with panic-hook or carabine hook

New!

New!
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size 1 2 3

bordeaux / nature 325871 325872 325873
forrest / wood 325874 325875 325876

black / ice 325877 325878 325879

€

1/50

Halter Supreme
•  high-quality and elegant-looking halter in a classic colourway 

with designed fittings
•  neck and nose bands are adjustable with buckles and lined with 

soft padding made from synthetic rubber
• Easy to open and close using carabiner hook
• made from wear-resistant material and strong seams
• sturdy, rust-free fittings can withstand even the toughest stresses
• metal eyelets prevent the pin buckles from working loose

colour bordeaux black forrest

carabine hook 328239 328241 328263
panic-hook 328240 328242 328264

description €

carabine hook 1/5/50
panic-hook 1/5/50

Lead Rope Supreme
• colour-matched to the Supreme halter
• approx. 200 cm in length
• lead rope with particularly excellent grip made from woven PP
• available with panic or snap hooks

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)
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Halter with faux fur
• halter with removable faux fur padding in black and white
• ideal for sensitive horses
•  neck and nose bands with extra-soft faux fur padding for maximum protection 

against areas of friction
• the faux fur padding is easy to remove thanks to the Velcro fastening
• adjustable with buckles for nose- and neckband
• made from wear-resistant material and strong seams

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)

size 1 2 3

black 328261 328237 328238
Rainbow (multi-colour) 325886 325887 325888

colour €

black 1/50
Rainbow (multi-colour) 1/50

New!

New!
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size 1 2 3

brown / petrol / beige 325889 325890 325891
black / lemon / bordeaux 325892 325893 325894
black / rose / anthracite 325895 325896 325897

€

1/50

Halter Set
with lead rope
A tri-coloured attractive halter set incl. lead rope with carabiner. 
Sturdy PP material with halter and lead rope for ideal functionality.
• made from wear-resistant material and with strong seams
• 2-way adjustable nose and neck bands with pin buckles
• easy to open and close the halter using carabiner hook
• solid metal fittings
• lead rope with carabiner 2 m long, approx. 20 mm thick

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)
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description €

carabine hook 1/25
panic-hook 1/25

- pony / 1 cob / 2 full / 3

carabine hook
summerblue 328553 328554 328555

iceblue 328556 328557 328558
orange 328559 328560 328561

panic-hook
summerblue 328562 328563 328564

iceblue 328565 328566 328567
orange 328568 328569 328570

Halter Set with Lead Rope
An attractive Halter Set incl. Lead Rope with carabiner or panic hook. The 
curved, padded fleece layer provides optimum protection against chafing. 
Sturdy PP material with halter and lead rope for ideal functionality.

Additional product properties:
• made from wear-resistant material and strong seams
• 2-way adjustable nose and neck bands with pin buckles
• easy to open and close the halter using carabiner hook
• solid metal fittings
• brass eyelets prevent the pin buckles from working loose
• lead rope 2 m long, approx. 20 mm thick
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head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)

size 0 1 2 3

red / blue 323583 323584 323585 323586
black 325955 325956 325957 325958

€

1/50

Head-Collar Dexter
with fleece underlay
• modern halter in classical colours with fleece padding
•  neck and nose bands with extra-soft fleece padding for maximum protection 

against areas of friction
• made from wear-resistant material and strong seams
• 2-way adjustable nose and neck bands with pin buckles
• easy to open and close using carabine hook
• sturdy fittings can withstand even the toughest stresses
• brass eyelets prevent the pin buckles from working loose

colour blue black

carabine hook 323575 323577
panic-hook 323579 323581

description €

carabine hook 1/50
panic-hook 1/50

Lead Rope Dexter
• suitable for head collar Dexter • approx. 200 cm in legth • lead 
rope with excellent grip properties made from woven, tear-resistant 
polypropylene • Ø approx. 20 mm • with panic-hook or carabine 
hook

New!

New!
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size 1 2 3

black/silver 321960 321965 321970
red/black 321961 321966 321971

royalblue/black 321962 321967 321972

€

1/50

Head-Collar Mustang
• top quality halter with subtle pattern
• made from wear-resistant polyamide and strong seams
• 2-way adjustment on nose- and neck straps with prong buckles
• practical opening and closing with carabine hooks
• padded neck- and nose straps

2-way adjustment

colour silver/black/white red/black/white blue/black/white

carabine hook 321423 321435 321436
panic-hook 321433 321437 321438

description €

carabine hook 1/100
panic-hook 1/100

Lead Rope Mustang
• colour-matched to the head-collar Mustang • approx. 200 cm in legth • treaded 
PP • stable and grippy • available with carabine hook and panic-hook

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)
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colour red/black blue/black grey/black

carabine hook 321841 321843 321845
panic-hook 32143 32145 32146

description €

carabine hook 1/10/50
panic-hook 1/5/50

Lead Rope Classic
• suitable for head-collar Classic • approx. 200 cm in legth • soft 
polypropylene material • with panic-hook or carabine hook

size 00 0 1 2 3 4 5

red 32152 32102 32107 32112 32117 32156 32392
blue 32153 32104 32109 32114 32119 32158 32394
black 32154 32105 32110 32115 32120 32159 32395

€

1/10/50

Halter Classic
A classic design head-collar for stable and paddock purpose
• thousandfold approved
• robust manufacturing with stainless fittings
• double-stitched, soft and skin-friendly fabric
• steplessly adjustable neck
• easily detachable with carabine hook fastening

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)
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size 00 0 1 2 3

brown / beige 321901 321911 321921 321931 321941
navy / light-blue 321903 321913 321923 321933 321943

grey / black 321904 321914 321924 321934 321944
anthracite / lemon 325902 325904 325906 325908 325910
rose / dark brown 325903 325905 325907 325909 325911
bordeaux / beige 328260 328259 328243 328244 328245

description €

sizes 00 - 1 1/120
sizes 2 - 3 1/100

Head-Collar Hippo
• economical quality
• steplessly adjustable neck
• throat strap easy to open by carabine hook
• stainless fittingsl

colour light-blue / dark-blue black / silver brown / beige anthracite / lemon rose / brown bordeaux / beige

carabine hook 321440 321441 321446 325898 325899 325914
panic-hook 321450 321451 321456 325900 325901 325915

description €

carabine hook 1/50
panic-hook 1/50

Lead Rope Hippo
• suitable for head collar Hippo • about 200 cm long • threaded PE • extremely 
soft and therefore extremely grippy • comes in trendy colours • with panic-hook or 
carabine hook

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)

New!

New!
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size 1 2 3 4

black 32255 32256 32257 32258
brown 32265 32266 32267 32259

description €

sizes 1 - 2 1/25
sizes 3 - 4 1/20

Head-Collar Eco
• made from hardwearing leather
• double stitched for excellent durability
• heavy brass fittings
• neck and nose perfectly adjustable due to buckles

ref. no. colour €

327040 brown 1/50
327041 black 1/50

Foal Halter Eco
• hardwearing leather halter
•  in harmony with the foal’s needs: narrow leather strapping, light 

but durable fittings, easy to adjust
• genuine leather

head-collar's sizes:

00 Foal / Mini-Shetland (Foal)
0 Shetland pony (P1)
1 Pony (P2)
2 Thoroughbred (cob)
3 Warmblood (full)
4 Large warmblood (Xfull)
5 Coldblood (XXfull)

ref. no. size €

323569 1 1/25
323570 2 1/25
323571 3 1/20
323572 4 1/20

Head-Collar London
• a very special halter for horses who demand quality
• made from durable, soft and high-quality leather
•  with soft padding layer on the nose and neck bands, as well as on the cheekpieces for 

pleasant wearing comfort
• heavy, gold-coloured brass fittings
• neck and nose bands adjustable with pin buckles
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ref. no. €

321155/1 1/45

Knotted Head-Collar
• suitable for all horses • variably adjustable due to knots 
• easy to stow away in every trouser pocket • sturdy woven 
polyamide fabric • colour: black

fits in every pocket

ref. no. use €

325870 shetty 1/20
321625 pony 1/20
321626 cob 1/20
321627 full 1/20

Muzzle with Head-collar
• prevents your horse from eating too quickly when out in the field
• with reinforcement in the mouth area
• easy to fit

ref. no. €

321156 1/50

Knotted Head-Collar 
with Lead Rope
• black / silver • with integrated 2 m lead rope • suitable for all 
types of horses • knots enable variable adjustment • reinforced 
nose and neck • made from sturdy, woven polyamide

ref. no. €

32295 1/60

Lambswool Set for Bridle
• for sensitive horses • medical-grade tanning
Set contains protective wool covers for:
noseband (1 pc.), approx. 6 x 29 cm
headpiece 1 pc.), approx. 6 x 19 cm
cheekpieces (2 pcs.), approx. 6 x 40 cm

4-piece

Neck Strap
• 5 cm width
• sturdy belt made from polyamide
• full

ref. no. €

32340 1/50

321156 321155/1

32340 32295
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ref. no. €

32160 1/10/50

Lead Rope Bull-Snap
• 230 cm • extremely robust model • slip-proof material • diametre approx. 20 mm

• particularly sturdy carabine hook

ref. no. €

32147 1/75

Leash with Chain
• 250 cm • colour: black • excellent workmanship 
• double stitched • chain section: 50 cm

Tie Chain
• with carabine-hook and panic-hook • chain with plastic coating

ref. no. length €

321414 50 cm 1/30
321415 70 cm 1/20
321416 140 cm 1/15

ref. no. length €

32161 70 cm 1/10

Tie Strap KERBL
• with robust panic-hook • adjustable length 
• very heavy-duty

ref. no. length €

32835 50 cm 1/20/50

Rubber Tie Strap
• with stable rings
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ref. no. €

32149/1 1 1
32149 - 1/40/160

Panic-Hook
• galvanized • 14 mm eye 
• for tie ropes

ref. no. MQ €

32100/1 1 1

Snap-Hook
• with angular swivel • galvanized

ref. no. €

32187/1 1 1
32187 - 1/10/400

Snap-Hook
• brass • heavy model

ref. no. €

12507/1 1 1
12507 - 1/10/150

Snap-Hook
• heavy model • galvanized 
• with swivel ring

ref. no. €

32188/2 2

Snap for Side Reins
• for lunging attachments and side reins 
• non-rusting material

ref. no. €

32163/1 1 1
32163 - 1/50/100

Tie Ring to screw on
• for screwing at the horse stall or stable wall 
• stable plate with 4 holes

ref. no. €

326140/2 2 1
326140 - 1/150/600

Reins Snap
• galvanized • for reins up to 20 mm width
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ref. no. description €

32469 Transport gaiters, size M (thoroughbred) 1/10
32470 Transport gaiters, size L (warmblood) 1/10
32493 Insert set for 32469 1/20
32494 Insert set for 32470 1/20

Stable and Transport Gaiters 
Neoprene
• set with 4 travel gaiters incl. insert set (2 front / 2 back) 
• outer material made from soft, shock-absorbent and 
heat-insulating synthetic rubber • interior material layer 
removable and washable, with soft polyester fleece lining 
and microfibre cover  • quality Velcro fasteners for a 
secure fit

ref. no. colour €

32452 dark blue 1/10

Transport Gaiters
• set of 4 • high-quality transport boots made from 600 Denier Ripstop material • lined with soft 
"anti-pilling" fleece • simple handling thanks to 3-way Velcro fastener • with extra reinforcement in 
the ball area • filling made from high-density foam • tall design with ankle protection (rear) • easily 
securable with Velcro fastening tab • washable at 30 °C • size: Full
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ref. no. €

321279 1/6

Boot set
• set comprising boots (tendon protectors) and fetlock boots • 1 
pair of anatomically-shaped hard shell tendon protectors • 1 pair 
of fetlock boots for the hind legs • soft, shock-absorbing and heat 
insulating synthetic rubber padding and Velcro® closures for a 
secure fit • black • size: Full

ref. no. size description colour €

322812 M Horse boots back view black 1/50
322813 M Horse boots front view black 1/50
322814 L Horse boots back view black 1/50
322815 L Horse boots front view black 1/50

Horse Boots NeoPro
• optimal protection for tendons and joints • the large synthetic rubber area surrounds the leg 
• secure fastening thanks to high-tack Velcro closure • impact-resistant and shock-absorbing 
smoother on the inside

ref. no. size description €

324550 M Gaiters back view 1/25
324551 M Gaiters front view 1/25
324552 L Gaiters back view 1/25
324553 L Gaiters front view 1/25

Gaiters NeoSoft
• optimum protection of the horse's legs and tendons • special fetlock 
protection through exact shaping • shock-absorbing synthetic rubber prevents 
injuries and wounds • very easy to attach with Velcro fasteners that stabilise 
and fix • universally applicable for all disciplines

ref. no. colour size €

325843 black S 1/25
325844 black M 1/25
325845 black L 1/25
325846 red S 1/25
325847 red M 1/25
325848 red L 1/25

Bell Boots Rubber
• in pairs • made from soft rubber material 
• with double Velcro fastening

front view back view

back view

Front
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white red blue black green violet

5,0 cm 1684 1685 1683 1686 16550 16551
7,5 cm 1690 1687 1688 1689 16552 16553

10,0 cm 1692 1694 1695 1697 16554 16555

width €

5,0 cm 1/12/288
7,5 cm 1/12/192
10,0 cm 1/12/144

Cohesive Bandage EquiLastic
• max. 4.5 m extended length • excellent tear resistance 
• shock-absorbing during arduous activity • on correct 
application the bandage supports without blocking the 
blood flow • easy to put on, even on the most difficult 
places • no clips but self-adhesive • does not stick to the 
coat • easy to remove using scissors

On a practical counter stand in packs of 12 for each colour and size!

ref. no. colour €

326790 black 1/25/250
326791 white 1/25/250

Fleece Bandage with Stretch Insert
• elastic area at the beginning supports the horse in its everyday work and 
ensures a better grip • the fleece area protects muscles and tendons from injury 
• 1.5 m fleece are and 1.5 m elastic area (unexpanded) • attaches securely 
and quickly thanks to Velcro fastener • 10 cm wide/ 3 m long • moisture and 
temperature balancing • washable at 30 °C • 4 pieces in practical packaging

ref. no. colour €

323185 summerblue 1/30
323186 rose 1/30
323187 iceblue 1/30
323188 stone 1/30
323189 orange 1/30

Fleece Bandages Collection
• protects muscles and tendons and prevents injuries
• attaches securely and quickly thanks to a Velcro fastener
• 12 cm wide / 3 m long
• moisture and temperature balancing
• washable at 30 °C
• 4 items in practical packaging

New colours!
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ref. no. €

1647 1/12/204

Fetlock Scissors
• curved shape enables fast and easy opening of bandages and reduced the risk of 
injury to a minimum • stainless version • approx. 20 cm

ref. no. length width €

16560 3 m 10 cm 1/50

Cooling Bandage KerblCool
•  elastic cotton bandage with cooling function for sprains, knocks, overheating and 

other problems
• always-on-hand cold therapy for the horse and rider without any pre-cooling
• convenient, lightweight and breathable
• incl. two clips for secure fastening
• cools for hours
• easy to use
• do not use on open / bleeding wounds

cools for hours

composition

80 % cotton 20 % elastane

ref. no. length €

1658 145 mm 1/12/300
1659 200 mm 1/12/240

Bandage scissors stainless steel
Thanks to a rounded special tip on the lower blade of the scissors, these bandage scissors allow 
you to cut dressings safely and quickly. Even directly on the body, the scissors glide effortlessly 
along without injuring the skin.

• Lister-compliant bandage scissors • 2 tooth-free cutting blades • sharp-ground cutting • typical 
angling for blades relative to the handle for especially easy guidance and maintenance of the 
bandage scissors • can be disinfected and sterilised

145 mm: for use with small animals
200 mm: for use with large animals and in hoof care

ref. no. €

16820 1

Universal Scissors SuperCut
A high-precision product!
Made by a scissor manufacturer, this tool guarantees reliability without limits!
• professional polish with single-sided fine toothing allows and simplifies the cutting of difficult and multi-layered materials 
(e.g. bandages, plasters, paper, fabric) • rust-free stainless steel • can be sterilised and disinfected • stand-out design 
with ergonomics that have been tried and tested millions of times over • perfect and safe cutting thanks to rounded tips, 
eliminating the risk of injury • when handled correctly, the SuperCut can deliver a lifetime of service without having to be 
resharpened • total length 145 mm

New!

New!

New!
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ref. no. description length width MQ €

16460 20 pieces, individually in cellophane 4 m 8 cm 20 1/20/480
16461 20 pieces per clinical pack 4 m 8 cm 1 1/24
16462 20 pieces, individually in cellophane 4 m 10 cm 20 1/20/480
16463 20 pieces per clinical pack 4 m 10 cm 1 1/24

Elastic Gauze Bandage Fixino
• elastic gauze bandage, mixture of cotton, viscose and 
polyamid • easy to put on even on all cone-shaped body 
parts and joints • hand washable, soft and porous

ref. no. description length width MQ €

16449 20 pieces per clinical pack 4 m 10 cm 1 1/24

Gauze Bandage Mullino
• 60 % viscose / 40 % cotton • 20/22 threads • with 
woven hems • for all kind of stabilising dressings

ref. no. description €

3260 size 2, up to Ø 130 mm 1/80
3261 size 3, up to Ø 145 mm 1/80
3263 size 4, up to Ø 160 mm 1/80
3262 Spare Set for Horse Shoe 1/400

Shoof's Horse Shoe
• for treatment of hoof injuries or inflammations • made 
of robust, hardwearing polyurethane • reusable • a light 
and comfortable shoe for horses

made of hardwearing polyurethane

Bandaging Underlay
• in pairs • to protect horses' legs • soft material with airy foam filling 
• can be used multiple times • machine washable at 30 °C

ref. no. length width €

32408 45 cm 29 cm 1/40
32409 49 cm 48 cm 1/20

composition

outside material: 65 % polyester 35 % cotton
filling: 100 % polyester
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ref. no. length width €

16453 5 m 10 cm 1/24

Padding Absorba
• 5 m endless • excellent absorbent padding, soft as silk and porous 
• use both way as wound padding and sponge • best absorbent pro-
perties for better healing as dry wounds are no culture for pathogenic 
germs • the alternative to mull bandage • purity factor according to 
Ph.Eur. • packaged in practical transparent box

ref. no. description length width MQ €

16457 10 pieces, individually in cellophane 5 m 8 cm 10 1/10/240

Short-Stretch Bandages Stretchino
• long-life elastic short-stretch bandage for very strong 
compression with high working pressure and low resting 
pressure • stretches about 50 % • hypoallergenic • non-
ageing • washable at 60 °C • individually wrapped in 
cellophane

ref. no. width content €

16455 10 cm 100 g 1/120
16454 10 cm 250 g 1/30

Sanitary Cotton Cottino Vet
• 100 % cotton • highly absorbent • excellent padding 
• packaged in closable bag

ref. no. description length width €

16464 8 pieces per clinical pack 3 m 10 cm 1/24

Rolled Cotton Wool
• made from crimped, non-absorbent polyester fibres • especially soft and keeps its shape • easy 
to roll and suitable for direct application to closed skin thanks to its skin-friendly properties • easy 
and quick to apply to all body parts • thanks to the fibre structure, the individual layers adhere well 
to each other and do not slip • recommended for necessary padding especially in combination with 
VetLastic for hoof and claw bandaging • can be torn by hand

Cotton wool bandage made from synthetic material which 
acts as padding for a variety of bandages and dressings
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ref. no. content €

1584 200 ml 1/12
15841 400 ml 1/12

Chinoseptan® Powder Spray*
Micro-fine powder spray for the dry disinfection of surfaces in the veterinary field
• effective against bacteria, viruses and mucosa irritants • dries inaccessible locations and protects against 
damaging environmental factors • for protection against pathogenic micro-organisms

ref. no. content €

15882 200 ml 1/12
15883 500 ml 1/12

BlauDes*
• well tried product for the visible area disinfectant • excellent bactericide, 
virucide and fungicide

ref. no. content MQ €

299698 500 ml 1 1/10

INTERKOKASK® SPRAY * Disinfectant
Broad spectrum stable disinfectant against coccidia oozysts, roundworm eggs, 
bacteria, fungal and viruses

• ready-to-use solution • tested effectiveness • ideally suited for surfaces in the small animal sector, such as for 
pigeon lofts and aviaries, chicken shacks, for rabbit, hamsters and guinea pig cages and dog kennels • for the 
private small animal and veterinary practices and institutes • not to be sprayed on furniture in your living room 
• application time: 2 hours (then wipe off with a damp cloth or flush away thoroughly, after which the surfaces 
can be used again)

active agent

Chlorcresols

ref. no. content €

15894 500 ml 1/12

Disinfection Spray Desino Iodine *

• alcoholic iodine solution – based on classic iodine disinfection 
• for disinfecting skin and navel • for local application • for all 
working animals

Iodine skin and navel spray for all animal species

* Take care when using biocides. Always read the label and product information before use!
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ref. no. content €

15239 500 ml 1/12 480

Wound Care Spray
to support the natural healing process

• ready-to-use spray, suitable for all livestock • encourages rapid natural healing of surface wounds and skin lesions • wounds 
dry up more quickly and therefore heal more rapidly • scabbed skin lesions are kept silky smooth and any itching that deve-
lops during the healing process is kept at bay • the resulting protective film prevents the wound from re-opening, allowing it 
to heal completely • approved for all animals kept for food production • not subject to regulations on residue levels
• spray 1-2 times daily onto the affected area for a period of up to one week • suitable for all working animals

with mint oil and allantoin

ref. no. content €

15802 200 ml 1/12

Chinoseptan® Zinc-Oxide Ointment Spray
• ointment spray to support the skin's natural regeneration in animals • Chinoseptan® zinc oxide 
ointment spray works like an ointment dressing, keeps the skin elastic and has an excellent care effect 
It can be optimally used for full-cover skin care and in cases of special stress on the skin • protects from 
damaging environmental influences

ref. no. content €

1586 200 ml 1/12

Aloxan® Silver Spray
• film-forming aluminium micronisate spray for the protection of sensitive skin against dirt and other harmful 
environmental influences • forms a complete, moisture-repellent metal film • remains elastic and permeable 
to air • thanks to its particular adhesive characteristics, provides effective, caring protection and is universally 
applicable

ref. no. content €

16402 200 ml 1/12

Anthrolan®-N hoof and claw spray
• black, film-forming and oil-containing care spray for hooves, claws and other keratinic tissue • forms a protective 
film • protects against moisture and other harmful factors (urine, manure, etc.) • thanks to its intense colouring,  
Anthrolan®-N is also ideal for improving the appearance of the hooves of show horses
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ref. no. description €

2138 Fever thermometer for large animals 1/6/24
29918 Button battery 3 V 1/20

Digital thermometer for large animals
• Rapid measurement in 8 seconds • with 14 cm-long probe • High 
precision • storage of the last value • automatic shut-off • display in °C 
and °F • battery change display • waterproof

ref. no. description €

2130 Digital thermometer 1/6/24
29918 Button battery 3 V 1/20

Digital Thermometer BigScreen
• with flexible probe • high precision • rapid measurement in 10 seconds • with indication backlight: green - no 
fever, red - fever range  • automatic audible signal at the end of measurement • storage of the last value • automatic 
shut-off • switchable from °C to °F • battery change display • watertight

technical data

display range: 32°C - 43,9°C
accuracy: +/- 0,1 °C
battery: CR2032 Lithium

ref. no. description €

2136 Fever thermometer 1/10/200
2137 Fever thermometer, flexible probe 1/10/200

Digital Thermometer
• high precision • rapid measurement in 10 seconds (rectal) or 17 seconds (oral) • auto-
matic audible signal at the end of measurement • storage of the last value • automatic 
shut-off • battery change display • waterproof • each with a transparent protective sleeve

specifications

display range: 32 °C to 42 °C
accuracy: +/- 0,1°C
battery: 1.5 V button cell (LR/SR-41)

ref. no. €

21124 1/32

Digital Thermometer topTEMP
• digital thermometer – rectal – for animals • measuring time, just 
10 - 15 seconds • selectable between Celsius (°C) and Fahrenheit 
(°F) • animal-ergonomically correct • comes with batteries 1,5 V 
AAA Micro

measuring time 10 - 15 seconds

technical data

Display range: 32 °C to 43.9 °C
Accuracy: +/- 0,1 °C
Battery: CR2032 Lithium

New!

2136

2137
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ref. no. edge €

16801 Blade single-edge, right hand, narrow 1/10/200
16801/1 Blade single-edge, right hand, narrow 1
16803 Blade single-edge, left hand, narrow 1/10/200

16803/1 Blade single-edge, left hand, narrow 1
16805 Blade double-edge, medium 1/10/200

16805/1 Blade double-edge, medium 1

Hoof Knife Profi
• made of high-quality carbon-steel developed especially for 
cutting tools • improved cutting force • more easily to sharpen 
• improved blade radius for precise performance • ergonomic-
shaped handle made of fine wood for fatigueless working

All professional hoof and claw knives impress 
with their uncompromising quality throughout

•  the special stainless steel alloy of the blade 
with the increased chrome content impresses 
thanks to its higher wearing hardness, service 
life and exceptional mechanical resilience

•  the polished surface and perfect grinding pro-
perties of the blade steel ensure that you hold 
the perfect tool for rough situations in animal 
care

•  the water-resistant, impregnated hardwood 
handle transfers the user's strength to the 
blade perfectly

ref. no. description €

16814 Single-edged blade right, narrow 1/10/200
16815 Single-edged blade left, narrow 1/10/200

Hoof and Claw Knife SuperProfi

• high alloy special steel for long life and grindability • 0° scalpel 
cut for exceptional sharpness and cutting performance • ergono-
mic handle made from heat-treated beech wood

as sharp as a scalpel

The knife for the professional hoof trimmer and farrier 
as well as for anyone who needs a perfect tool for 
hoof and claw treatments!

16814

16815

16801

16803

16805

Developed with professionals!
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ref. no. colour €

321616 purple 1/100/200
321617 applegreen 1/100/200
321618 orange 1/100/200

Hoof Pick with Horse's Head
• made from plastic • with cleaning brush

ref. no. colour €

321145 red 1/100/200
321146 blue 1/100/200
321147 green 1/100/200
321148 yellow 1/100/200
321149 black 1/100/200

Hoof Pick with Brush
• robust hoof pick with brush

ref. no. colour €

321647 blue 1/250/500
321656 red 1/250/500
321657 green 1/250/500
321658 yellow 1/250/500
321659 black 1/250/500

Hoof Pick
• for scraping and better hoof cleaning • handle made 
of sturdy plastic

ref. no. €

1612 1/200

Sharpening Stone
• for hoof knives • flat ovel shape

ref. no. €

32679/1 1
32679 1/12/120

Multipurpose Knife
• about 10 cm long • with beautifully designed wooden grip • blade 
made of high-grade stainless steel • with hoof pick, universal blade, 
hoof knife, bottle and can opener and mane blade

ref. no. €

3282 1/75/150

Hoof Brush with Tin
• with box for a clean use or storage

ref. no. €

3285 1/100/200

Hoof Brush with Cap
• practical and clean in use or storage
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ref. no. content €

1635 1 kg 1/12 360
16350 5 kg 1 102
16351 25 kg 1 12

ref. no. length width MQ €

1638 25 m 45 mm 5 1/5/60

Tar Bandage Kromberg
• black • protective bandage for horses

ref. no. length width €

16388 50 m 50 mm 1/12

Vet Tape
• white • with highly adhesive rubber glue • excellent adhesive 
properties • well tried as hoof dressing • porous

recommended from veterinarians!

Beech Tar - TarPaste
• viscous, high-quality beechwood tar • well tried substance for hoof and claw 
care • suitable as an attractant for wild boars and red deer

ref. no. €

16161 1/5/20

Hoof Rasp with Handle
• length of rasp: 35 cm • length of hilt: 12,5 cm

ref. no. €

1616 1/5/40

Hoof Rasp
• straight version • length approx. 35 cm  • width approx. 3,6 cm 
• thickness approx. 7,5 mm • extra sharp and deep rasp blow

ref. no. €

1615 1/10/60

Chopping Blade
• made of stainless steel • slightly bent and sharpened • length approx. 30 cm 
• width approx. 3 cm
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ref. no. €

16169 1/5

Diamond Sharpener Stick DICK
• total length 31 cm • effective professional tool • length of stick and diamond coat are 
ideal for honing blade and edge of all types of hoof knifes • with ergonomic grip and 
suspension eye • long service life • also for other cutting tools

ref. no. description €

16168 200 x 45 x 5 mm 1/5
16165 300 x 42 x 5 mm 1/5

Hoof Rasp DICK
• blunt rasp with synthetic grip • highly efficient with 
extra sharp and deep rasp blow on one side, on the 
other side rough file blow

ref. no. €

1657 1/10

Chopping Blade DICK
• hatchet-shaped chopping blade • especially sharpened blade • high-quality stainless 
carbon steel • with PVC soft grip • length: 36 cm • width: 3,1 cm

ref. no. working heights €

16180 35 - 63 cm 1

Hoof Stand EcoFlex
The new 2-in-1 solution for treating front and rear hooves with a hoof stand. The horse is able to 
relax more during its hoof care without you needing to bear its weight.
• protects the back and knees
• easy to use
• very precise and simple height adjustment thanks to the folding set screw
• support surface for the front hoof made from sturdy hardened rubber
• support strap for the rear hoof made from soft and durable polypropylene
• an innovative design reduces the risk of injury during hoof care
• suitable for various sizes and breeds of horse
• also suitable for older horses that need more comfort and assistance during hoof care

New!for front hooves for rear hooves
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ref. no. €

32670 1

Shoeing Mallet DICK
• made from beechwood • robust design 
• approx. 30 cm

ref. no. €

1650 1/12/48

Shoeing Hammer
• forged model • steel reinforced wood 
handle • length about 33 cm

ref. no. €

1619 1/6/30

Hoof-Checking Pliers
• approx. 30 cm length • made of 
steel • with straight legs

ref. no. €

1618 1/6

Hoof Pliers original KNIPEX
• with rivet joint • varnished black • also usable as 
shoeing pliers • approx. 30 cm length • hardness degree 
approx. 56 HRc • special tool-steel, oil-hardened

ref. no. €

1666 1/6/36

Hoof Nail Clinch
• for pulling hoof nails • approx. 35 cm in length

ref. no. €

16182 1/5/25

Hoof pliers
• approx. 36 cm in length • durable
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ref. no. content €

321511 500 ml 1/6
321593 500 ml with brush 1/6

Hoof Oil Premium
• high-quality hoof oil with growth-promoting bay oil • protects the hoof from drying 
and becoming brittle • gives hooves a cared-for and healthy appearance • when used 
daily, gives your horse's hooves the best protection against external influences • keeps 
the hoof horn supple and breathable so the hoof is optimally nourished and retains its 
natural glossiness

ref. no. content colour €

321507 1000 ml black 1/12
321508 1000 ml green 1/12

Hoof Grease for Horses' Hooves
• with plant oils, natural waxes and bay extract • protects the hoof 
from drying and becoming brittle • gives hooves a cared-for and 
healthy appearance • when used daily, gives your horse's hooves 
the best protection against external influences • keeps the hoof 
horn supple and breathable so the hoof is optimally nourished and 
retains its natural glossiness • contents are biodegradable

with bay extract

321593: practical bottle with brush for easy and clean work

ref. no. content €

321587 225 ml 1/12

Hoof Oil Spray
• high-quality oils protect the hoof and penetrate deep into the tissue • the coronary band is 
supplied with nutrients in an optimum manner, and blood flow is promoted • frequent application 
increases the resistance to drying out and embrittlement • the simple application by spraying 
distributes the oil evenly over the surface

ref. no. content €

325130 300 ml 1/12

Herbal hoof balsam
without paraffin
• in a handy dispenser tube with sponge top
• made from 100 % natural raw ingredients
• prevents cracks, strengthens the hoof and keeps it elastic
• the hoof, hoof frog and coronet are maintained and kept supple
• the breathable layer protects the hoof from harmful organisms

New!
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ref. no. content colour €

1644 1000 ml green 1/12
16442 1000 ml black 1/12

Euro-Hoof Fat
• protects the hoof against becoming brittle and cracking • with rapeseed 
oil and Vaseline

ref. no. content €

32542 450 ml 1/20
32543 1000 ml 1/12

PEDOCAN Hoof Ointment
• high-quality oils and waxes combined with refined ingredients result in a 
long-lasting effect on the pores in the hoof and ensure the product penetrates 
quickly • improves the hoof growth and keeps it elastic • promotes growth, 
keeps the hoof elastic, protects against drying out and getting brittle

ref. no. content €

32540 500 ml 1/24

PEDOCAN Hoof Oil
• keeps the hoof strong and elastic • prevents drying out • 100 % pure 
vegetable oils from rapeseed, avocado, jojoba, sesame and calendula

ref. no. content €

32547 500 ml 1/12

PEDOKÜR Hoof Oil
with hoof horn hardener
• has a positive effect thanks to special components, pure vegetable oil and 
daily application and strengthens the hooves • horseshoes keep much longer, 
it protects against loose hoof walls

ref. no. content €

32594 200 ml 1/20

PEDOCAN Hoof Oil Dispenser
• refillable • simple and clean to use • help for cracked, dry and slow-
growing hooves • pure vegetable oil and soothing ingredients (bayberry oil) 
nourish and replenish the hoof

ref. no. content €

325428 200 ml 1/20

Pedoclean forte
Improved formula in a practical brush applicator • with keratin! Acts 
fast and effectively • the optimised formula cleans automatically with or 
without water • the combination of selected care components and mild 
cleansing substances penetrates deeply, thoroughly and deeply cleans 
and cares for the hoof with aloe vera and wheat micro proteins and a 
combination of vitamin E, vitamin C and panthenol

with keratin

ref. no. content €

325429 100 ml 1/12

Pedoclean Intensive-Fluid
for gleaming hooves

The special formula cleans deeply, automatically, hygienically and efficient-
ly. • select care substances protect and nourish the hoof • safe and clean 
targeted application with the high-quality pharma spray – with safety catch 
• very good and fast efficacy through optimum application into the grooves 
and cracks • thanks to its consistency, the fluid automatically penetrates 
into the smallest, fissured areas of the hoof, making it economical and very 
productive • gentle on skin thanks to its mild composition

from 100 % pure 
vegetable oils!

from 100 % pure 
vegetable oils!
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THE all-round hoof 
care product.

Perfect for when you're on the go!
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ref. no. content €

321577 1000 ml 1/12

ManeCare Mane Spray
• glossy coat spray and long hair conditioner in one • a moisturising agent (D-Panthenol 
complex) protects the skin and coat from drying out – D-Panthenol also sooths damaged skin 
• contains a special care compound which improves wet and dry combing of the hair - thus 
preventing fracture and felting when brushing and combing • with rich almond oil to care for 
the horse's coat • gives the coat a silky, glossy appearance for many hours • makes combing 
and grooming of mane and tail hair easier • with pleasant smell

ref. no. content €

321575 500 ml 1/6

EasyCare Cleaning Lotion

• special formulation for gentle cleaning of the horse's coat without water • evening primrose oil makes the 
coat and long hair sleek and glossy • For cleaning in between times or before tournaments • spray on, leave 
for a short time to take effect then wipe off with a dry cloth - finished!

ref. no. content €

321565 500 ml 1/6

Equifresh Cooling Gel
• cools and refreshes tired horses' legs, tendons, joints and muscles • rapidly absorbed and 
leaves no residue on the coat  • applied immediately after training or riding • recommended 
for horse and rider

with almond oil and D-Panthenol

with primrose oi

Cleaning without water!

ref. no. content €

321585 1000 ml 1/12

Horse Shampoo with Oat Proteins
Gentle horse shampoo made from high-quality ingredients for the care and maintenance of the mane, tail and coat. Contains 
oat proteins with dual effect on the skin and coat. The hair has a silky gloss with colour intensification (particularly black) and 
is easier to comb. The skin is supplemented with important nutrients and remains flexible and resilient. Regular use preserves 
the natural structure and shine of the coat.
Other advantages:
• deep yet gentle cleaning for a soft and shiny coat
• made from high-quality ingredients
• skin protection formulation, even with frequent washing

with oat proteins
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ref. no. content €

325077 250 g 1/12

EQUISKIN Balance Skincare
• has a calming, stabilising effect, antiseborrheic • with natural oils and vitamins for skin growth and moisture regulation; 
with yerba-mate extract and natural tannins for a stable skin flora and pleasant-feeling skin • with natural biabolol, the 
active ingredient in camomile, to calm even highly aggravated skin, also suitable for summer eczemas • soothes itches and 
reduces the desire to scratch

With natural biabolol, the active ingredient in camomile!

ref. no. content €

32525 500 ml 1/24
32526 1000 ml 1/12

Horse-Shampoo DERMOCAN
• its deeply penetrating action makes dirt and sweat come off and grooms coat 
and skin • provides a glossy look due to ingredients in harmony with the horse’s 
coat • results in step-by-step reactivation for healthy hair growth • with natural, 
cold-pressed grape-seed oil!

ref. no. description €

32520 1000 ml 1/12
32521 5000 ml 1
32517 Spray nozzle 1/50

Coat Shine FOXFIRE
Coat, mane and tail lotion
• removes matted hair from manes and tails • for horses and ponies • to groom and smooth out the coat • reduces split hairs 
• we guarantee that Foxfire is not skin-irritating and does not contain any oil • with provitamin-D-panthenol • coconut oil 
moisturiser provides a shiny coat and prevents it from drying out

With provitamin D panthenol

ref. no. description content €

328767 Fruit Surprise 300 ml 1/6
328768 Sensitive 300 ml 1/6

MagicBrush - Care & Shine Care Spray
The natural all-rounder care product for manes, tails and coat
• suitable for all types of horse hair • makes brushing easier, untangles knots • maintains horse hair and 
gives a natural, silky gloss • removes dust and dirt • contains caring vitamin B complex that strengthens and 
encourages blood flow • additional vitamin B6 prevents inflammation and ensures healthy skin • silicon-free 
• 360° spray bottle: for simple and efficient use • particularly quiet spraying sound and extra-fine spray mist 
• can be used for sensitive horses • minimal use thanks to new spray head technology

Care&Shine Fruit Surprise - with fruity, fresh fruits of the forest scent for extra-silky shine
• 100 % natural ingredients: blueberry and raspberry oil, macadamia nut oil, castor oil

Care&Shine Sensitive - aloe vera extract: moisturises and ensures healthy hair with natural shine
• 100 % natural ingredients: aloe vera, macadamia nut oil, castor oil

New!
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ref. no. description €

321542 200ml - tube 1/12 540
321543 500ml - can 1/12 576
321544 1000ml - can with doser 1/12 192

Horse Balm Eimermacher
• contains natural and proven ingredients such as camphor, rosemary, arnica and 
horse chestnut • refreshes and revives tired parts of the body • dispenses moisture, 
non-greasy, absorbs quickly • dermatest® very good

ref. no. content €

32530 500 ml 1/20

Massage Ointment Refreshing
• cooling and relaxing massage-balsamgel • aids the blood flow of the muscles • has an refreshing 
and invigorating effect on the legs, back, chest and saddle position • after application the horse 
will move with renewed vigour

ref. no. content €

1558 1 kg 1/12 240
15581 3 kg 1/6 60
1557 6 kg 1/4 32

Earth Balm Special
• can be used on: joints, feet, navel, muscles, tendons, 
udders, teats, etc. • high-quality base substance and essential 
oil extracts for successful care • intensively cares for the skin 
and tissue • cooling and perfusion-stimulating • apply several 
times a day - for a few days - and gently massage in • no 
inhibitors • no waiting for the milk delivery

ref. no. content €

15593 2 kg 1/6

Alumina Gel with Arnica
• gel with alumina containing plenty of minerals and arnica – promotes regeneration 
after excessive strain, pulled muscles, bruises, etc. • with cooling effect • apply daily and 
massage in

For sinews, ligaments, muscles and joints!

ref. no. content €

29842 100 ml 1/20
29843 500 ml 1/12

BALLISTOL animal
• for all pets • grooms sensitive skin and paws • cleans ears • grooms horse tails, hooves and coat 
• excellent compatibility

With natural, cold-pressed grape-seed oil!
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ref. no. content €

321502 946 ml 1/6

Aloe Tear-Free 
Shampoo
• mild, tearless and fragrance free
•  gentle formula can be used even on horses and foals 

with the most sensitive skin
•  natural aloe-vera and vitamin B-5 provide skin and 

coat conditioning
• dilution ratio 1:12

ref. no. content €

321504 946 ml 1/6

Orange Creme 
Shampoo
•  removes dirt, grease, animal waste etc. without har-

ming skin and coat or removing essential oils
• delightful orange sherbet fragrance
• dilution ratio 1:12

ref. no. content €

321505 946 ml 1/6

Black Pearl 
Shampoo
•  enhances natural color and shine of dark 

colored horses
•  vitamins and other natural ingredients work 

together to nourish skin and coat
• dilution ratio 1:10

ref. no. content €

321501 946 ml 1/6

Vitamin Shampoo 
Berry Fresh
•  vitamins and natural humectants restore 

and nourish the coat skin
• fresh, clean berry scent
• safe for everyday use
• dilution ratio 1:10

ref. no. content €

321506 946 ml 1/6

Strawberry Dermasilk 
Conditioner
• softens and shines mane and tail with no residue
•  specially formulated to moisturize, revitalize, soften 

and detangle
• enchanting strawberry bouquet
• delution ratio 1:10

ref. no. content €

321503 946 ml 1/6

Vanilla Shampoo 
Show White
•  brightens white colored horses and enhances all 

other colors
•  Aloe-vera and chamomile soothe skin while jojoba 

oil acts as a natural moisturizer
• warm vanilla bean fragrance
• dilution ratio 1:16

ref. no. colour €

32746 blue 1/6/48

Sweat Scraper
• curved design adapts to the body • unique soft 
edge removes dirt and water

Prepare Detangle Brush Finish

All products with ergonomically shaped rubberised back with "control touch" for grooming without fatigue.
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ref. no. colour €

324466 black / red 1/6/48
32742 blue 1/6/48
32997 pink 1/6/48

Rubber Currycomb, coarse
• for preparation cleaning and massage

ref. no. colour €

32743 blue 1/6/48
32991 pink 1/6/48

Rubber Currycomb, fine
• cleans smoothly and massages sensitive spots

ref. no. colour €

324469 black / red 1/6/48
32745 blue 1/6/48
32993 pink 1/6/48

Mane and Tail Comb
• durable and well-shaped comb in pocket size 
• disentangles matted hair easily

ref. no. description €

84841 widely spaced/18 teeth 1/15/60
84842 widely spaced/10 teeth 1/15/60
84843 closely spaced/18 teeth 1/15/60

• made of stainless steel • ideal to remove fur hair • easy to disinfect

ref. no. length €

84839 21 cm 1/24/96

Oster Coat Comb
• round teeth • widely spaced teeth • teeth about 3 cm

Oster Disentangling Combs

Prepare Detangle Brush Finish

All products with ergonomically shaped rubberised back with "control touch" for grooming without fatigue.

84841 84842 84843
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ref. no. colour €

324467 black / red 1/6/48
32744 blue 1/6/48
32992 pink 1/6/48

Mane and Tail Brush
• sophisticated design makes it easy to comb in every direction 
• disentangles matted hair easily

ref. no. colour €

324468 black / red 1/6/48
32740 blue 1/6/48
32990 pink 1/6/48

Cleaning Bush
• body brush filled to a high density cleans the coat thoroughly 
• ergonomically shaped back with „control touch“ for grooming 
without fatigue • fits both men and women’s hands

ref. no. colour €

32839 blue 1/6/48

Medium Grooming Brush
• with medium-hard bristles to remove fine dirt and dust • ergonomically 
shaped back with „control touch“ for grooming without fatigue • fits both 
men’s and women’s hands

Prepare Detangle Brush Finish

Oster's collection of grooming products Equine Care Series Accessories have been consequently developed 
according to ergonomic principles for man and animal. High-quality materials, exclusive design and log life 
- just to mention some quality features of this product line!
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ref. no. colour €

32741 blue 1/6/48
32996 pink 1/6/48

Soft Finishing Brush
• body brush with fine natural animal fibres for a shiny 
coat • ergonomically shaped back with „control touch“ 
for grooming without fatigue • fits both men and 
women’s hands

natural hair

ref. no. €

32840 1/6/48

Horse Hair Finishing Brush
• very soft due to horse-hair bristles • moisturising action on skin and coat • makes 
every coat shine naturally • with „control touch“ for grooming without fatigue • fits 
both men’s and women’s hands

horsehair

ref. no. colour €

324498 black / red 1/6/48
32747 blue 1/6/48
32994 pink 1/6/48

Hoof Pick
• stainless steel

Prepare Detangle Brush Finish
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ref. no. colour €

32748 blue 1/8
32800 pink 1/8

Grooming Kit
• for each application the right product from the Oster equine series stored in a 
practical bag • brush or currycomb, every grooming accessory has its own place, 
there will be no more disorder • high-quality material  Consisting of:
Rubber pimple curry comb, cleaning brush, gloss brush, mane comb, tail comb, 
mane brush, tail brush, hoof cleaner and carrying case

7-pieces

Oster Display Care
• consists of a selected assortment of Oster equine care series products for your perfect 
shop presentation. Just ask our staff, we'll be happy to advise!

ref. no.

MO603 1
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Grooming Box Roma
• large cleaning box in contemporary colours and style
• a rugged, centrally-placed cover means it can be opened and closed quickly 
•  the strong handle integrated into the cover means that even a fully-packed box 

can be securely transported
•  ideal interior dimensions (W x H x D: 405 x 320 x 305 mm) and an additional 

partition means that there is even place for bottles stored upright
• removable compartment for small utensils

pearl-effect colours

Grooming Box Siena
• made of robust plastic with reinforced lid
• correctly closed box can be laden up to max. 100 kg
• two-coloured design
• incl. removable insert and brush holder
• dimensions (L x W x H): 400 x 275 x 245 mm

ref. no. colour €

321747 black / pistachio 1/6
328265 pink 1/6

Grooming Box Arrezzo
with removable insert
• cover with 2 stable sealing flaps
• split insert allows bottles to be stored standing up
• incl. removable insert and brush holder
• lockable
• with handle
• (W x H x D) 406 x 244 x 252 mm

ref. no. colour €

321770 midnight blue 1/4
328269 black / pink 1/4

ref. no. colour €

321757 navy/light-blue 1/6
321759 black/red 1/6
328266 raspberry 1/6
328267 capri blue 1/6
328268 midnight-blue 1/6

ref. no. colour €

321620 marine/orange 1/20
81488 anthracite/pistachio 1/20

Grooming Bag
• made from dirt-repellent, easy-to-clean and robust material
• with 6 exterior pockets for convenient storage of your grooming kit
• with shoulder strap

New!

New!

New!

New!

New!

New!

328266

321757

328267

321759

328268
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ref. no. colour €

321765 purple 1/8
321766 pink 1/8

Grooming Box with Contents, 
for children
8 parts

• everything you need to groom 
your favourite horse

ref. no. colour €

32796 blue 1/10
321358 pink 1/10

Grooming Kit Backpack
All components well-arranged in a transparent 
backpack
contained:
• PVC-backpack
• sponge
• dandy brush
• mane comb
• oval-shaped rubber currycomb
• body brush
• hoof pick

ref. no. colour €

321776 blue 1/30
321777 orange 1/30
321778 green 1/30

Grooming Box
• 38 x 25 x 11.5 cm
• for neat storage of grooming items

ref. no. €

321775 1/6

Grooming Kit 7-part
• complete set with removable insert

contained: 
curry comb oval, hoof pick, sponge viscose, 
mane brush standard, curry comb with pins plastic, 
horse brush, mane comb
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ref. no. description length width €

328277 Curry Comb 16 cm 11 cm 1/50/100
328278 Curry Comb Junior 13 cm 9 cm 1/50/100

Curry Comb Heart&Soul
• made of robust plastic
• with Nylon loop

ref. no. description length width €

328279 Mane Brush 22 cm 6 cm 1/10/50
328280 Mane Brush Junior 18 cm 5 cm 1/20/100

Mane Brush Heart&Soul
• back made from non-slip plastic
• with polypropylene plastic bristles
• brush length: 4 cm

ref. no. description length width €

328281 Horse Hair Finishing Brush 17 cm 8 cm 1/10/50
328282 Horse Hair Finishing Brush Junior 14 cm 7 cm 1/20/100

Horse Hair Finishing Brush Heart&Soul
• back made from non-slip plastic
• with elastic hand loop
• with horsehair
• brush length: 3 cm

ref. no. description length width €

328283 Horse Brush 17 cm 8 cm 1/10/50
328284 Horse Brush Junior 14 cm 7 cm 1/20/100

Horse Brush Heart&Soul
• back made from non-slip plastic
• with elastic hand loop
• with polypropylene plastic bristles
• brush length: 3 cm

ref. no. €

328285 1/100/200

Hoof Pick Heart&Soul
• made of robust plastic
• with metal scraper and cleaning brush made from polypropylene plastic bristles

The trendy brush and curry comb range - extravagant and elegant at the same time - 
for more fun in horse grooming!
Available in the playfully romantic "Heart&Soul" or as the technical, straightforward 
"SuperSonic" collection.

New!
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ref. no. description length width €

328286 Curry Comb 16 cm 11 cm 1/50/100
328287 Curry Comb Junior 13 cm 9 cm 1/50/100

Curry Comb SuperSonic
• made of robust plastic
• with Nylon loop

ref. no. description length width €

328288 Mane Brush 22 cm 6 cm 1/10/50
328289 Mane Brush Junior 18 cm 5 cm 1/20/100

Mane Brush SuperSonic
• back made from non-slip plastic
• with polypropylene plastic bristles
• brush length: 4 cm

ref. no. description length width €

328290 Horse Hair Finishing Brush 17 cm 8 cm 1/10/50
328291 Horse Hair Finishing Brush Junior 14 cm 7 cm 1/20/100

Horse Hair Finishing Brush SuperSonic
• back made from non-slip plastic
• with elastic hand loop
• with horsehair
• brush length: 3 cm

ref. no. description length width €

328292 Horse Brush 17 cm 8 cm 1/10/50
328293 Horse Brush Junior 14 cm 7 cm 1/20/100

Horse Brush SuperSonic
• back made from non-slip plastic
• with elastic hand loop
• with polypropylene plastic bristles
• brush length: 3 cm

ref. no. €

328294 1/100/200

Hoof Pick SuperSonic
• made of robust plastic
• with metal scraper and cleaning brush made from polypropylene plastic bristles
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ref. no. €

321623 1/10/100

Grooming Brush Brush&Co
• Ideal for grooming and pampering your horse • soft horsehair bristles make the coat 
especially glossy and promote natural oil replenishment • oval shape with wooden handle 
• dimensions 13 x 9,5 cm

ref. no. €

3215 1/10/100

Mane Brush Standard Brush&Co
• synthetic bristles on a varnished wooden back 
• length approx. 16 cm

ref. no. description length width €

3243 Horse Brush 22 cm 9 cm 1/10/60
321313 Horse Brush Junior 17 cm 6,5 cm 1/10/100

Horse Brush Brush&Co
• coated wooden back • with wrist loop 
• polypropylene bristles

ref. no. description length width €

321648 Horse Brush 16,5 cm 8,5 cm 1/10/100
321649 Horse Brush Junior 14 cm 6 cm 1/10/100

Horse Brush Brush&Co
• very soft, fine goat hair makes the coat especially glossy • Very good price/
performance ratio • wooden handle with integrated hand strap

ref. no. colour €

321650 navy/light-blue 1/12/72
321651 black/gray 1/12/72

Mane Brush Brush&Co
• L 20.5 x W 6.5 cm • back made of anti-slip plastic 
• bristle length: 4 cm • in display box

ref. no. colour €

321660 navy/light-blue 1/12/72
321661 black/gray 1/12/72

Horse Brush Brush&Co
• L 20 x W 10 cm • with elasticated handle • medium-hard brush for 
cleaning the horse's coat pleasantly but thoroughly • back made of 
anti-slip plastic • bristle length: 3 cm • in display box

ideal size for 
children's hands
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ref. no. description €

328270 Diva 200 x 85 mm 1/54
328271 Diva mini 170 x 90 mm 1/54

Diva Lambskin Brush
• matt lambskin cushion with soft, pure horsehair bristles 
for a perfectly maintained coat and extra Diva gloss

Diva: with fabric loop
Diva Mini: with elastic hand loop

ref. no. length width €

328272 21,5 cm 6,5 cm 1/50
328273 18 cm 5,5 cm 1/72

Noir Horse Hair Brush
• soft brush with black horse hair
• restores oils to skin and hair
• for a natural shine
• brush length: 5 cm

ref. no. €

3265 1/104

Horse Brush Mini Dolly
• synthetic bristles • with elastic wrist loop 
• assorted colours • 150 x 75 mm

ref. no. €

32655 1/108

Face and Pampering Brush
• a nicely shaped brush in vivid colours for grooming • gives the coat 
a silky shine through its soft natural bristles • with elastic wrist loop 
• assorted colours • 140 x 65 mm

New!

New!
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ref. no. €

3242 1/60

Horse Brush Junior
• bristles made of a blend of horse hair and natural fibres • allows 
to intensely groom the horse’s coat • excellent shape and handling 
• with leather loop • 200 x 85 mm

ref. no. €

3213 1/100

Dandy Brush
small
• with 3 cm long Nylon bristles and plastic back • top mane and 
washing brush • in assorted colours • 180 x 53 mm

ref. no. €

321304 1/96

Double Brush Putzi
• double with handle • knobs on one side tone the muscles 
• in assorted colours

ref. no. €

321309 1/54

Multi-Functional Brush
• with an outer ring of two rowed synthetic bristles and 
abrasion-resistant PU sponge on the inside • suitable for the 
perfect horse wash • with nylon wrist loop • 200 x 85 mm
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ref. no. €

321306 1/50

Body and Mane Brush Wurzel
• sturdy scrubbing brush made from colourful synthetic material 
• with nylon handle • 200 x 85 mm • in assorted colours

ref. no. €

321307 1/88

Coat and Mane Brush Kinder Wurzel
• synthetic edging for intensive coat cleaning • with elastic wrist 
loop • in assorted colours • 150 x 75 mm

ref. no. €

321308 1/45

Dandy Brush Groovy
• with soft and 5 cm long Nylon bristles for gentle yet effective 
grooming • in assorted colours • 170 x 90 mm

ref. no. €

321310 1/100

Horse Brush New Generation
• made from soft, elastic specialist plastic for particularly beneficial 
massage • with nylon wrist loop • assorted colours • 160 x 100 mm

ref. no. €

321302 1/100

Horse Brush - The Good One
• made from tough specialist plastic • elastic with particular curry comb 
effect • with leather loop • assorted colours • 160 x 100 mm
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ref. no. colour €

3217 red 1/10/100
3210 black 1/10/100

Oval Rubber Currycomb
• 160 x 100 mm • with handle

ref. no. colour €

32820 red 1/100
32821 black 1/100

Oval Rubber Currycomb Junior
• 120 x 80 mm • the ideal size for children's hands • with handle

ref. no. colour €

329 black 1/50

Rubber Massage Currycomb
• Ø 110 mm • for a pleasant massage • ideal when coat adapts to the weather 
• with handle

ref. no. colour €

328274 Salt&Pepper 1/20 600
328275 Chilli 1/20 600
328276 Sweet Surprise 1/20 600

MagicBrush Brush Sets
Three brushes, three colours, one brush: this feel-good all-rounder to care for your horse is lightweight and 
easy to hold, quickly removing stubborn dirt from your horse.
The special structure and shape of the bristles cleans and massages at the same time, making it suitable for 
hoof, leg and coat grooming.

• the horse's sensitive areas are protected
• the brushes can even be machine washed if required
• the back can be used as a sweat scraper
• as a set of three available in "Salt&Pepper, Chili and Sweet Surprise" colours

The ORIGINAL

quick and thorough thanks to special bristles

Scan the QR code and watch the video 
or www.kerbl.de!

Salt&Pepper

Chilli

Sweet Surprise
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ref. no. €

324470 1/10/60

Nubbed Curry Comb Flex3
• extremely easy to use thanks to the bi-flexible back 
• anatomically designed nubs for an exceptional 
massage effect • especially high-grip surface with 
anti-slip inserts • ideal adjustable strap made from 
polyamide

ref. no. €

324471 1/10/60

Curry Comb Flex3
• extremely easy to use thanks to the bi-flexible back • anato-
mically designed nubs for increased cleaning effect • especially 
high-grip surface with anti-slip inserts • ideal adjustable strap 
made from polyamide

ref. no. €

324472 1/6/48

Metal Curry Comb with Gel Handle
• extra soft and supple handle made from highly elastic gel • ergonomic handle shape and 
adaptable gel insert for low-fatigue working • galvanised, robust curry comb for heavily 
soiled coats • fine-toothed, 8-row

ref. no. €

324473 1/10/60

Spiral Curry Comb with Gel Handle
• extra soft and supple handle made from highly elastic gel • ergonomic handle shape 
and adaptable gel insert for low-fatigue working • can be used on both sides • finely 
toothed and flexible spring steel

ref. no. €

324098 1/10/100

Hoof Pick with Gel Handle and Brush
• extra soft and supple handle made from highly elastic gel • ergonomic handle shape and 
adaptable gel insert for low-fatigue working • with metal scraper and cleaning brushes made 
from PP bristles

ref. no. €

324099 1/10/100

Sweat Scraper with Gel Handle
• extra soft and supple handle made from highly elastic gel • ergonomic handle 
shape and adaptable gel insert for low-fatigue working • semi-circular shape 
with rubber lip
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ref. no. length width €

1863 16,5 cm 11,0 cm 1/20

Reform Currycomb
• oval shape • with leather handle • featuring three fine 
rows of undulated teeth • galvanized

ref. no. length width €

1816 17,0 cm 10,0 cm 1/100

Metal currycomb, oval
• with web handle • three fine bars of wavy teeth

ref. no. length width €

1811 12,0 cm 12,5 cm 1/12

Metal currycomb with mane comb
• galvanzied • 8 open rows • quadruple wire bearing 
• colourless top coat • featuring mane comb • finely 
toothed and therefore particularly suitable for horses 
• with wooden handle

ref. no. Ø €

1815 10,5 cm 1/10/50

Metal currycomb, spiral shape
• usable on both sides • finely toothed and 
therefore particularly suitable for horses

Metal currycomb, fine
• galvanized • finely toothed, with 8 rows • with 2 knocking-off pieces • robustly built 
• particularly suitable for horses • L 9.5 cm x W 14.5 cm

ref. no. colour €

3211 red 1/25/100
3219 black 1/25/100

Cleaning Glove
• featuring knobs on one side and hard bristles 
on the other • ideal for cleaning and massaging 
• 17 x 13 cm

ref. no. description €

189 Metal currycomb with plastic handle 1/12/48
324472 Metal Curry Comb with Gel Handle 1/6/48
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ref. no. €

32818 1/10/200

Grooming 
Sponge
• made of foam • for 
wet and dry use

ref. no. €

32824 1/200

Massage Sponge
• sponge for grooming 
and currycomb with 
rubber knobs in one!

ref. no. €

3293 1/216

Sponge
• made of viscose • for wet 
and dry use

ref. no. colour €

321300 blue 1/100

Microfibre Grooming Glove
• the alternative to conventional grooming gloves • rubber drawstring 
prevents continuous slipping during grooming • microfibre material picks up 
even the finest dust particles • easily washable at 30 °C

ref. no. colour €

1881 red 1/25/125
1883 blue 1/25/125
1885 black 1/25/125

Needle Curry Comb
• 17,5 x 8,5 cm • plastic • with 
adjustable hand loop • fine-toothed

ref. no. €

321624 1/100

Cleaning Sponge
• ergonomic shape • made from absorbent and wear-resistant foam 
• 23 x 12 x 5 cm

ref. no. €

321628 1/25/100

Coat Cleaning Stone WonderStone
• 110 x 100 x 40 mm • removes 
dirt easily and effortlessly • simply 
rub the stone with the grain over 
the coat

ref. no. €

328297 1/40

Cleaning Sponge Flecki
• horse-shaped • set of 3: blue, pink and yellow 
• made from foam • can be used wet and dry

New!
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ref. no. €

3277 1/100

Sweat Scraper
• with two plastic handles
• heavy mode

ref. no. colour €

3275 blue 1/18/72
3267 red 1/18/72

Sweat Scraper
• with rubber edging

ref. no. length width €

81913 15 cm 7,5 cm 1/3/24
81914 15 cm 10 cm 1/3/24

Pet Hair Remover
• removes dead pet hair and loose undercoat • suitable for all coat lengths • does 
not demage healthy top hair • ergonomically shaped handle with side rubber slats for 
maximum ease of handling • also available for horses

ref. no. €

1820/1 1 1/100/200
1820 - 1/10/100

Mane Comb
• made of aluminium • 20 cm

ref. no. €

1821/1 1 1/100/200
1821 - 1/10/100

Mane Comb
• made of aluminium • 10 cm

ref. no. €

32625/1 1 1/100
32625 - 1/10/500

Mane Comb
• made of aluminium • 9 cm

ref. no. length MQ €

83289 17 cm 1

Coat Thinning Scissors
• with handy finger hook • ideal for thinning out and cutting thick hair • teeth on two 
sides • cutting length 6 cm • high-quality, chrome-plated material
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ref. no. description colour €

321477 500 pieces per bag white 1/100
321478 500 pieces per bag black 1/100
321470 800 pcs. / dispenser white 1/75/150
321471 800 pcs. / dispenser black 1/75/150

Rubber Bands
• ideal for braiding

ref. no. colour €

321479 white 1/100
321480 black 1/100

Rubber Bands Silicone
• 500 pieces in a handy bag • ideal for weaving in • extremely 
stretchable silicon material • excellent tear resistance

ref. no. colour €

321896 neon green 1/24/240
321897 neon pink 1/24/240
321898 neon yellow 1/24/240
321899 white 1/24/240

Cohesive Bandage Equilastic
• innovative cohesive bandage in modern 
colours • the bandage adheres well to 
itself but not to the mane • easy to apply 
and remove • ensures great colour con-
trasts • length: 4.5 m / width: 1.25 cm

ref. no. description €

321468 3-digit, ø 9 cm 1/50
321469 4-digit, 10 x 9.5 cm 1/250

Tournament Numbers
• made from soft plastic • with elastic straps for securing 
• in pairs
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ref. no. €

18950 1/16

Horse Clipper constantaRodeo AR2
Now constantaRodeo also comes with an aluminium shear head, suitable for blade sets 60, 70, 20 and 220. As usual, 
the constantaRodeo also fits perfectly in the hand in the AR2 configuration, gliding tirelessly through the coat, and 
the constantaRodeo AR2 stays cool and ready to use even after prolonged shearing! High wattage as a feature is over 
– today, the performance is what counts: constant power without sacrificing speed thanks to cutting edge perma-
nent magnet motor concept. With just 690 g weight, the constantaRodeo AR2 is also one of the lightest professional 
devices on the market. Made in Germany stands for solid finish.

• powerful, service-friendly permanent-magnetic motor
• newly developed shear blade made from specially hardened steel
• ergonomic lines with optimised weight distribution
• easy clipping even at very heavy coat conditions
• suitable for both men's and women's hands
• extremly lightweight with only 690 grams
• incl. shearing blade set constanta 35/24 teeth

Permanent Magnet System 
65 W DC = 120 W AC

technical data

supply voltage: 230 V AC
engine output: 65 W
frequency: 50 - 60 Hz
dimensions (W/H/L): 7,8 x 5,5 x 24 cm
sound pressure level: 78 dB
weight excluding cable: 690 g
double strokes/min: 2400
safety classification: II

ref. no. description cutter head clipping length €

18503 Shearing blade set 20 3 mm 1/50
18506 Shearing blade set 220 0.5 mm 1/50

690 g

18503 18506

24 24

35 35

Permanent magnet motor with 
constant shearing power

new lines to the housing for optimum handling 
and reduced effort

specially developed blades 
made from high quality steel

Cast aluminium shearing head 
with optimised heat conduction
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ref. no. description €

18940 Horse clipper constantaRodeo, vermillion 1/16
18949 Horse clipper constantaRodeo, royal blue 1/16
18914 Set of clipping blades constanta R2 35/24 teeth 1/50
18915 Set of clipping blades constanta R6 18/24 teeth 1/50
18916 Set of clipping blades constanta R22 35/24 teeth 1/50

Horse Clipper constantaRodeo
Egonomically shaped, the constantaRodeo fits perfectly in big and small hands without making them tired! The new developed blades slide smoothly through 
the coat. Even after long-termed clipping the Rodeo keeps cool and active. High wattage was yesterday a perfect performance because of a state of the art 
permanent magnetic motor system is important. Lightweight with only 690 gramms is unique to a professional horse clipper. Made in Germany stands for 
solid finish.

• powerful, service-friendly permanent-magnetic motor
• new developed blades made of hardened steel
• ergonomically shaped with optimum weight balance
• easy clipping even at very heavy coat conditions
• fits to both men and women
• extremly lightweight with only 690 grams
• very silent
• Made in Germany
• incl. shearing blade set constanta R2 35/24 teeth

with optimised air cooling!

technical data

supply voltage: 230 V AC
engine output: 65 W
frequency: 50-60 Hz
dimensions (W/H/L): 7,8 x 5,5 x 24 cm
sound pressure level: 78 dB (A)
weight excluding cable: 690 g
double strokes/min. 2400
safety classification: II

690 g

18916  Shear Blade Set R22
very close cut to the skin 
approx. 0,5 mm

24

35
Permanent Magnet System 65 W DC 
= 120 W AC

18915  Set of clipping blades R6
Coarse clipper, extremely thick coat

18914  Set of clipping blades R2
Standard detail clipper

24

35

18

24
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ref. no. description €

18992
Horse shearing machine 120 W 

with Supra shearing blade set 18910 (31/15 teeth)
1/8 48

18932 Clipping head without blade for horse clipper 1 -

constanta4 Horse Clipper
with Supra shearing blades

• enormous power as a result of tried and tested motor technology
• at 78 db (A) one of the quietest horese shearing machines
•  the new Supra shearing blades glide through the most difficult of coats,  

such as heavily soiled or matted coats, without loss of power
• supplied in a sturdy carrrying case together with accessories

Premium Shearing Blade Set
• optimised blade geometry with hollowed 
grinding • improved grinding capacity 
and increased material service life for long 
periods of use • selected steel tool with 
special hardening • suitable for constanta, 
FarmClipper and other common brands, 
such as Heiniger, Aesculap and Liscop

constanta clippers – developed with the aim of building the perfect clipper:
•  their weight, centre of gravity and shape have been selected to ensure that working with them is as fatigue-free  

as possible.
• optimised ventilation technology provides perfect cooling of the cutter head and shearing blades
• service-friendly shell housing
• air filter can be replaced without tools
•  Supra Shearing Blades: the newly-developed tooth geometry and the special hollow grind enable  

the lower blade to slide into the fleece even more easily and align the hair perfectly for the cut.  
Even the toughest coat conditions are no challenge for the Supra Shearing Blades  
from Kerbl!

technical data

supply voltage: 230 V AC
engine output: 120 W
frequency: 50 Hz
dimensions (W/H/L): 7,8 x 9,7 x 33 cm
sound pressure level: 78 dB (A)
double strokes/min: 2300
cable length: 3 m
weight excluding cable: 1390 g

ref. no. description €

18961 Premium shearing blade set 31/15 teeth, standard cut 1/50
18962 Premium shearing blade set 31/23 teeth, fine cut 1/50
18963 Premium shearing blade set 31F/15 teeth, fine cut, skin-level 1/50

ref. no. description €

18917 Supra Shearing Blade Set 21/23 teeth for all-round shearing 1/50
18910 Supra Shearing Blade Set 31/15 teeth for standard shearing 1/50
18912 Set of clipping blades 23/31 teeth for fine clipping horses 1/50

Supra Shearing Blade Set
Revised and optimised blade 
geometry

• newly developed toothed groove and hollow 
groove for the best shearing results • specially 
hardened steel alloy for optimum service life and 
ideal grinding performance • suitable for constan-
ta3, constanta4, FarmClipper and shearing equip-
ment from Aesculap, Heiniger and Lister-Liscop

Supra quality - 
designed, engineered 
and finished in Germany!

18961 Premium shearing blade 31/15 
standard shears for horses, for all coat 
conditions, residual hair length 2–4 mm

18962 Premium shearing blade 31/23 
fine shears for horses, residual hair 
length 2–4 mm

18963 Premium shearing blade set 31F/15 
for the skin-level fine and veterinary cut, 
residual hair length 1–2 mm

15 23 15

31 31 31F

2315

31 31

23

21

18910 Shearing blade set 
31/15 for shearing clean to 
slightly soiled fur, residual hair 
length approx. 2-3 mm

18912 Shearing blade set 31/23 
for finely cutting cow and horse 
coats and for shearing dogs and 
goats, residual hair length approx. 
2-3 mm

18917 Shearing Blade Set 23/21 
all-round blades for all fur condi-
tions. Even dirty and soiled fur is 
no problem! Residual hair length 
approx. 2-3 mm
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ref. no. description €

18188 FarmClipper Battery Horse, 31/15 teeth 1/3 72
18189 FarmClipper Battery Cow, 21/23 teeth 1/3 72
18917 Supra Shearing Blade Set 21/23 teeth for all-round shearing 1/50 -
18910 Supra Shearing Blade Set 31/15 teeth for standard shearing 1/50 -

FarmClipper Battery
The new battery-powered shearer designed for horses or cattle boasts exceptional value for money! The supplied package 
includes two 10.8 Volt Lithium ion block batteries, which allow uninterrupted shearing thanks to their optimised operating and 
charging times. The shearer is equipped with our premium shearing blades which, thanks to their optimised geometry, ensure 
easy shearing and an improved shearing pattern. The ergonomic characteristics of the FarmClipper Battery are also plain to see: 
the special surface properties of the housing shells and the balanced centre of gravity prevent the user from tiring too quickly. 
The size of the plastic shells also means that even small hands can be sure of a firm grip on the shearer. The FarmClipper Battery 
is a shearer with fantastic all-round properties, equipped with Supra shearing blades and boasting excellent handling.

• available in horse and cattle versions
• incl. two10.8 volt lithium ion block batteries
• optimised work and charging times (approx. 1.5 h) for uninterrupted shearing
• equipped with Supra shearing blades "Developed in Germany"
• special, non-slip housing shell for low-fatigue work
• balanced centre of gravity ensures effortless shearing
• complete cutter range: see Supra Shearing Blade Sets

Incl. replacement battery

technical data

power consumption: 10,8 volts
charging time: approx. 90 min.
shearing time: approx. 90 min.
shearing performance: approx 2,300 double strokes/min.
weight: approx. 1.2 kg (incl. battery)

supplied package:
Shearer incl. shearing blades and battery, replacement battery, 
charging station, screwdriver, special oil, operating instructions, 
stable case

ref. no. description €

18192
Shearing Station FarmClipper 4, 200 W, 

incl. shearing blade set (31/15 teeth)
1/3 108

18917 Supra Shearing Blade Set 21/23 teeth for all-round shearing 1/50 -
18910 Supra Shearing Blade Set 31/15 teeth for standard shearing 1/50 -

Shearing Station FarmClipper4
Now even better with Supra Shearing Blades! • perfect shearing and cutting performance thanks to fitting 
with Supra Shearing Blades. Even very dirty animals or matted fur are no obstacle to the new FarmClipper4! 
• universal shearing machine for cattle and horses • powerful motor delivering 200 Watt DC • optimised 
weight distribution for low-fatigue working • attractive, ergonomic design • incl. Supra Shearing Blade Set 
31/15 teeth

technical data

supply voltage: 220 - 240 V AC / 50 Hz
engine output: 200 W DC = 400 W AC
weight excluding cable: 1190 g
sound pressure level: 85 dB (A)
cutting speed: 3,000 double strokes/min.

200 W DC = 400 W AC
New!

18917 Shearing Blade Set 23/21 all-round 
blades for all fur conditions. Even dirty and 
soiled fur is no problem! Residual hair length 
approx. 2-3 mm

18910 Shearing blade set 
31/15 for shearing clean to 
slightly soiled fur, residual hair 
length approx. 2-3 mm

"With excellent shearing performance and battery life" according to professional (issued 1/2015)
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ref. no. description €

18265 Battery-Powered Shearer Sonic incl. Accessories 1/10
18181 Spare clipping blade 1/300

Battery-Powered Shearer Sonic
• excellent shearing properties thanks to ceramic shearing head • powerful Ni-Mh 1200 mAH battery • incl. 
spare battery for uninterrupted shearing • can also be operated with charging cable connected • 5-stage 
cutting height adjustment using setting wheel (0.8 - 2.0 mm) • incl. extensive accessories with 4 clip-on combs 
for 3, 6, 9 and 12 mm cutting height • only for detailed shearing

technical data

engine output: 6600 rpm
charging time / shearing time: 4 h / 1,5 h

ref. no. description €

18180 Cordless Clipper Onyx 1/20
18181 Spare clipping blade 1/300

Cordless Clipper Onyx
• ceramic head for superior cutting performance • strong battery for long usage • 5 ary cutting 
length adjustment (0,8 – 2,0 mm) • incl. accessories kit with 4 attachment combs (3, 6, 9 and 12 
mm coat length) • only for detail clipping

technical data

engine output: 6900 rpm
charging time / shearing time: 5 h / 1,5 h

New!

18181

18181
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ref. no. description €

18266 Battery-Powered Shearing Station Profi incl. Spare Battery 1/5

Battery-Powered Animal Shearing Machine PROFI
• offers power and balance yet only a low weight and ergonomic design • the quiet-running electric 
motor generates 2,500 double strokes per minute • two removable lithium ion batteries allow 
continuous shearing for up to 1.5 hours with just one battery charge • incl. 4 clip-on combs for 3, 6, 
9 and 12 mm cutting height • ideal for full and detailed shearing and compatible with all "snap-on" 
shearing heads (constantaPet, Oster, Wahl/Moser, Aesculap) • lithium-ion technology: no "memory 
effect" allowing it to be charged at any time • supplied without shearing blades • supplied package: 
shearing station without shearing blades, 4 clip-on combs, oil bottle, charger, 2 batteries, cleaning 
brush, operating instructions

technical data

engine output: 2500 rpm
charging time / shearing time: 1 h / up to 1.5 h
output: 30 W
battery: Li-ion 1500 mAh
weight with battery / without shearing head: 500 g

ref. no. description €

18280 # 50 / 0,2 mm 1
18281 # 40 / 0,25 mm 1
18282 # 30 / 0,5 mm 1
18296 # 5/8N / 0,8 mm 1
18283 # 15 / 1,2 mm 1
18284 # 10 / 1,6 mm 1
18285 # 10 W / 2,0 mm 1
18286 # 9 / 2,0 mm 1
18287 # 8,5 / 2,8 mm 1
18288 # 7 / 3,2 mm 1
18289 # 7F / 3,2 mm 1
18290 # 5 / 6,3 mm 1
18291 # 5F / 6,3 mm 1
18292 # 4 / 9,5 mm 1
18293 # 4F / 9,5 mm 1
18294 # 3 / 13,0 mm 1
18295 # 3F / 13,0 mm 1

Shearing Head constantaPet
• snap-on shearing head system • suitable for Battery-Powered Shea-
ring Station PROFI (#18266) and many brands such as Oster (e.g. A5), 
Wahl/Moser, Aesculap • specially hardened metal for long durability 
and excellent cutting results

New!

incl. replacement battery

New!

30 Watt of power

18280

18284

18288

18292

18296

18281

18285

18289

18293

18282

18286

18290

18294

18283

18287

18291

18295
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Clipper A6
The new A6™ product family consists of a number of innovations:
•  new motor concept automatically compensates for voltage fluctuations. This means 

the motor runs more evenly and with less power consumption! The result: longer 
motor life!

• patent-pending anti-vibration system reduces joint fatigue
• patent-pending drive system for even better shearing results
• 3 power levels

Compact, 3-level high-performance animal clipper
• with a new high-performance motor with low noise and less heat
• with 3 levels for 3,100/3,600/4,100 double strokes per minute for all skin conditions
• ergonomic, compact design
• compatible with all Snap-On shearing heads
• only weighs 370 grams (without cable)
• clipping blades not included

high-performance motor with 3 levels

active agent

highest power level: 4,100 double strokes for thick fur

medium power level: 3,600 double stroked for medium-thick fur

low power level:
3,100 double stroked for trimming to the 
skin or thin fur

ref. no. description use MQ €

18566 A6 Comfort for long periods of use, such as horse clipping 1 1/6

18567 A6 Slim for shorter periods of use, e.g. detail shearing or for vets 1 1/6

extremely slim and 
therefore ideal for shor-
ter periods of use

ideal for long 
periods of use

3.66 metre cable 
for maximum 
flexibility

3 levels 
(3,100/3,600/4,100 
double strokes per 
minute)

integrated vibration 
dampers reduce joint 
fatigue due to daily 
working

ergonomic, 
compact design

zinc alloy to 
reduce heat and 
weight

drive system for 
optimum shea-
ring results

compatible with all 
Snap-On shearing 
heads

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video 
or www.kerbl.de!

Scan the QR code 
and watch the video 
or www.kerbl.de!
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ref. no. €

18558 1/6

Adapter PowerPro Ultra for 
Mains Operation
• 230 volts • turns PowerPro Ultra into a mains-operated high 
power clipper • reduced weight in comparison to cordless clipper 
• incl. 3 m cable and space-saving tranformer plug

Cryogen-X Shearing Blades "Wide Blade"
Due to the unique cryogenic 
tempering procedure the blades 
are very long-lasting.
• 30 % more coat cut in width 
in comparision to conventional 
blades

ref. no. description use €

1891650 MEDIUM 3,2 mm very close cut to the skin for horses and dogs 1/12/48

1891652 COARSE 4,8 mm for medium length 1/12/48

1891653 BLOCKING for dense coat 1/12/48

1891654 OPTI-BLOCK for dense coat with integrated non-felting effect. Especially for changing of the coat 1/12/48

ref. no. description €

18548 PowerPro Ultra incl. clipping blade 1891944 1/6
18558 230 V adapter for cable operation 1/6

Clipper PowerPro Ultra
...professional, lightweight, efficient!

• 3.300 double strokes for less heat development on the blades • over 15% lighter than previous model • the "soft-
touch" handle prevents slipping and feels pleasant in the hand • up to 60 minutes running time • max. 40 minutes 
charging time • new battery technology prevents the so called memory effect - even with varying charging cycles  the 
power output does not decrease (battery can be used on previous model) • clipping head is included • alternatively 
all snap-on blade sets can be used

Set includes 1 battery, charging station, charging cable and cleaning accessories 
in an aluminium case

1891650 1891652 1891653 1891654
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ref. no. description €

18561 Mains-and Battery-operated Clipping Machine PRO600i 1/6
18563 Replacement shearing head, stainless steel 1/12/48

Mains-and Battery-operated Clipping Machine PRO600i
• the new shearer for detailed shearing • quiet-running motor and lithium ion battery for up to two 
hours of operation • can be used with or without cable • adjustable stainless steel shearing head 
allows five different cutting lengths (0.25 – 2.4 mm), which can be easily adjusted using the rotating 
ring • ergonomic design with special anti-slip inserts and low weight ensure an optimised grip and 
fatigue-free working • four clip-on combs included in the scope of delivery for 3, 6, 9 or 13 mm hair 
length give the option of individual styling • a clip-on comb set with cutting heights of 16, 19, 22 and 
25 mm can be ordered as an accessory (18565) • summary: the PRO600i offers the ideal combination 
of power and effectiveness for professionals!

Lithium ion technology:
• up to 2 hours of operation with a single charge • minimum charging loss and efficient current 
transfer • no "memory effect", allowing it to be charged at any time • reduces the number of charges 
required and charge losses during operating intervals

Included in the scope of delivery: adjustable shearing head, shearing head guard, oil, charging station, 
cleaning brush, 4 stainless steel clip-on combs

Lithium ion technologytechnical data

engine output: 4200 rpm
charging time: 2 h
shearing time: up to 2 h
weight: approx. 240 g

ref. no. description €

18564 for cutting heights of 3, 6, 9 and 13 mm 1/36
18565 for cutting heights of 16, 19, 22 and 25 mm 1/36

Clip-on Comb Set
• suitable for the Oster PRO600i 

ref. no. content €

1850488 100 ml 1/50/200
1850489 500 ml 1/20

Clipper Oil
• ensures that all moving parts in the shaving head are properly lubricated • it is also an excellent oil 
for all other trademark clippers on the market

ref. no. content €

18952 500 ml 1/12

CoolSpray
• all-in-one cooling, lubrication and cleaning • improves shearing results and keeps clipper blades sharp for longer 
• removes hair and fur residue and dirt • also helps prevent bacteria, fungi and viruses from developing

ref. no. content €

18951 400 ml 1/12

CleanSpray
• cleans effectively, removing hair, fur and dirt residue from between the upper and lower blades • can be 
used to clean clipper blades before first use to remove the manufacturer's protective chemicals • improved 
shearing results

18564  3 mm 18564  13 mm 18565  16 mm 18565  19 mm 18565  22 mm 18565  25 mm18564  6 mm 18564  9 mm

Scan the QR code and watch the 
video or www.kerbl.de!
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ref. no. €

18559 1/6

Clipping Machine PowerMax 2-speed
• easy maneuverability with ergonomic design • classic design with metal front side • max comfort: grip is contou-
red and soft for incredible comfort and feel • lightweight: extremely lightweight and easy to handle during long 
clipping jobs • whisper quiet motor: new whisper quiet technology makes the clipper extremely quiet • speed: the 
quiet 2-speed clipper delivers over 3.300 strokes per minute • compatible with all snap-on shearing blades • low 
maintenance and very robust • shearing heads not included in the supplied package

ref. no. cutter head clipping length MQ €

1891900 50 0.2 mm 1 1/12/48
1891901 40 0.25 mm 1 1/12/48
1891902 30 0.5 mm 1 1/12/48
1891903 15 1.2 mm 1 1/12/48
1891904 10 1.6 mm 1 1/12/48
1891905 7 3.2 mm 1 1/12/48
1891906 5 6.3 mm 1 1/12/48
1891910 5/8 0.8 mm 1 1/12/48
1891911 7/8 0.8 mm 1 1/12/48
1891913 4 9.5 mm 1 1/12/48
1891914 8 1/2 2.8 mm 1 1/12/48
1891916 7 F 3.2 mm 1 1/12/48
1891917 5 F 6.3 mm 1 1/12/48
1891918 4 F 9.5 mm 1 1/12/48
1891919 9 2 mm 1 1/12/48
1891944 10 wide 2.4 mm 1 1/12/48

Stay approx. 15 °C cooler than conventional shearing blades!

Cryogen-X® Spare Blades
for Golden A5, A6, PowerPro Ultra and PRO3000i
A unique cryogenic tempering procedure makes these clipperheads on 
average 15° C cooler than standard clipper heads, therefore more durable.

ref. no. €

185552 1/6

Clipping Machine Golden A5 - 2speed
• the professional clipping machine with a powerful and smoothly running universal motor • 45 watts • 2 speed 
levels • approx. 3300 double strokes • different snap-on shearing heads to choose from • shearing blades easy 
to change over thanks to the snap-on system • super grip by slip-proof surface texture • shock-proof casing for 
extreme conditions • air filter to be replaced without tools • clipping blades not included

The classic!technical data

Stage 1: 2200 double strokes/min.
Stage 2: 3300 double strokes/min.

technical data

Stage 1: 1900 double strokes/min.
Stage 2: 3300 double strokes/min.
Voltage in: 230 Volts
Voltage out: 24 Volts
Cable length: 3,6 m

1891900 1891901 1891902 1891903

1891904 1891905 1891906 1891910

1891913 1891914 1891916

1891917 1891918 1891944

1891911

1891919
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ref. no. description €

1840 Cordless Clipper Avalon 1/5
18594 Clipping head 2,5 mm / 62 mm 1/30

Cordless Clipper Avalon
• powerful (80 W) animal hair-cutting machine for horses • with practical belt clip • professional 
shearing head: precision-ground changeable cutter set • the battery pack can be worn comfortably 
on the body using the supplied belly strap • incl. clipping head

technical data

cutting speed: 3.000 D/min. (rpm)
run time: about 2.5 – 3.0 h
charging time: about 2.5 h

weight: 
about 580 g (with set of Blades and 
cable)

ref. no. description €

1838 Horse clipper Adelar with clipping head 1/4

18590 Spare blade 0,7 - 3 mm / 46 mm 1/12

Cordless Clipper Adelar
• with two powerful rechargeable batteries • LED battery status signal 
• charging station with LED charging indicator • the set of blades are 
especially appropriate for fine clipping and veterinary use • easy-clean 
convenient function: remove clipper head and press the cleaning lever • for 
detail and final clipping • incl. clipping head

technical data

cutting speed: 5.000 d/rpm
run time: up to 80 min
charging time: 75 min quick charging, exchange battery
weight: about 280 g (with set of blades)

ref. no. description €

1845 Clipping machine max 45 1/6
18585 Clipping head 3 mm / 49 mm 1/12

Clipping Machine max45

technical data

supply voltage: 230 - 240 V, 50 - 60 Hz
cutting speed: 2.400/3.000 revs/min.
cable: 3 m round cable
weight: 450 g

• 45 W power motor for long-term loading • vibration-absorbing • two power stages 
• incl. clipping head • compatible with all snap-on shearing blade sets

18594

18590
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ref. no. description €

323520 Gadfly Trap TaonX 1 36
323511 Replacement Container 1/40 -

Gadfly Trap TaonX
•  every trap reduces gadfly presence by up to 95% 

in the immediate vicinity, and has a maximum 
effective range of approx. 10,000 m²

• absolutely non-toxic and environmentally friendly
• easy to assemble and extremely sturdy
• 2-years guarantee for mechanical parts
• height above floor level: 2.20 m
• weight: 20 kg
• umbrella diameter: approx. 91 cm

• How does the trap work? The ball heats up, simu-
lating a target object for the hose fly to suck blood 
out of. After an unsuccessful attempt to draw blood, 
the insect takes off vertically and detects its only 
presumed exit as the trap container.

Can be used wherever gadflies are a nuisance: 
• Horse paddocks • Riding arenas • Cowsheds • Golf 
courses • Gardens and parks (water) • Amusement parks 
• along lakes and river banksand

ref. no. description €

323500 Horsefly Trap TaonX Eco 1 48
323506 Wall Holder for TaonX Eco 1/10 300
323511 Replacement Container 1/40 -

Horsefly Trap TaonX Eco
The eco version of the successful horsefly trap TaonX! For those with 
smaller areas to protect or where the product cannot be mounted on 
the floor!
•  every trap reduces gadfly presence by up to 95% in the immediate 

vicinity, and has a maximum effective range of approx. 5,000 m²
• entirely non-toxic and environmentally friendly
•  easy to assemble and hang on trees etc. using the supplied link 

chain
• 2-years guarantee for mechanical parts
• umbrella diameter: approx. 88 cm
•  supplied package: ball incl. pump and textile belt, textile umbrella, 

stranded wire for stretching the umbrella, galvanised container 
holder incl. straps and carabiner, 3-piece textile belt with carabiner 
and 100 cm link chain for hanging up the trap, user guide

•  wall mounting angle iron can be ordered separately (item no. 
323506)

•  Functionality of TaonX: the sun heats the black ball and thus simu-
lates for the horsefly a target for blood-sucking. When the horsefly 
realises that the attempt is unsuccessful the insect instinctly flys up 
and lands inevitably in the trap.

Tip: fill the trap container with water

323506
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ref. no. content €

321596 300 ml 1/6

Horse Fly Spray TaonX Booster *
• high-intensity spray repellent for effective protection against horse flies, mosquitoes and other arthro-
pods • innovative spray system with exceptional economy: 300 ml of Booster spray is equivalent to 550 
ml of conventional trigger sprayers • 360° spray application without the disruptive "aerosol hissing" 
sound • thanks to the special formulation, the active ingredient remains effective for many hours - even 
under the most difficult conditions • easy to use • economical in use • pleasant aroma • no tiresome tail 
and head tossing • excellent hair coating without leaving behind any residue • for a relaxed ride • also 
suitable for use in tournament sports

protects for up to 12 hours100 % biodegradable

active agent

Saltidin® (Icaridin)

ref. no. content €

328780 250 ml 1/15

Horse Fly Cream TaonX *
• innovative cream repellent with effective immediate protection against horseflies, mosquitoes and other 
arthropods • for targeted application on sensitive areas • no inadvertent application to areas such as eyes 
or nostrils • with massaging brush head for excellent tolerance of the application process • easy to use and 
economical • prevents tiresome head tossing and rearing • also suitable for use in tournament sports

protects for up to 6 hours100 % biodegradable

active agent

Saltidin® (Icaridin)

* Take care when using biocides. Always read the label and product information before use!

ref. no. content €

299720 500 ml 1/6

Ready-to-use Fly Repellent Spray MuscaBlock *
• effective fly and insect repellent • well tolerated with pleasant smell 
• the special formulation means the active ingredient is released 
gradually over many hours

active agent

Geraniol
DEET
Lavandin oil

ref. no. content €

321571 1000 ml 1/6

Fly Protection Spray TaonX*
• spray repellent for effective protection against horse flies, mosquitoes and other arthro-
pods • thanks to the special formulation, the active ingredient remains effective for many 
hours - even under the most difficult conditions • harmless for humans and animals – 
easy to apply – economical to use – pleasant smell – 100% biodegradable • easy to use 
• economical • pleasant smell

100 % biodegradable

active agent

Saltidin® (Icaridin)

New!

New!
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ref. no. description content €

29897 Cit KeinStich forte Pump spray 100 ml 1/12
29898 Cit KeinStich lotion for adults 100 ml 1/12
29907 Cit KeinStich lotion for children 100 ml 1/12

Cit KeinStich *
Protective spray against stinging and biting insects.

• Cit KeinStich products contain the modern and skin-friendly ingredient Saltidin® (Icaridin), which is 
also recommended by the WHO.
How KeinStich works: insects detect humans by the carbon dioxide (CO2) they breathe out and by the 
metabolic products they give off from their skin. This ingredient gradually evaporates from the skin 
or clothing, forming an invisible protective layer that makes it impossible for insects to spot humans. 
Humans are therefore invisible to insects!
•  Cit KeinStich is also available for adults (in two different active ingredient concentrations) and for 

children older than 2 years
• Cit KeinStich lotions have a milky consistency and are intended to be used only on the skin
•  Cit KeinStich forte with a watery consistency is intended for spraying on clothing etc. as well as on 

the skin
• Cit KeinStich forte is also tropicalised
•  the active ingredient has been tested against all kinds of mosquitoes / gnats, ticks and flies and 

against wasps, ants and horseflies - and the results have always been exceptional!

For riders – dermatologically 
tested and found to be ‘very 
good’!

KeinStich forte KeinStich Lotion E KeinStich Lotion K

mosquito / gnat 8 h 6 h 4 h
ticks 4 h 3 h 2 h

ref. no. description MQ €

321588 600 ml - spray bottle 1 1/6
321589 5 litre - canister 1 1

Ballistol Sting Free Animal *
• protects against mosquitoes (incl. backflies), horse 
flies, ticks and mites for up to 8 hours • nourishes 
and protects your animal's skin • pleasant fragrance 
• contains known mosquito repellent • dermato-
logically tested as ‘very good’ • recommended by 
veterinarians • also suitable for small animals such 
as rabbits

active agent

IR 3535

BALLISTOL Stichfrei MosquitoRepellent *

• repels mosquitoes, ticks, flies, gnats, harvest mites, tropical mosquitoes and biting houseflies • works 
for up to 8 hours • nourishes the skin, protects from dryness and also has a cooling effect • contains UV-B 
SPF 6 • pleasant sent and dermatologically tested with "Very Good" rating

works for up to 8 hours

ref. no. description content €

29851 Pump spray 10 ml 1/50
29852 Pump spray 100 ml 1/20
29854 Spray 125 ml 1/20
29853 Spray 500 ml 1/12

for riders

active agent

Saltidin® (Icaridin)

* Take care when using biocides. Always read the label and product information before use!

29897

29898

29907
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ref. no. content €

321515 500 ml 1/24
321516 1000 ml 1/12

CLAC Fly Repellent Deodorant*
• keeps flies at a distance • the combination of natural lavender oil and selected grooming 
components protects and nurtures coat and skin

active agent

Saltidin® (Icaridin)
Lavandin oil

ref. no. content €

321518 75 ml 1/200

CLAC Fly Repellent Deodorant-Roll-On*
• safe-to-use fly protection for your horse - around eyes and nose • reliably repels 
flies and allows your horse to enjoy relaxed, untroubled grazing and riding

active agent

Saltidin® (Icaridin)
Lavandin oil

ref. no. content €

321523 500 ml 1/20

CLAC Fly Repellent Gel *
• reliably repels flies, horse flies and other biting insects and allows your horse to enjoy relaxed, 
untroubled grazing and riding • can be easily applied with a sponge • kind to the horse because 
of no spraying noise • selected ingredients protect and nurture coat and skin

active agent

Saltidin® (Icaridin)
Lavandin oil

ref. no. content €

32504 1 kg 1/6

Natural Garlic
• good for digestion and metabolism • improves the blood circulation • works like a repellent 
against flies and other insects • feeding recommendation: 25-50 g per large horse, as required

ref. no. content €

325063 800 g 1/6

Garlic plus
• works like a repellent against flies and other insects 
• feeding recommendation: 25-100 g per large horse, 
as required

ref. no. content €

15434 1000 ml 1/12

Cit Bremsentod (horsefly killer) protective spray *
• the natural answer to flies and horseflies in the stable • has a deterrent 
action and kills flies and horseflies immediately on contact

* Take care when using biocides. Always read the label and product information before use!

active agent

Permethrine

New!
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ref. no. use €

321273 Pony 1/100
321275 Thoroughbred 1/50
321274 Warmblood 1/50

Fly Mask

• integrated fly barrier between nostril and eye area • ear area made from elastic, 
pleasantly soft fabric • with fleece padding to prevent chafing • Velco fastening enables 
easy fitting on the horse

Fly Mask

• sturdy yet lightweight mesh fabric • with fleece padding to prevent rubbing 
• easily fixed to the horse's head with Velcro fastenings

with Ear and Nose Protection

with cut-outs for the ears

ref. no. use €

321351 Pony 1/50
321353 Thoroughbred 1/50
321352 Warmblood 1/50

Fly Mask
with ear protector and nostril cord
• with cords to remove flies and other 
insects from the sensitive area around 
the nostrils

use Pony Thoroughbred Warmblood

black 321267 321268 321269
white 321382 321383 321384

colour €

black 1/50
white 1/50
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use Pony Thoroughbred Warmblood

black 325836 325837 325838
blue 325839 325840 325841

€

1/50

Fly Mask FinoStretch
• closely fitting fly mask
• especially fine mesh, even tiny flies cannot get through
•  elastic, pleasantly lightweight polyester mesh for 

perfect sit and fit

ref. no. use €

325849 Pony 1/50
325850 Thoroughbred 1/50
325851 Warmblood 1/50

Fly bonnet
with ear protection
• matches the fly blanket RugBe SuperFly
•  elastic binding for perfect fit to the shape of 

the head
•  with Velcro fastening for secure attachment to 

the horse's head
• soft, breathable polyester mesh

matches the fly blanket RugBe SuperFly

ref. no. use €

324515 Pony 1/50
324516 Thoroughbred 1/50
324517 Warmblood 1/50

Fly Mask with Ear Protection
• ear area made from soft, comfortable and breathable mesh fabric • with 
UV protection • with fleece padding to prevent rubbing • easily fixed to the 
horse's head with Velcro fastenings

incl. UV protection
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ref. no. colour €

323618 black 1/100
323619 white 1/100

Fly Hood
• protects ears from flies and horse flies • with elastic ears 
• crocheted • size: Warmblood

ref. no. colour €

324774 summerblue 1/100
324775 graphit 1/100
324776 stone 1/100

Fly mask collection
• colour-coordinated to the new Spring Collection
• protects ears from flies and horse flies
• with elastic ears
• crocheted

ref. no. use €

32652 Pony 1/50
321888 Thoroughbred 1/50
321889 Warmblood 1/50

Fly Fringe Strap
• made of cotton cords • protects eyes against flies and horseflies

supplied without holster

Fly Fringe Strap
• with Velcro closure to easy hanging in halters and bridles 
• protects eyes against flies and horseflies

supplied without holster

ref. no. use colour €

321890 Pony black 1/50
321892 Thoroughbred black 1/50
321891 Warmblood black 1/50
321893 Pony blue 1/50
321895 Thoroughbred blue 1/50
321894 Warmblood blue 1/50
325937 Pony dark red 1/50
325939 Thoroughbred dark red 1/50
325938 Warmblood dark red 1/50

New!

New!

New!

New!

New!

New!

New!
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back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

165 cm
215 cm

black / red 324474 324475 324476 324477 324497

€

1/10

RugBe Zero.1
Outdoor horse blanket for all year round
Optimal fit and sufficient freedom of movement don't have to be mutually exclusive! The new Outdoor Blanket RugBe Zero.1 combines both 
features in a new design. The newly developed bib allows for ground-covering movements by the horse on the one hand, and a perfect fit on 
the other.

Additional product properties:
• high-quality, tear-resistant 600 denier polyester
• keeps the horse dry from the outside and regulates temperature (waterproof to 3,000 mm, breathable to 3,000 g/m²/24h)
• cosy polyamide lining that does not chafe the coat
• classic cut
• with tail flap, leg straps and synthetic rubber withers cushioning
• surcingle on belly
• overlapping chest buckles with quick-fastening thanks to metal carabiners and pin buckles

back lengths for small horses:
up to 155 cm = 125 cm

back lengths for horses:
up to 170 cm = 135 cm
up to 175 cm = 145 cm
up to 180 cm = 155 cm
more than 180 cm = 165 cm

How to measure your fly and grazing blankets correctly!

back length

total length
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back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

navy / red-white 323620 323621 323622 323623

€

1/15

RugBe Protect
Outdoor Horse Blanket
• the ideal horse blanket for all year round 
• high-quality, tear-resistant 600 denier 
polyester • keeps the horse dry from the 
outside and regulates temperature (water-
proof to 3,000 mm, breathable to 3,000 g/
m²/24 h) • cosy polyester lining that does 
not chafe the coat • classic cut • with tail 
strip, leg straps, reinforced kick pleat and 
withers cushion made from synthetic rubber 
• surcingle on belly • overlapping chest 
buckles with quick-fastening thanks to 
metal carabiners and pin buckles

back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

light grey / burgundy 325921 325922 325923 325924

€

1/10

RugBe Protect HighNeck
• the optimum horse blanket with extra collar for all-year-round use • high-quality, tear-resistant 600 denier 
polyester • keeps the horse dry from the outside and regulates temperature (waterproof to 3,000 mm, breathable 
to 3,000 g/m²/24h) • cosy polyester lining that does not chafe the coat • classic cut • with tail strip, leg straps, 
reinforced kick pleat and withers cushion made from synthetic rubber • Surcingle on belly • overlapping chest 
buckles with quick-fastening thanks to metal carabiners and pin buckles
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back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

165 cm
215 cm

darkbrown 324854 324855 324856 324857 324900

€

1/7

RugBe IceProtect 
Winter Blanket
•  the ideal horse blanket for cold, wet autumn and 

winter days
• filled with warm 300 g thermal fleece
• high-quality, tear-resistant 600 denier polyester
•  keeps the horse dry from the outside and regulates 

temperature (waterproof to 3,000 mm, breathable to 
3,000 g/m²/24 h)

• cosy polyester lining that does not chafe the coat
• classic cut
•  with tail strip, leg straps, reinforced kick pleat and 

withers cushion made from synthetic rubber
• surcingle on belly
•  overlapping chest buckles with quick-fastening 

thanks to metal carabiners and pin buckles

back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

black 326127 326128 326129 326130

€

1/8

RugBe 200 Horse Blanket
Optimal fit and sufficient freedom of movement 
don't have to be mutually exclusive! The new 
Outdoor Blanket RugBe 200 combines both 
features in a new design. The newly developed 
bib allows for ground-covering movements by 
the horse on the one hand, and a perfect fit on 
the other.

Additional product properties:
•  The ideal horse blanket for cold, wet autumn 

and winter days
• filled with warm 200 g thermal fleece
•  High-quality, tear-resistant 600 denier 

polyester
•  Keeps the horse dry from the outside and 

regulates temperature (waterproof to 3,000 
mm, breathable to 3,000 g/m²/24 h)

•  overlapping chest buckles with quick-
fastening thanks to metal carabiners and pin 
buckles

•  pleasant internal lining that does not chafe 
the coat

• classic cut
• with reflective edge strip
• Surcingle on belly

New!
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back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

blue 325416 325417 325418 325419

€

1/8

RugBe Indoor
Horse blanket for the stable
•  attractive stable blanket with broad quilting 

and outer abdominal cross-straps
• with broad tail strip and adjustable leg straps
•  double chest buckle with pin buckle, snap-

hooks and D-rings
• 300 Denier polyester outer material
• filled with 150 g of thermal fleece fabric
•  breathable material for ideal conditions under 

the blanket
•  pleasant inner lining made from cotton / 

polyester that does not chafe the coat

back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

summerblue 324777 324778 324779 324780
graphit 324781 324782 324783 324784
stone 324785 324786 324787 324788

€

1/15

RugBe Fleece Blanket Economic
• lightweight fleece transport and sweat blanket
• with chest buckle and tail strap
•  wicks the sweat away from the body and keeps your horse dry as well as 

protecting it from draughts
• fleece withers cushion
• machine washable at 30 °C

New!

New!
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height
back length

70 cm
125 cm

75 cm
145 cm

75 cm
165 cm

navy / red 323650 323651 323652

€

1/20

RugBe Champ
Riding and warm-up blanket
•  stylish and attractive riding and warm-

up blanket made from 600 Denier 
Ripstop

•  waterproof (3,000 mm) and breathable 
(3,000 gsm) polyester outer material

•  warming and sweat-wicking fleece inner 
lining

•  protects the horse's sensitive kidney 
area from moisture and cold

• with practical Velcro fastener

back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

dark blue / violet 323635 323636 323637 323638

€

1/15

RugBe Classic Fleece
Fleece transport and sweat blanket

• ultra-lightweight and absorbent micro-fleece
•  wicks the sweat away from the body and keeps your horse dry as well as 

protecting it from draughts
• with cross-straps for secure positioning
• with two sturdy chest buckles
• fleece withers cushion
• machine washable at 30 °C
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€

1/15

RugBe SuperFly
Fly blanket with throat section

• ultra-lightweight and sturdy fly blanket for fields and 
paddocks • with throat section • narrow mesh soft po-
lyester provides perfect protection from annoying flies, 
stinging and biting insects • glossy breathing material 
reflects the sun and thus protects from overheating un-
der the blanket • with flexible abdominal and large tail 
strip • machine washable at 30 °C • 100 % polyester

ref. no.
back length
total length

€

324554
145 cm
195 cm

1/5

Fly Riding Blanket 
Flyno
• lightweight blanket made from especially com-
fortable material • light blanket colouring prevents 
overheating • elastic, removable leg straps prevent 
the blanket from slipping • integrated tail fixing 
(removable) • large tail flap • with cut-out for English 
saddle types • leg cut-out ensures problem-free 
execution of commands • variable buckles in the 
chest area (dual) and neck area (quadruple) • neck 
part can be stowed with straps • optimum fit thanks 
to anatomical shape

Rug Belt, elastic
• width 8 cm • continuously adjustable from 110 to 250 cm • highly elastic belt for 
non-restricted action • with patented closure

ref. no. €

32346 1/100

Matches the Fly Mask 
325849 - 325851

back length
total length

125 cm
175 cm

135 cm
185 cm

145 cm
195 cm

155 cm
205 cm

165 cm
215 cm

beige / brown 323655 323656 323657 323658 323659
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ref. no. content €

32506 1 kg 1/6

Magnovit
• magnesium, vitamin-B 12 and E for sensitive and stressed horses • to prevent deficiency 
symptoms related to magnesium • has a stabilising effect • improves the physical endurance 
and the blood circulation • daily feeding recommendation: horse 25 g, foals / ponies: 15 g

ref. no. content €

32509 1 kg 1/6

Gelatine Plus
• improves the synovial fluid • enhances the endurance of the joints • permanently prevents signs of 
wear • daily feeding recommendation: 30 g for animals up to 300 kg, 50 g for animals over 300 kg

ref. no. content €

32507 1 kg 1/6

Elysel Super E
• vitamin-E, selenium out of lysine, improves the metabolism of the muscles 
and the agility • in case of discomforts like sore muscles, tensions or lumbago 
• feeding recommendation: 3 x 20 g/day

ref. no. content €

32574 1000 ml 1/12

Flaxseed Oil
• cold-pressed, all essential nutrients are preserved • rich of linoleic and linolenic 
acids • easy to be added to concentrated feed • good for metabolism, hooves, 
skin and hair • feeding recommendation: up to 100 ml/day (3–8 weeks)

ref. no. content €

32508 1 kg 1/6

BT Plus Live Yeast
• with Bio-Mos • beer draff and beer yeast concentrate to stabilise the stomach flora and reduce 
feed-related disorders and deficiencies • the synthetisation of B vitamins produces an even shinier 
coat on horses
• feeding recommendation: foals and young horses 20 g per day, grown horses 30 g per day, high 
performance horses 40 g per day, divided between two meals each day

with cold-pressed grape-seed oil

Always administer supplementary feedstuff together with fodder and/or drinking water!
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ref. no. content €

32510 1 kg 1/6

Biotin hoof-fit-forte
• to improve the consistency and structure of the hoof’s horn as well as the coat 
and skin • its ingredients biotin and zinc stimulate a positive and regular growth as 
well as well-shaped and developed hooves • daily feeding recommendation: young 
horses/ponies 5 g, horses 10-20 g

ref. no. content €

32512 1 kg 1/6

Conditioner-Dragees
• multivitamin mineral concentrate • blend enriched with important vitamins, trace elements, minerals and 
freshwater algae with natural amino acids • predects your horse against deficiency symptoms due to the 
lack of vitamins • a shiny and elastic coat stands for the excellent condition of your horse • daily feeding 
recommendation: young horses/ponies/foals 75 g, draught horse 90 g, sport horse 75 g

ref. no. content €

32565 1 kg 1/6

Vitamin Grape Sugar
• a combination of pure glucose and essential vitamins • gives energy for a 
sound, sporting day • feeding recommendation: 3-5 scoops daily as needed

ref. no. content €

32513 6 kg 1

Instant-Mash
• Instant-Mash is an extremely tasty natural build-up and slagging diet for horses • good for 
recovery, exhaustion and the stimulation of the appetite • ideal in winter, during moulting or 
for digestion problems caused by changes in food • feeding recommendation: 1 kg two to three 
times per week, lukewarm

ref. no. content MQ €

83608 500 ml 1 1/144

Trainer Feeding Bag
• 100 % polyamide

contains 2 Mio μg Biotin
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ref. no. content €

32499 1 kg 1/20

Delicious Cubes with Berries
• delicious goodies with selected berries • for a special reward with 
many vitamins and minerals of various berries

ref. no. content €

32500 1 kg 1/25
32501 3 kg 1/10
32502 10 kg 1

The Original Delicious Cubes 2.0
• as a reward instead of sugar • with grape sugar, rich trace elements, mine-
rals and many other vitamins • a delicacy for horses and ponies as a reward 
• pedagogically useful • its taste has been adapted to the liking of horses

ref. no. content €

32569 1 kg 1/20

Banana Sweeties
Horses love banana • a rich „thank-you“ for your horse

ref. no. content €

32589 500 g 1/20

Lekker Crackers
Baked by award-winning traditional bakers.
A natural product with selected ingredients and a special recipe based on 
fermented wholegrain bread.
The nutrients and the lactic acid bacteria that multiply during the fermentation 
of wholegrain bread quickly become available to the body and have a positive 
effect on the balance of the intestinal flora.
Thanks to these properties, the product is especially suitable for feeding 
convalescent horses or those in stressful situations.
Supplemented by natural organic grape seed flour, THE extra for the health 
and vitality of your animal.
Contains natural OPC, which can prevent premature cell ageing and cell 
destruction.

ref. no. content €

32571 1 kg 1/20

Vital Sweets with Herbs
• in order to prevent food-related deficiency symptoms • experience shows 
that the herbs contained have a positive effect on the organs of digestion 
and mucous membranes

ref. no. content €

32577 1 kg 1/20

Apple Sweeties
• apple flavour completes our widescale cube range

ref. no. content €

32579 1 kg 1/20

Carrot Snack
• tastes deliciously • contains beta-caredene metabolised by the 
horse’s organism into vitamin A • a healthy way to reward your horse

4

5

6

7

1

2

3

with cold-pressed 
grape-seed oil

2 4 6

3 5 7

with Echinacea

with organic grape 
seed flour

1
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ref. no. content €

325118 750 g 1/6

Biotin 2000 Super

Biotin 2000 Super is a comprehensive preparation that strengthens the tendons and joints, improves hoof 
growth and strengthens the coronary band, connective tissue, hooves and skin. 
• high-quality biotin preparation containing zinc, kieselgur and sulphur • biotin is an essential vitamin that 
aids the formation of the hard protein keratin in the skin, hair and horn • kieselgur supplements the horse's 
silicic acid requirements and has an activating and strengthening effect on the skin. Various skin problems 
such as problems with the coronary band, eczema and eruptions can be prevented with kieselgur • Zinc plays 
an important role in the formation and regeneration of skin, hair and horn cells • sulphur (DL-methionine) is 
beneficial to the growth of horn cells and reduces contamination by harmful substances • feeding instructions: 
approx. 2 to 4 g / 100 kg body weight daily

Quality from Bavaria!

ref. no. content €

325119 1000 ml 1/15

Linseed Oil LinoPur

• natural, cold-pressed linseed oil, all important nutrients are retained • rich in energy and high quality 
• contains natural essential fatty acids and vitamins • extremely well digested • suitable for high-per-
formance horses, heavy-footed and older horses, brood mares and horses with digestive problems and 
allergies • feeding recommendation: approx. 2 to 3 tablespoons with each feed daily

Quality from Bavaria!

ref. no. content €

325120 750 g 1/6

ArthroFit 20 %

• contains 20 % extract of green-lipped New Zealand mussels • for healthy 
cartilage, joints, tendons and connective tissue • provides support in situations of 
constant stress and has a positive influence on mobility • also suitable for older 
horses • no additives • feeding recommendations: 30 g per day to each fully 
grown horse (500 kg live weight)

Quality from Bavaria!

with 20 % green-lipped mussel extract

ref. no. content €

325121 4 kg 1/4

MultiVital Pellets

• support and optimise the circulation, metabolism, fertility and growth • contai-
ning organic mineral complexes • supports the entire organism's vital resistance 
• improves the horse's wellbeing and performance • feeding recommendation: 
10 - 20 g per day per 100 kg body weight

Quality from Bavaria!

with vitamins A, D3, E, C, B1, B2, B6, B12; nicotinic, folic and pantothenic acid and essential 
trace elements such as biotin, iron, zinc, iodine etc.

Suplementary feed for horses

Straight Feeding Stuff for Horses

Suplementary feed for horses

Suplementary feed for horses
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ref. no. content €

325125 6 kg 1

Delizia Horse Lick Tub Bronchial
Mineral, vitamin and trace element mix with herbs for the total care of your horse.
• idea for use in the pasture, paddock or stable • additional provision of mineral feed or mineralised concentrate is not necessary • the herbs included 
are beneficial and have a freeing effect on the entire respiratory system, strengthening resistance in a natural way • packed in a food-safe feeding tub 
which can be re-used afterwards Feeding recommendation: 300 g per animal per day

ref. no. content €

325126 75 ml 1/9

Delizia DarmoFin Paste
The natural alternative
• thanks to its natural constituents, DarmoFin can have a beneficial effect 
on the intestinal flora when administered as recommended
• the Jerusalem artichoke syrup it contains can stabilise the intestinal flora
• is ideal for use during the pasture season
Feeding recommendation: DarmoFin should be applied a maximum of once 
every 3 months according to the feeding recommendations: 1 ml per 10 kg 
of live weight, for example 60 ml per 600 kg horse; 30 ml per 300 kg horse; 
10 ml per 100 kg horse

with Jerusalem artichoke syrup

ref. no. description €

322709 Delizia Lick and Nibble Stone 480 g 1/12
324792 Lick stone holder for Delizia Lick Stones 1

Delizia Lick and Chew Block
Made of grain, fruit and vegetables

• lick and chew block to eradicate boredom with extra fruit, vegetables and grain • an ideal way for hor-
ses to pass the time in a stable or meadow • made exclusively with natural ingredients, no preservatives 
and no artificial flavours • high-quality ingredients such as oats, maize, linseed, oat flakes, dried apple 
and carrot cubes ensure the intake of important vitamins, minerals and trace elements while chewing

Also fits in the Delizia horse lick holder
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Delizia - The Special Treats
A healthy way to reward your horse - tasty and natural!
• available in different flavours • made from high-quality grain, naturally rich in 
vitamins and minerals

ref. no. description content €

325001 Organic CLASSIC 1 kg 1/12 360
325002 Organic CLASSIC 3 kg 1/10 150
325003 Organic BRONCHIAL 1 kg 1/12 360
325004 Organic BRONCHIAL 3 kg 1/10 150

Delizia Organic Treats
The healthy way to treat your horse - tasty and natural!
• 100 % of organic ingredients • made with carefully selected dried grass (classic) or 
grass and herbs (bronchial), with additional wheat bran and beet molasses • an extra 
helping of natural goodness from a trusted source • with a naturally high vitamin and 
mineral content

ref. no. description MQ €

325101 apple 12 1/12
325102 banana 12 1/12
325100 carrot-honey 12 1/12

Delizia Muesli Bars
• a special "thank you" for your horse • contain diverse cereal flakes, fruit and vegetable 
flakes • available in different flavours • special shape and packaging makes them great 
for journeys • 2 x 50 g

Quality from Bavaria!

Quality from Bavaria!

ref. no. description content €

325131 carrot 1 kg 1/12 360
325132 carrot 3 kg 1 90
325005 banana 1 kg 1/12 360
325006 banana 3 kg 1 90
325007 apple 1 kg 1/12 360
325008 apple 3 kg 1 90
325009 raspberry 1 kg 1/12 360
325010 raspberry 3 kg 1 90
325017 liquorice 1 kg 1/12 360
325018 liquorice 3 kg 1 90
325057 strawberry 1 kg 1/12 360
325058 strawberry 3 kg 1 90
325123 vanilla cherry 1 kg 1/12 360
325124 vanilla cherry 3 kg 1 90

Quality from Bavaria!

New!

New!
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ref. no. description €

322705 Delizia lick stone apple 1/12
322706 Delizia lick stone banana 1/12
322707 Delizia lick stone raspberry 1/12
324792 Lick stone holder for Delizia Lick Stones 1

Lick Stone
Suplementary feed for horses

• ideal occupation for horses in boxes, stables or paddocks 
• relieves boredom and prevents bad habits such as head 
banging, circling etc. • available in apple and banana/honey 
flavours • with vitamin E • with the holder you can easily 
fasten the lick in every box, stable or paddock • fits also on 
other halters (i.e. Likit) • horse lick (without holder): 650 g

ref. no. description €

325671 4 pieces of 3 kg per box 1 70

Salt Lick Equisal
• for riding, working and breeding horses • with the addition of selenium and 
zinc • appropriate for bio farms • to regulate the blood pressure and the acid 
and base level • stimulates the agitation of muscles and nerves • for health 
and performance

ref. no. €

321554 1/6 288

Himalaya Horse Lick

• natural salt lick from the Himalayas* • approx. 2-3 kg 
• contains minerals and trace elements

* Himalayan crystal salt is not from the Himalayas, but 
from an approx. 200 - 300 km distant ridge in northern 
Pakistan.

qualified for organic farming!

from Pakistan This is an entirely natural product and it 
is made by hand, which is why the actual 
products may vary in terms of shape and 
colour from the picture shown.

Quality from Bavaria!

New!

New!

324792
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ref. no. description €

32479 Lick stone holder without contents 1 150
32480 Lick stone holder with round insert 1 150

Lick Stone Holder
• innovative lick stone holder made of impact proof 
plastic • for various kinds of round or square-shaped lick 
stones • with removable inset for round lick stones up to 
3 kg, e.g. Salt-Lick Equisal • dim. L x W : 18,5 cm x 19 cm

patented!

ref. no. €

3247-5 1 250

Salt Lick Holder angular
• made of plastic • without sharp edges • dimensions: approx. w 23 x h 22 cm 
• internal dimensions: 19.5 x 19.5 cm

ref. no. €

32472 1 150

Salt Lick Holder metal
• galvanized • dimensions: 20,5 x 20,5 x 23,5 cm

Therapy Ball for Horses
• treats can be put around the ball • simple assembly in stable 
and outdoor area • very hard-wearing and bite-proofed material 
• approx. 25 cm diameter

ref. no. €

32390 1/12

ref. no. description €

32388 apple flavour 1/8
32389 mint flavour 1/8

Horse play ball
• approx. 25 cm Ø • because of the special valve the ball fills itself 
up with air • very sturdy material for intensive playing fun and 
exercise • with apple- or mint flavour • flavour has a shelf life of 
approx. 1 year

ref. no. colour €

32398 red 1/9
32399 blue 1/9

Ball for Horses
• marvellous toy that keeps horses occupied • approx. 25 cm 
diameter • hard-wearing because of robust but soft material 
• with valve • supplied un-pumped up
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ref. no. €

10810 1/10

IPCam 2.0 HD
The Internet camera for everyone, and 
even cheaper in a new design!

ref. no. €

10811 1/4

IPCam 360° HD
The Internet camera for remote control with digital zoom function! PTZ cameras (Pan-Tilt-Zoom) can be remotely controlled using special 
software from the PC, tablet or smartphone and moved with a viewing angle of 355° horizontally and 85° vertically.

technical data

Image sensor: 1/4" CMOS
resolution: 1280 x 720 (HD)
Frame rate: 25 fps (VGA) / 15 fps (HD)
Visible range: max. 50 °
Number of LEDs / night vision: 22 / 10 m
Antenna range: max. 50 m
Transfer type: LAN / WLAN
Protection type: IP65

technical data

Image sensor: 1/4" CMOS
resolution: 1280 x 720 (HD)
Frame rate: 25 fps (VGA) / 15 fps (HD)
Visible range: 60 °
Number of LEDs / night vision: 30 / 15 m
Antenna range: max. 50 m
Transfer type: LAN / WLAN
Protection type: IP65

IPCams - incredibly easily installation thanks to "plug & view": simply connect the camera to the network, scan the 
QR code with a smartphone or tablet and activate the camera on your smartphone, tablet or PC. Suitable for use in 
networks or the Internet. Internet access via cable or wireless is essential! This means you can enjoy live images in 
under a minute.

• extensive options for monitoring the house, yard and stables: Live streaming (video transmission in real time), snapshots, recording, motion detection, various 
alarm functions • access via various devices (smartphone, PC or tablet) • up to 4 users can access the camera simultaneously • newly developed software 
optimises video streaming according to the available network speed and fluctuations • sturdy case with IP 65 protection class for safe usage in stables or 
outdoors • free App (www.eyecloud.so) for iOS or Android on smartphones or tablets • comprehensive software included, e.g. for displaying multiple cameras 
on the screen, screen shots, recording function, motion detection etc. • night vision function (light sensor, image sensor, as well as IR LEDs) • supplied package: 
camera, power pack, patch cables, WLAN antenna, operating instructions

New!

New!
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Trailer Camera Set 2.4 GHz with 7.0" Monitor
The mobile wireless camera system for trailers, transport and shed
The trailer camera for anyone who wants to keep an eye on everything on the 7" screen. The high-
quality wide-angle camera delivers razor-sharp images from the trailer to the screen. A powerful 
package for monitoring animals in the trailer during transport.

Camera • CMOS (510 x 492 pixel) image sensor • viewing angle 60° • minimum exposure 5 Lux / 
F1.2 & 0 Lux (IR on) • 12 V DC * run time up to 6 hours  (IR off) / up to 4 hours (IR on) • range up 
to 100 m (depending on situation) • night vision range 5 m • dimensions (WxDxH) 28 x 90 x 28 
mm (without holder) • weight 110 g • operating temperature -10 °C ~ +50 °C • water and dust 
resistance to IP65

Monitor • digital 7.0" LCD screen • resolution 800 x 480 pixels (RGB) • reverse camera can be added 
(mirror view/Up-down-view) • 4 channels for up to 4 cameras • 11 - 32 V DC • dimensions (WxDxH) 
185 x 50 x 123 mm • weight 380 g

ref. no. description €

322084 Trailer camera set 2.4 GHz with 7.0" monitor 1/5
1088 Additional trailer camera 2.4 GHz with battery and magnetic foot 1/10

322082 LCD Wireless Monitor 7.0" 1/10
322031 LCD monitor 2.5", separate 1/5

1083 Antenna with magnetic foot, 1.5 m cable 1/30

Supplied package:

2.4 GHz camera with magnetic base (IP65)
7.0" wireless monitor 4-canal 2.4 GHz
charger cable, 12 V DC for car charger
mover for monitor
car holder for monitor
fixed camera connection cable, 12 V to 5 V 

ref. no. €

10812 1/20

SmartCam HD
One camera for many possibilities! For use as a WLAN hotspot, the camera can be controlled directly via the 
smartphone (without an Internet connection). When used as a trailer camera, animals can be monitored directly 
via an App (UCCAM) on the iPhone or Android mobile phone. No separate monitor is needed any more!
The camera has a powerful magnetic holder so that it can be secured flexibly without any drilling or screwing 
work required. The powerful Li-ion batteries deliver up to 8 h of video enjoyment! SmartCam can however also be 
used as an Internet camera. To do this, the camera simply needs to be added to your WLAN network.

• extensive surveillance options during animal transport, but also as an Internet camera for the house, yard 
and stable • access via various devices (smartphone, PC or tablet) • newly developed software optimises video 
streaming according to the available network speed and fluctuations • sturdy case with IP66 protection class for 
safe usage in trailers, outdoor areas and stables • free App for iOS or Android on smartphones or tablets • night 
vision function (light sensor, image sensor, as well as IR LEDs) • supplied package: Camera, power pack, WLAN 
aerial, operating instructions

technical data

Image sensor: 1/4" CMOS
resolution: 1280 x 720 (HD)
Visible range: 100 ° wide angle
Number of LEDs / night vision: 21 / 5 m
Voltage: 5 V
Battery: Li-ion 3.7 V / 3000 mAH
Battery runtime: 8 h (no IR LED), 5 h (with IR LED)
Temperature of usage area: -10 °C to +50 °C

New!
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ref. no. description €

1085 Stable and trailer camera set 2.4 GHz 1/5
1086 Additional stable camera including external antenna and video cable 1/5
1084 OnLink for stable camera 1085 1/20

Stable and Trailer Camera Set, 2.4 GHz
2-in-1 function as a shed and trailer camera 
with a range of up to 1200 m!

The camera in the stable and the 2.5" LCD monitor in the house enable optimal 
monitoring of your animal, e.g. before, during and after birth. Convenient for you, 
stress-free for your animals in labour.
• high-quality camera IP54, night vision optics up to 15 m, sound recording, wide 
angle lens 90° • excellent range of 1200 m line of sight • easy installation • can 
be connected to a TV • can also be used as a pendant camera

Add the OnLink! to make 
this camera set into an internet 
camera!

supplied package:

1 x weatherproof video camera (IP54) with 90° wide angle
2 x directional antennae for 1200 m range between shed and your home
1 x AVLink for a greater range within the house

1 x wireless 2.5” LCD monitor with speaker for mobile monitoring + extensive accessories

1 x 5 m antenna cable (for house)
1 x 25 m antenna cable (for stable)

1200 m

ref. no. description €

1084 OnLink for stable camera 1085 1/20

OnLink! The Online Bridge (for Stable Camera 1085)
Watch your animals from wherever you are!

By connecting to Onlink!, the stable camera becomes a web cam and you can display the 
images anywhere in the world by using e.g. your smartphone!
• you only need an internet connection and you can see your animals on your smartphone, PC 
or tablet, too • matching and free APP available (Anyscene) for iOS or Android operating sys-
tems • supplied package: OnLink, flat antenna, connecting cable, installation CD for PC/Mac

system requirements

smartphone: iOS (iPhone) or Android via 3G or WLAN
computer: Mac or PC
Suitable for: Smartphone (Android/iOS), tablet, PC or notebook
resolution: 640 x 480 (VGA)
Properties: LAN/WLAN, 640 x 480 VGA

Smartphone

Router

2,4 GHz
WiFi

LANAV Cable www

Mac / PC

OnLink!
AVLink

SmartphoneLCD

Router

2,4 GHz

WiFi

LAN www

Mac / PC

OnLink!
AVLink AV Cable

Smartphone

WLAN
LAN
3G

Mac / PC
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AVLink Set (for Stable Camera 1085)
including T connector

ref. no. description €

1093 AVLink set fpr 1085 1/5
1092 AVLink 1/10
1095 T connector, individual 1/100
1096 Wall bracket for flat antenna 1/20
1097 Flat antenna for stable camera 1085 1/20

The kit contains the following components: 
• 1 x T connector (1095) • 1 x repeater (= AV link) (1092) 
• 2 x flat antennas (1097) • 1 x wall bracket for flat 
antenna (1096) • 1 x 25 m cable (1073)

• connection of up to 3 cameras to one Yagi external antenna
•  bridging of structural obstacles, improving the reception of audio/video data on 

every floor of the building
• bridging of longer distances between the camera and the external antenna
• reception of camera data both via antenna (radio) and via cable

Infrared Night Light 90 m²
Night vision in the shed using infrared light.
• suitable for all day/night cameras • considerably enhances 
image quality in cameras with integral infrared • the new 
LED array technology makes it almost invisible to the 
animals • easy installation, can be used immediately • large 
area illumination up to 90 m² • Ø approx. 6.5 cm 

• power consumption: 5.8 W 
• scatter angle: 120° 
• temperature range: -20 °C to +60 °C 
• indoor / outdoor 
• supplied package: IR light, mains adapter

ref. no. €

1077 1/10

ref. no. €

323 1

HK Pregnancy Tester for Horses
More certainty by immediate diagnosis. In order to avoid unpleasant surprises like false pregnancies 
or unnoticed abortions you will be able to check the pregnancy quickly, easily and accurately from 
the 12th week on by the use of echo sounding. Without having precognitions of the subject or 
spending much time on training. Generally the examination takes less than 30 seconds. 
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ref. no. description €

32495 44 x 38 x 23 cm, straight mounting 1 36
32496 37 x 37 x 24 cm, corner mounting 1 45

Aluminium Feed Trough, round
• extremely light feed trough weighing only approx. 3.5 kg • Ø 35 cm bowl 
made of high-quality, rustproof aluminium • approx. 18 litre capacity • drain 
outlet allows very easy cleaning • support structure made of galvanised metal 
• no sharp corners or edges that can cause injury

ref. no. content €

32483 35 l 1 16

Rectangular Trough galvanized
• dimensions: approx. 45 x 34 x 23 cm • hot galvanized • extremely shape-retaining and durable • additional 
protection against injuries due to continuous round tubes and cross struttings • with plug 15 mm

ref. no. content €

32482 35 l 1 16

Triangular Trough galvanized
• dimensions: approx. 44 x 44 x 24 cm • hot galvanized • extremely shape-retaining and durable 
• additional protection against injuries due to continuous round tubes • with plug 15 mm

ref. no. content €

32484 28 l 1 16

Round Trough galvanized
• dimensions: approx. 55 x 35 x 24 cm • hot galvanized • extremely shape-retaining and durable 
• additional protection against injuries due to continuous round tubes • with plug 15 mm

ref. no. description €

32490 44 x 38 x 23 cm, straight mounting 1 36

Feeding Trough Stainless Steel, round
• round trough made of stainless steel • approx. 18 litres capaci-
ty • exceptionally simple cleaning thanks to 15 mm drainage plug 
• support structure made of galvanised metal for wall mounting 
• no sharp corners or edges that can cause injury

Stainless Steel Bowl

ref. no. €

3253 1 36

Rectangular Trough Metal
• made of galvanized steel sheet • with continuous broad edge folded to the inside 
• dimensions: approx. 50 x 35 x 22 cm
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ref. no. content €

32460 9 l 1 150

Trough for Concentrated Feed - Foal Trough
• shatter-proof plastic • with drain plug 
• dimensions: w 33 x h 33,5 x d 28 cm

ref. no. description €

3258 Feed trough without feed saver 1 100
32582 Feed trough with feed saver 1 100
32581 Spare feed saver 1/25 200

Feed Trough
• shatter-proof plastic • rectangular • dimensions: w 42 x h 30 x d 32 cm 
• content approx. 15 litres

ref. no. description €

32592 Corner trough 1 50
32591 Spare feed saver 1/25 150

Corner Trough
• complete with feed saver and bite protecting edge (not 
mounted) • dimensions: w 60 x h 30 x d 45 cm • feed saver 
will be delivered unmounted • content approx. 3 litres

ref. no. content €

32465 9 l 1 30

Trough for Concentrated Feed - Foal Trough
• shatter-proof plastic • with drain plug • dimensions: w 33 x h 33,5 x d 28 cm 
• iron bars to be removed with a few simple touches

ref. no. content €

3268 42 l 1 120

Feed Trough Long
for hooking in
• very solid with glass fibre reinforced plastik • extra strong 
bail • matches fodder trough 14386 for CalfHouse Premium 
4/5 • fits plug trays and nearly every device of up to 50 mm 
size • approx. 42 litres capacity • dimenstions: W 100 cm, 
D 35 cm (without bail 28 cm), H 24 cm
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ref. no. content €

323480 13 l 1 136

HangOn 13L Feed Trough
• portable feed trough mountable on fixtures up to 40 mm in size • made from sturdy, 
impact resistant plastic • with stable plastic brackets for mounting • dimensions: W 28 cm, 
D 37 cm (31 cm without mounting brackets), H 32 cm (28 cm without mounting brackets)

ref. no. content €

323481 8 l 1/10 180

HangOn 8L Feed Trough for Mounting
• portable feed trough mountable on fixtures up to 40 mm in size • made from sturdy, impact resistant 
plastic • practical shape with spout and handle • with stable plastic brackets for mounting • dimensions: 
H 25 cm (22 cm without bracket), D 35 cm (27 cm without bracket), W 27 cm

ref. no. content €

29881 12 l 1/10 350

All-Purpose Bucket
• heavy-duty model • olive-green

ref. no. content €

29882 20 l 1 180

Bucket Jumbo
• 20 litres • heavy-duty model • break-proof plastic • green • with metal 
halter • extra smooth inner floore for complete draining

content 20 litres

ref. no. description €

1444 Bucket Holder Ø 31 cm for 29881 1 310
29935 Lid for Bucket 29881, black 1/30 720

1444

29935
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ref. no. description €

32473 for hooking in 1
32474 for screwing on 1

Bucket Holder
• galvanized • suitable for 29881

ref. no. description €

1444 Bucket Holder Ø 31 cm for 29881 1 310
1445 Bucket holder Ø 28 cm, Dutch model 1 340

Bucket Holder
• galvanized • round

ref. no. description €

324811 Feeding Bowl, grey 1/5 500
324812 Feeding Bowl, green 1/5 500
324820 Lid for Feeding Bowl, white 1/5/50 600

Feeding Bowl
• universal bowl for food • impact- and temperature-
resistant plastic • food safe • approx. 6 litres capacity 
• bowl and lid can be printed on request

ref. no. description €

324482 Cover for Buckets and Feed Pans, 2 pcs. 1/100
324483 Label Cards for Bucket Cover, 12 x 6 cm, 20 pieces 1

Cover for Buckets and Feeding Bowls
• the flexible cover for all containers up to Ø 40 cm • water repellent • 2 pieces • includes casing for label card 324483 
• index cards not included

ref. no. description €

323505 Feeding bucket, green 1 350
29935 Lid for Bucket 29881, black 1/30 720

Feeding Bucket
with ventilation holes
• best plastic bucket with ventilation holes • ideally suited for the 
storage of fresh fruit or vegetables • the holes prevent unfavourable 
storage conditions in the bucket and keep the stored goods fresh for 
longer • volume 12 litres • the lid, available separately, protects the 
contents from pests

32473

32474

with rubber ring
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ref. no. content €

323466 15 l 1/5 100

Feeding Trough rubber
for hanging
• portable feed trough mountable on fixtures up to 50 mm in size • almost indestructible 
rubber blend for the toughest situations • ideal for stables or pastures • tested quality: 
suitable for use in food areas! • rinse thoroughly with neutral soap-based cleaner before 
first use

ref. no. content height Ø €

323462 11 l 14 cm 40 cm 1/10
323463 20 l 18 cm 48 cm 1/10
323464 32 l 21 cm 54 cm 1/10
323465 60 l 24 cm 67 cm 1/5

Rubber Trough
• universal rubber troughs in various sizes and designs • flexible and also 
extremely durable • tested quality: suitable for use in food areas! • rinse 
thoroughly with neutral soap-based cleaner before first use

ref. no. content colour €

323530 12 l green 1/10 480
323531 12 l purple 1/10 480
323532 12 l red 1/10 480
323533 28 l blue 1/10 240
323534 28 l yellow 1/10 240
323535 28 l red 1/10 240
323536 42 l blue 1/10 160
323537 42 l yellow 1/10 160
323538 42 l red 1/10 160

FlexBag Flexible Trough
• trough made from sturdy but extremely flexible plastic • can be used anywhere, 
in the pasture and in the stable, as feed, transport or grooming tool tub, as well 
as at home or in the garden • two handles for easy transport

323462

323463

323464

323465
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ref. no. l x w x h €

81329 24 x 27 x 31 cm 1/8
82268 37 x 32 x 46 cm 1/6
82269 44,5 x 40 x 61 cm 1/6

Feed Bin
• made of high-grade plastic • completely food safe • for storing dry feed • includes 
cover with stable locks • protects against contamination, insect attacks and "self-service"
81329 Speedy: for approx. 3 kg of dry feed, 8 litre capacity
82268 Jerry: for approx. 8 kg of dry feed, 23 litres capacity
82269 Tom: for approx. 16 kg of dry feed, 46 litres capacity

Feed Bin with Lid
• made from durable plastic for use as a feed bin or similar • extremely light when 
empty and easy to carry with handle recesses • overall height with lid: 57 cm • bin 
diameter: top 45 cm, bottom 36 cm

ref. no. content colour €

323539 45 l green 1/10 240

Water and Feed Trough
• equipped with 2 slip tear-resistant handles made from woven PP • with 
a capacity of up to 45 litres, this trough is ideal for all manner of uses in 
the field or in the stable / sty • made from stable, nearly unbreakable and 
impact-resistant plastic

ref. no. content €

323474 60 l 1/15 60
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ref. no. colour €

328051 rosé 1 100
328050 aquamarine 1 100
32851 red 1 100
32852 dark green 1 100
32853 blue 1 100
32855 black 1 100
32859 light green 1 100

Travel Manger
with Hook-in Bail
• content 12 litres • made of shatter-proof plastic • with metal bail for hooking 
in • also suitable for screwing on the inside of the horse trailer's wall

content 12 litres

ref. no. colour €

328052 aquamarine 1 100
328053 rosé 1 100
32871 red 1 100
32872 green 1 100
32873 blue 1 100
32875 black 1 100
32876 light green 1 100

Show Manger
with Hook-in Bail
• content 12 litres • robust plastic • with metal clips for hanging 
in the transporter or horse box • additional metal handle

content 12 litres

ref. no. colour €

323558 aquamarine 1 180
323559 rosé 1 180
323489 blue 1 180
323490 green 1 180
323493 black 1 180

Feed and Water Bucket FlatBack
• capacity ca. 20 liter • for pasture and stable as well as on the road while in transport 
• extremely sturdy bucket from nearly indestructible plastic • flattened back enables use 
as a feed tub (wall bracket #321215) • incl. scale

ref. no. €

321215 1/45

Safety Wall Bracket FlatBack
• made of sturdy metal for extreme loads • with safety lock to fix the bucket in place 
• also suitable for other buckets of the same type

Scan the QR code and watch the video 
or www.kerbl.de!
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Water Container for H2GoBag 
Wheelbarrow
• to store and transport water (for places where a hose will 
not reach) • simple, practical and flexible to use. For example, 
in stables, pastures or gardens • incl. antislip mat for the 
wheelbarrows • capacity: 80 litres

ref. no. €

29382 1/12

Travel Bag GoBag
• versatile carrying bag for stable, yard and garden 
• suitable for garden waste, animal feed and much 
more • robust and tear-resistant • self-supporting 
• handle on the underside for emptying • volume: 
120 l • dimensions: 45 x 45 x 60 cm

Travel Bag BarrowBag
• versatile carrying bag for stable, yard and garden • ideal for increasing the filling 
volume of the wheelbarrow • suitable for hay, straw, leaves or grass cuttings, for 
example • robust and tear-resistant • volume: 270 l • dimensions: 90 x 60 x 50 cm

ref. no. €

29396 1 60

Stabilising wheels for wheelbarrow
• 2 pcs. solid rubber tyres • Wheel set for retrofitting on any stan-
dard garden and construction wheelbarrows, also suitable for older 
wheelbarrows or those already in use • with the additional stabili-
sing wheels on the back stand bars, the wheelbarrow can be pushed 
without much effort - especially under a heavy load. This relieves 
the back and the arms, making everyday work so much easier • for 
gardening, landscaping and construction • very easy to fit using the 
mounting clips provided - no drilling required

Now with solid rubber tyres!

The kit and the solid rubber tyres are not licensed for road use!

ref. no. content €

29387 120 l 1/12

ref. no. content €

29388 270 l 1/12
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ref. no. colour €

32695 red 1/10/60
32696 green 1/10/60
32697 blue 1/10/60
32698 black 1/10/60

Hay Net
• mesh size: 10 x 10 cm • with rings

ref. no. €

3280 1/10/50

Hay Bag black
• ideal for shows, during transportation or in the 
stable • 100 % polyamide • with 2 suspension rings 
• app. 65 x 50 cm

ref. no. colour €

321296 red 1/30
321297 green 1/30
321298 blue 1/30

Small-mesh Hay Net
• mesh size: 5 x 5 cm • with rings • small-mesh hay net offers many benefits: 
longer feeding times, prevention of food jealousy etc.

ref. no. description €

328295 90 x 60 cm; for ponies and trailers 1/25

321299 120 x 90 cm; for 12-hour feeding 1/25

328296 160 x 100 cm; for 24-hour feeding 1/25

Hay Net
• white • mesh size 3 x 3 cm 
• promotes proper feeding • save 
up to 30 % feed • extremely tear-
resistance and durable • small-mesh 
hay net offers many benefits: longer 
feeding times, prevention of food 
jealousy etc.

New!

New!
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ref. no. l x w x h €

32703 68 x 41 x 45,5 cm 1 50

Hay Rack single
• galvanized • for wall mounting • bar spacing: 101 mm
• bar thickness: 8 mm

ref. no. l x w x h €

32702 61,5 x 51 x 48 cm 1 50

Hay Rack double
• galvanized • to hook over any board of max. 43 mm width 
• bar spacing: 86 mm • bar thickness: 8 mm

ref. no. description l x w x h €

3269 Hay Rack, bar spacing 80 mm 50 x 35 x 22 cm 1/5 60
3270 Hay Rack, bar spacing 96 mm 80 x 45 x 45 cm 1 30

Hay Rack
• galvanized • heavy-duty design • for 
wall mounting • bar thickness: 10 mm

ref. no. l x w x h €

32705 67,5 x 41 x 45,5 cm 1 30

Individual Hay Rack, 40 mm
• low bar spacing (40 mm) • bar thickness: 6 mm • galvanized 
• for wall mounting

ref. no. l x w x h €

32704 62,5 x 51 x 48 cm 1 50

Double Hay Rack, 40 mm
• low bar spacing (40 mm) • bar thickness: 6 mm • galvanized • for 
mounting on boxes or sides up to max. 43 mm width
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ref. no. l x w x h €

32701 80 x 43 x 67 cm 1 50

Hay Rack Semicircular
• galvanized • for wall mounting • bar spacing: top 115 mm, bottom 30 mm 
• bar thickness: 10 mm

ref. no. l x w x h €

3271 70 x 52 x 61 cm 1 50

Corner Hay Rack
• galvanized • for wall mounting • bar spacing: 105 mm 
• bar thickness: 10 mm

horseGraze
Automatic feeder for horses

horseGraze allows your horse to graze in a natural way and in small portions. The horse has to eat in a slower, healthier manner - just one bale of hay and your 
horse will be entertained for hours. horseGraze can reduce boredom, minimize wasted hay, lessen dust inhalation and more!
The benefits of horseGraze at a glance: • forcing the horse to eat slowly in its natural position • reduces boredom • less dust inhaled by the horse • reduced 
waste and the hay is in the machine rather than on the ground • easy to fill • high quality design made of sturdy, galvanized metal and powder coated feeding 
fence

ref. no. l x w x h €  
32883 70,5 x 30,5 x 70,5 cm 1 12

natural & economic
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ref. no. description €

32889 Stable- and litter fork with ash handle 1
32882 Stable, spreading and muck fork, black 1/8
2959 Ash straw and manure fork handle 1/25

Stable, Spreading and Manure Fork
• stable pitchfork made from high-quality plastic • a total of 13 flexible tines with edge reinforcement 
• made in EU • fitting wooden handle 2959 • dimensions L x W: 43 x 37 cm

Made from break-proof 
ABS plastic!

ref. no. description colour €

328042 Mistboy 75 cm rosé 1 70
328040 Mistboy 75 cm aquamarine 1 70

3281 Mistboy 75 cm black 1 70
32808 Mistboy 75 cm light green 1 70
32811 Single Shovel, 75 cm black 1 100
32812 Single Crook, 75 cm red handle 1/10 150
328046 Mistboy 90 cm rosé 1 60
328044 Mistboy 90 cm aquamarine 1 60
324107 Mistboy 90 cm black 1 60
324110 Mistboy 90 cm light green 1 60
324111 Single Shovel, 90 cm black 1 60
324112 Single Crook, 90 cm red handle 1/10 150

Mistboy
• the new Mistboy features an even more stable shovel and a multi-functional crook • the new shovel shape can hold more volume 
and is easier to stack • the new crook now has a closed plate on the reverse, allowing easier scraping and faster working • ideal 
for cleaning out boxes, for horse transporters or for quickly clearing out the paddock
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ref. no. description €

323475 Litter Fork, black 1/12
323476 Litter Fork, green 1/12
323478 Green muck fork including aluminium handle (323477) 1
323461 Manure fork green incl. telescoping aluminium handle 1
323477 Aluminium handle 1/20
32809 Aluminium telescopic handle 1/48

Litter Fork Premium
THE new muck fork made from innovative indestructible plastic!

Made from a special mixture of various different plastics to ensure optimum flexibility both at high and low temperatures.
• conceived for the hardest of applications when mucking out in the horsebox or in the trailer • special tine shape ensures 
easy muck pick-up • especially light, even with the shaft fitted, by the use of an aluminium handle • made in Europe 
- individually tested to the most stringent of quality requirements with regard to impact resistance, fracture load and 
temperature resistance (-20°C to +50°C) • increased UV stability

ref. no. description €

326052 Litter Fork, black 1/40
326053 Litter Fork, royal blue 1/40
326054 Litter Fork, pink 1/40
326055 Litter Fork, black with metal handle 1

3299 Handle with D-handle 1/20
32809 Aluminium telescopic handle 1/48

323477 Aluminium handle 1/20

Litter Fork EcoFork
• litter fork with a completely new shape and design
• made from nearly unbreakable plastic
• with 16 highly elastic and rear-reinforced tines
• fork dimensions 38 x 30 cm
• also available with a light and sturdy metal handle incl. a non-slip D handle
• also suitable for the telescoping aluminium handle 32809 or the fixed aluminium handle 323477

323475

323476

323461

323478

326055

32809

323477

New!
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ref. no. description €

326056 Litter fork, black 1/16
3299 Handle with D-handle 1/20
32809 Aluminium telescopic handle 1/48

323477 Aluminium handle 1/20

Litter Fork Maxi
• re-designed, deep litter fork in a compact design
• mucking out goes fasting than with flat forks due to the large filling volume
• made from nearly unbreakable plastic
• with 17 highly elastic and rear-reinforced tines
• fork dimensions approx. 38 x 30 cm
• suitable for metal handle 3299, as well as aluminium handle 32809 and 323477

ref. no. description €

321 Litter fork with stick 1/5
3290 Litter fork 1/30
3298 Stick aluminium 1/20

Litter Fork orig.  Aubiose
• proven brand product • complete with aluminium stick and grip • fork 
dimensions: 40 x 30 cm • laterally raised prongs • very stable fabrication

ref. no. description €

3287 Litter fork 1/20
32809 Aluminium telescopic handle 1/48

Litter Fork with Reinforced Sides
• with extra high side parts for mucking out more efficiently • made of robust plastic 
• 17 prongs at a length of 35 cm each • without handle

ref. no. €

3297 1/5

Litter Fork Metal
• 20 prongs • prong length approx. 31 cm • without handle • with funnel

ref. no. €

32809 1/48

Telescopic Handle
• aluminium • adjustable length 72 - 150 cm • with screw and self-locking nut • suitable for 
manure fork 3287, 323475, 323476, 3290 and Maxi and EcoFork

321
3290

New! 326056

32809 323477
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ref. no. description €

29665
Snow and grain shovel without abutment edge, 

without handle
1/5 150

29666
Snow and grain shovel with abutment edge, 

without handle
1/5 150

296710
Snow and grain shovel with abutment edge and 

aluminium stick and D-handle
1/5 50

Snow and Grain Shovel, plastic

• light and stable • L 42 x W 40 x H 10 cm 
• matching ash wood handle 29581 
• suitable aluminium stick 29589

ref. no. €

29670 1/5 50

Snow and Grain Shovel
• with beech handle 135 cm • without edge • H 41 cm x B 33 cm

ref. no. size €

29675 9 1/10 200
2977 7 1/10 280

Aluminium Shovel Profi
• extra strong material of about 2.5 mm • galvanised edge 
• fitting handle 29581

ref. no. €

29691 1/5 70

Aluminium Shovel with Stick
• size 9 with edge • length 135 cm • material thickness: approx. 2.0 mm

ref. no. description €

323467 Muck fork without handle 1/100
323468 Ergonomic aluminium handle 1/18
323469 Muck fork with ergonomic aluminium handle 1

Litter Fork SverigeGrepen®
The innovative concept of fork and curved handle ensures working without fatigue. The handle offers up to 
four drip positions to match the size and length of arm of the user. The curved handle means that you always 
stand upright and don't have to bend your back. The innovative shape of the muck fork allows you to take up 
a large volume of muck whilst the special design allows as much straw as possible to fall through. The drawn-
up side walls also prevent the load from falling off.  The fork itself is made from special almost indestructible 
plastic. Together with the aluminium handle, the muck fork is a real lightweight amongst the units available on 
the market. Even extreme temperatures cannot affect the fork, flexibility and fracture strength remain at a high 
level.
• developed by users and physiotherapists for effective working
• ergonomic design and rapid working
• extraordinary quality

New!

New!

29665 29666

29691

29670

296710

Scan the QR code and 
watch the video or 
www.kerbl.de!
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ref. no. content €

29738 2000 g 1 600

Feed Scoop green
• break-proof plastic • capacity approx. 2000 g

ref. no. content €

29796 900 g 1/80
29797 1600 g 1/50
29798 2500 g 1/40

Feed Scoop Aluminium
• round • for weighing feed concentrate

ref. no. content €

29758 900 g 1/75
29760 1600 g 1/75
29761 2500 g 1/50

Feed Scoop Aluminium
• for weighing feed concentrate

ref. no. content €

29762 1250 g 1/50
29763 2000 g 1/40

Feed Scoop Aluminium
• handy • multi-use

ref. no. content €

29692 500 g 1 800

Feed Scoop Plastic
• break-proof plastic • green • capacity approx. 500 g

ref. no. content €

29693 2000 g 1 320

Feed Scoop with Inverted Handle
• ergonomic inverted handle • made of durable plastic with 
UV protection • capacity approx. 2000 g

ref. no. content €

29694 2000 g 1/60 720

Feed Scoop Kerbl
• made of shatter-proof and elastic plastic • capacity approx. 2000 g

Your individual imprint possible from 500 pcs!
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ref. no. width €

29521 35 cm 1/10 200
29475 42 cm 1/10 170

Street Broom Kompakt
• wooden back • elastane bristles • with hole for handle • fitting handle 2961

ref. no. width €

2943 40 cm 1 250
2944 50 cm 1 200
2945 60 cm 1 150
2946 80 cm 1 100

29461 100 cm 1 80

Large Broom
• wooden back • with bolted handle holder • 2962 handle for 40 / 50 cm 
• 2961 handle for 60 / 80 / 100 cm • red Elastan bristles

ref. no. description €

29435 Broom, complete 1 100
29437 Spare handle 1/10 2,000

Multiuse Broom
for stable, house and yard

• 40 cm wide • green • 150 cm long metal handle • plastic ridge

The ideal multi-use broom for stable, yard and home

ref. no. description €

2961 Spare handle 150 cm / 28-30 mm 1/25 1,000

Handle

Rice Straw Broom
• 4-seam • premium quality • with varnished wooden handle

ref. no. €

29489 1/10 150

ref. no. width €

29519 35 cm 1/10 160
29520 42 cm 1/10 120

Street Broom
Extra coarse

• extra strong, red artificial bristles of elastane • quality design • with hole for wooden 
handle • with reinforced wooden back • fitting handle 2961

• made from aspen wood
2961
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LED Outdoor Spotlight for lighting stables, barns, sheds etc.

• with energy-efficient, high-performance LED chips
•  reduced power consumption by approx. 80 & at the same  

illumination intensity in comparison to conventional halogen lamps
• housing made from aluminium die casting
• no warm-up time
• suitable for outdoor use
• with adjustable clamping bracket
• cannot be dimmed
• with connecting cable approx. 50 cm

uses approx. 80 % less power in comparison to conventional halogen lamps

10 watt LED  = 800 lumens, equivalent to approx. 45 W halogen*
20 watt LED  = 1600 lumens, equivalent to approx. 90 W halogen*
30 watt LED  = 2400 lumens; equivalent to approx. 135 W Halogen*
50 watt LED  = 4000 lumens, equivalent to approx. 225 W halogen*
80 watt LED  = 6400 lumens, equivalent to approx. 360 W halogen*
100 watt LED  = 8000 lumens, equivalent to approx. 450 W halogen*

ref. no. description €

34569 10 W 1/18 288
34570 20 W 1/8 112
34571 30 W 1/6 72
34572 50 W 1/6 60
34573 80 W 1/2 16
34574 100 W 1/2 16

The exterior lamps comprise built-in LED bulbs. The bulbs in the light cannot be replaced.

technical data

Operating hours approx. 35,000
Input voltage 100 - 240 V AC
Working temperature -30 °C to +50 °C
Light colour 6500 K
Protection class IP 65
Light output/watt 80 lumen
Colour rendering (CRI) Ra > 75
Light angle approx. 120°

ref. no. description width height €

34587 10 W 115 mm 85 mm 1/30 600
34588 20 W 180 mm 140 mm 1/12 192
34589 30 W 225 mm 186 mm 1/10 120
34590 50 W 288 mm 235 mm 1/8 64
34595 80 W 380 mm 310 mm 1/2 16
34594 100 W 380 mm 310 mm 1/2 16

* at approx. 18 lumens/watt

LED Outdoor Spotlight
with motion detector

LED Outdoor Spotlight

34589

34587
34595
34594

The sensor detects movement in a detection field of 150°
TIME: Operating duration (10 s - 7 min)
SENS: Sensor sensitivity
LUX: Ambient light at which the lamp switches on (0  lux - 200 lux) 34569

34571 34573
34574
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ref. no. description €

34575 50 W = 4000 Lumen, equivalent to approx. 225 W halogen* 1 8
34576 100 W = 8000 Lumen, equivalent to approx. 450 W Halogen* 1 6
34577 150 W = 12000 Lumen, equivalent to approx. 670 W Halogen* 1 4

LED Indoor Spotlight
• for lighting stables, riding halls, industrial buildings and warehouses, barns, workshops, etc. • ideal for high-
ceiling structures • with energy-efficient, high-performance LED chips • long service life and minimal mainte-
nance • no warm-up time • no UV or infra-red radiation • minimal heat emission • simple ceiling mounting 
with ring • incl. hanging chain • housing made from aluminium die casting • not dimmable • cable length 
approx. 50 cm

uses approx. 80 % less power in comparison to conventional halogen lamps

The indoor spotlights comprise built-in 
LED bulbs. The bulbs in the light cannot be 
replaced.

technical data

Service life (L70) approx. 35,000
Input voltage 100 - 240 V AC
Working temperature -30 °C to +50 °C
Colour temperature 6500 K
Protection class 34575/34576: IP54
Colour rendering (CRI) RA > 75
Light angle approx. 90°

ref. no. description size €

15345 Anti-Odour Cap, unisex XXS/XS 1/20
15346 Anti-Odour Cap, unisex S/M 1/20
15347 Anti-Odour Cap, unisex L/XL 1/20
15348 Anti-Odour Headscarf, women XS/S 1/20
15349 Anti-Odour Headscarf, women M/L 1/20
15350 Anti-Odour Headscarf, women XL 1/20

Anti-Odour Cap
Protects your hair against smells!
• odour-inhibiting: stable smells, fatty smells, smells of smoke, sweat, etc • weather-
proof • breathable and climate-regulating • maximum wear comfort • fashionable 
design material: soft shell + integrated anti-odour protection, 80 % polyester, 20 % 
polyurethane

* at approx. 18 lumens/watt

New: 
• more durable seams • increased head height (+2 cm) provides enough 
space even for long and voluminous hair • improved fit through increased 
elasticity of the piping

34575

34577

34576

15348

15348

15345
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ref. no. €

29921 1/10

Digital Weighing Machine DigiScale 300
• for professional use: quick, accurate and sturdy • non-breakable casing, rust proof, anti-static 
and light • suspension hooks and shackles can be rotated 360° • display switchable: kg / lb • auto 
power-off • delivery includes batteries, mains unit and remote control + 2 x 1.5 V AAA Micro • rapid 
and reliable weighing • for non-calibrated weighing

up to 300 kg

ref. no. €

29922 1/4

Digital Suspension Scale DigiScale 1000
• for professional use: quick, accurate and sturdy • non-breakable casing, rust proof, anti-static and 
light • suspension hooks can be rotated 360° • display switchable: kg / lb • automatic switch-off 
function • delivery includes mains unit and remote control + 2 x 1.5 V AA Mignon • rapid and 
reliable weighing • for non-calibrated weighing

up to 1,000 kg

specifications

accuracy class: OIML III
subdivision (d): 100 g
weighing range: 2 to 300 kg
deployment temperature: –10 °C to +40 °C
power supply: 7.4 V / 2 Ah lithium battery and mains unit DC 8.4 V / 800 mA

display: 5-digit, 15 mm LED character height
tare weight function: 100 % of the weighing range

specifications

accuracy class: OIML III
subdivision: 500 g
table scale: 50 to 1000 kg
operating temperature: –10 °C to +40 °C
power supply: Battery DC 6 V 10 Ah and mains unit DC 9 V / 1500 mA
display: 5-digit, 30 mm LED character height
tare weight function: 100 % of the weighing range
max. mechanical overload: 400 %

Digital Weighing Scale DigiScale 50
• easy to use • high accuracy level • removable tape measure (length 100 cm) • display switchable: 
kg / lb / oz / °C • auto power-off • data hold function • delivery incl batteries • rapid and reliable 
weighing • for non-calibrated weighing

up to 50 kg

specifications

accuracy class: OIML III
subdivision (d): 20 g
table scale: 0.4 to 50 kg
operating temperature: 0 °C to +40 °C
power supply: 2 x 3 V lithium button cell
display: 4 character 15 mm LCD character height
tare weight function: 100 % of the weighing range

ref. no. description €

29920 DigiScale 50 (up to 50 kg) 1/10/60
29918 Button battery 3 V 1/20
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ref. no. description €

29950 5 kg, graduated in steps of 20 g 1/10 280
29951 10 kg, graduated in steps of 50 g 1/10 280
29952 25 kg, graduated in steps of 100 g 1/10 280
29953 50 kg, graduated in steps of 200 g 1/10 280
29954 100 kg, graduated in steps of 500 g 1/10 280
2994 250 kg, graduated in steps of 1 kg 1/10 280

29904 Replacement glass for scales 5-250 kg 1 -

29906
Replacement glass for scales 250 kg
(Only for models made before 2011)

1 -

Suspended Dial Balance
• for quick weight control • for economic forage control • high-quality 
manufacturing • robust plexiglas dial cover and durable body • hooks 
included

ref. no. €

2976 1/12

Graphite Oil Spray
4 in 1: rust solvent, lubricant, corrosion protection and cleaning agent!

Solves problems in agriculture and forestry, the workshop, industry and household.
• 400 ml • releases and lubricates jammed and rusted connections of all types • eliminates squeaks and 
grinding in hinges and linkages • forms a pressure and heat resistant lubricating film (-10 °C bis +400 °C) • the 
graphite content increases the lubrication performance as the temperature increases • ideal lubrication effect in 
damp environments • displaces moisture • electrically conductive, silicone-free and does not resinify

excellent lubrication properties up to 400 °C

ref. no. description €

15741 Spray nozzle Komfort 1/24 1,200
15731 Hose connection, 3-stage 1/10/500 -
15732 Hose coupling 1/10/500 -

Spray Nozzle Komfort
• high-quality metal spray nozzle • hard-wearing and anti-slip surface for fatigueless 
working • continuously adjustable nozzle from fine spray to full water jet • incl. 3-stage 
hose connector and standardised hose coupling (1/2")

Moisture Level Reader for Hay and Straw FLK
Easy to use, yet highly accurate measuring device for determining the moisture content of hay and straw bales. 
Simply insert the FLK into the item to be measures and read the water content directly on the display. With 
integrated temperature measurement to enable even more precision through temperature compensation.
• measurement range 8 % to 60 % water content (depending on variety) • solution 0.1 % • temperature mea-
surement: -15 °C to +85 °C • temperature can be set to either °C or °F as desired • hold function • large-scale 
illuminated LC display • manual data memory for 10,000 values with measuring point description • supplier 
memory management • automatic calculation of averages • menu in German, English, French, Italian, Spanish 
and Russian

ref. no. description €

29392 Probe length 60 cm 1/10

29952 2994

15731 15732
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ref. no. €

3251 1/25

Stable 
Blackboard
• made of stable plastic 
• dimensions: 30 x 20 cm

ref. no. MQ €

29629 - 10 1/10/400
29629/1 1 1 1

Chalk Marker
• liquid, chalk-like pen • improves writing compared to conventional chalk 
• clearly visible, brilliant white on all plain surfaces • xylene-free and 
odourless • easy to wipe off with wet cloth

ref. no. length thickness €

3092 60 mm 6 mm 6
3093 70 mm 7 mm 6
3094 80 mm 8 mm 6
3095 90 mm 9 mm 3
3096 100 mm 10 mm 3

Carabine Hook
galvanized

ref. no. €

12282/2 2

Eye with Wood Screw
• 10 x 80 mm • galvanized

ref. no. €

12281/2 2

Eye with Nut Screw
• 10 x 120 mm • galvanized

ref. no. description €

2984 with snap lock catch 1/30
29841 with bolt lock 1/30

Stable Gate Latch
• galvanized • robust quality

ref. no. content €

32532 1000 ml 1/12

Crib-Biting Stop AKS fluid
• protects against crib-biting • for application on 
larger surfaces, doors, walls, fences

ref. no. content €

32533 250 g 1/24

Crib-Biting Stop AKS paste
• all-round protection against crib-biting, e.g. 
bandages, wood, rugs • against cribbing
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ref. no. description €

221860 Stainless steel water bowl E21, 1/2" connection 1 60

2218605 Stainless steel water bowl E21, 3/4" connection 1 60

22365 Mounting shackles, in pairs 1/25 1,000
221861 Spare valve 1/20 2,400
221971 Protection bar size 2 1/4 48

Stainless Steel Water Bowl with Tube Valve E21
• water bowl made of stainless steel,  brass tube valve and robust cast 
iron body • ideal for dairy cows because of the high water flow • large 
bowl (Ø 27 cm, hight 12 cm) with 5 litres water capacity • optimal water 
hygiene due to rust resistant stainless steel • mounts with 4 screws for 
wall and tube mounting (mounting material is not included) • top and 
bottom connections possible

Available with 1/2" and 3/4" connection

ref. no. description €

221851 Water bowl G51 1 84
221885 Spare tube valve 1 -
22365 Mounting shackles, in pairs 1/25 1,000
221970 Protection bar size 1 1/4 60

Water Bowl with Tube Valve G51, enamelled
• large water bowl made of grey cast iron • enamel finish • easy-to-clean bowl • bowl 
volume: 1.7 litres • water inlet 1/2 inch from above and below • for wall and tube mounting 
• brass tube valve • 8 litres per min. flow rate at 3 bar water pressure

ref. no. description €

222020 Cast water bowl G20 (high-pressure) 1 55
223426 High-pressure valve replacement 1/20/200 12,000
22365 Mounting shackles, in pairs 1/25 1,000

221970 Protection bar size 1 1/4 60

Cast Iron Water Bowl G20, enamelled
• solid, enamelled grey cast body with particularly large, deep bowl • bowl diameter 225 mm 
• bowl capacity 2.0 litres • top and bottom water inlets G1/2" • high quality brass valve with 
stepless adjustment for variable hydraulic pressure (up to 11 litres/min. at 3 bars) • weight 7.4 kg 
• for wall and tube mounting

enamelled 

enamelled
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ref. no. description MQ €

221500 Water Bowl Cast Iron Mod. 221500 - 2 1/2 96
221501 Water Bowl Cast Iron Mod. 221500 - 1 1 105
22202 Spare valve brass - 1 1/10/400 16,800

22202/1 Spare valve brass 1 1 1 -
22210 Mounting plate - 1 1/100 -
221970 Protection bar size 1 - 1 1/4 60

Water Bowl Cast Iron Mod. 221500
• large water bowl made of gray cast iron • high-quality powder coating  
• stainless steel nose paddle • 1/2 inch top and bottom water connection 
• weight 3,7 kg • bowl capacity 1.45 litres • suitable for wall or tube 
mounting

ref. no. description MQ €

222000 Water Bowl Cast Iron Mod. 222000 - 2 1/2 96
22202 Spare valve brass - 1 1/10/400 16,800

22202/1 Spare valve brass 1 1 1 -
22210 Mounting plate - 1 1/100 -
221970 Protection bar size 1 - 1 1/4 60

Water Bowl Cast Iron Mod. 222000
• powder-coated cast iron nose paddle • large water bowl made 
of gray cast iron • high-quality powder coating  • 1/2 inch top 
and bottom water connection • weight 4.5 kg • suitable for wall 
or tube mounting • lockable nose paddle

ref. no. description MQ €

221600 Cast iron water bowl G16 - 1 1 120
22202 Spare valve brass - 1 1/10/400 16,800

22202/1 Spare valve brass 1 1 1 -
22210 Mounting plate - 1 1/100 -
221970 Protection bar size 1 - 1 1/4 60

Water Bowl Cast Iron with Iron Tongue G16, enamelled
• water bowl made of gray cast iron, enamelled • stainless steel nose 
paddle • top and bottom water inlets G1/2" • weight 3,7 kg • bowl 
capacity 1.45 litres • for wall and tube mounting • individually packed

Universal Protection Bracket for Water Bowls
• made of solid galvanised steel tubing • for bolting on to a wall

size 1 (221970) suitable for the water bowls size 2 (221971) suitable for the water bowls

22360, 22375, 22378, 22465, 22466, 22500, 22504, 221000, 221851, 221500, 221600, 221853, 221870, 
221871, 221874, 222000, 222005, 222010, 222020, 222030, 222500, 222709

221860, 2218605,  221875, 221876, 222040,  221971, 222045, 222050, 
222055, 222070, 22445, 22355

enamelled

ref. no. description dimension €

221970 Protection bar size 1 depth: 30 cm, width: 24 cm, height incl. installation plate: 20 cm 1/4 60
221971 Protection bar size 2 depth: 33 cm, width: 28.5 cm, height incl. installation plate: 20 cm 1/4 48
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ref. no. description €

221871 Water Bowl K71 1 72
223426 High-pressure valve replacement 1/20/200 12,000

22501 Mounting shackles and plates, in pairs 1/25 -

221970 Protection bar size 1 1/4 60

Water Bowl K71
• high-quality water bowl from impact-resistant plastic • deep bowl to allow adequate water 
supply for milk and beef cattle • specially integrated pipe connection T piece made of brass • con-
nection from above and below possible with 1/2" thread • smooth-action press-down nose paddle 
allows optimum water uptake • extremely stable wall or pipe mounting thanks to metal rein-
forcement • robust brass valve with high water flow rate (approx. 11 l/min at 3 bar) • 4 predrilled 
elongated holes to allow for adjustment when fitting

lockable nose paddle

ref. no. description €

221875 Water Bowl K75, 1/2" connection 1 60
221876 Water Bowl K75, 3/4" connection 1 60
222019 Mounting brackets, in pairs 1 -
221971 Protection bar size 2 1/4 48

Water Bowl K75
• water bowl made from high-quality plastic (PP) • easy-
to-operate brass pipe valve • controllable water flow rate 
(up to max. 11 litres/minute) • Connection top and bottom 
• with drain stop for easy cleaning • suitable for pipe and 
wall mounting • bowl volume: 2.8 litres

ref. no. description MQ €

22500 Water bowl blue 2 1/2 160
22504 Water bowl green 2 1/2 160

22501 Mounting shackles and plates, in pairs 1 1/25 -

22503 Spare nose paddle plastic 1 1/10 -
22202 Spare valve brass 1 1/10/400 16,800

221970 Protection bar size 1 1 1/4 60

Water Bowl Plastic
• large water bowl made of high-quality 
plastic • extremely durable and break-proof 
• mounting with 4 screws • top and bottom 
water inlets • suitable for wall and tube 
mounting • lockable nose paddle • mounting 
plates and shackles for tube mounting not 
included

lockable nose paddle

295

17
5 11
0

100

215

50

Ø11.5G1/2"

G1/2"

New!

22501

223411 orig.
223426
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ref. no. content description €  

223518 150 l
Pasture well without drain plug, top dimensions (l x w x h): 102 x 73 x 36 cm, bottom 

dimensions (l x b): 80 x 53 cm, weight approx. 7 kg
1 45

223517 380 l
Pasture well with drain plug, top dimensions (l x w x h): 130 x 85 x 62 cm, bottom 

dimensions (l x b): 95 x 45 cm, weight approx. 13 kg
1 35

222905 - Suspended Float Valve, Stainless Steel 1/50 600
16601 - Outlet for footbath / water trough 1/100 -

Pasture Well
• stable and inexpensive water troughs for outdoor 
use • UV-stabilized • with edge for optimal stability 
• a suspended float valve 222905 can be retrofitted 
• stackable • easy to put up

ref. no. €

222905 1/50

Auto-Tanker
• ideal for pastures and pens • with float valve and protective casing 
• stainless Steel • easy to mount everywhere  • 1/2 inch water inlet

ref. no. description €

221100 Pasture pump P100, connection with ¾" thread 1
221120 Pasture pump P100, connection with 1" thread 1
221117 Suction basket including hose connection 1/50
221102 Diaphragm suitable for 221100 and 221120 1/50
221118 Suction hose, 25 m reel, suitable for 221100 and 221120 1

Pasture Pump P100
with double stroke function
• extremely smooth pasture pump thanks to its aluminium lever and pivots 
carried in plain bearings • drinking cup made of sturdy cast iron • modern 
design • always fresh clean water • minimum maintenance • pumps water 
from a depth of up to 8 m • 0.6 litre per stroke (depending on the suction 
depth) • suitable for pipe and hose connections (internal hose diameter 
19-25 mm) • suitable for cattle and horses • hole spacing for mounting 
holes: 425 x 260 mm

How it works

The animal pushes the lever forward with its head. The tie rod lifts the membrane 
and draws water into the membrane chamber.

Gravity and the tension in the membrane push the lever backwards again. The 
water is forced out of the membrane chamber and flows into the Drinking Trough. 
The non-return valves ensure that the water is always drawn up and pumped in 
the right direction.

Some of the pumped water remains on the upper side of the membrane and flows 
into the Drinking Trough as soon as the membrane is reactivated during the next 
cycle, i.e. when the animal presses the lever again (double-stroke function).

New!

bearing points with slide bearings

lever made from aluminium

drinking trough made from cast iron

non-return valves

thread and hose connec-
tion made from brass

rubber membrane

tie rod

221117

221118

16601
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ref. no. description MQ €

22522 Float bowl S522 1 1/9 189
22523 Spare float valve for 22522 1 1/10 -
22524 Drain plug for 22522 1 1/100 -

Float Bowl Plastic S522
• low-priced float bowl made of polypropylene • dimensions: 29 x 25,5 x 14,5 cm • water 
inlet 1/2 inch from left or right • incl. drain plug makes it easy to clean • max. 3 litres

ref. no. description €

22172 Water trough with float valve 1 40
22192 High pressure replacement float valve 1/50 1,200

Water Trough with Float Valve
• robust water trough made of impact-proof and bite-proof plastic • with efficient float 
valve • adjustable capacity from 5 to 8 litres • valve covering made of rust-free stainless 
steel • water inlet 1/2 inch from left or right possible • drain with plug for easy cleaning 
• mounts with 4 screws • especially for cattle and horses

Connection: 1/2" water through
put: 7 litres / min (4 bar) 
filling quantity min/max: 5/ 8 litres 
dimensions (W/H/D) in cm: 33 x 33.5 x 28

ref. no. description €

22175 Extension bowl 1 90
22176 Low-pressure spare valve 1/500 -
221753 Gasket ring, 8-sided 1/300 -

Extension Bowl for Water Barrels
• suitable for mounting on all kinds of water barrels • drinking trough made of corrosion-free cast aluminium 
• complete with flange gasket (ref.no. 221753) • stainless steel nose paddle • with low pressure valve

22176

22192

22523
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Heated 24 V drinking bowls - how do they work?

Heating drinking water using the trough is so easy! You only need at least one heatable 
trough, a thermostat and a transformer (as 24-volt operation).
Which transformer for how many bowls? Simple! If you only want to operate a drinking bowl 
with 80 Watt of power, then a 100 VA transformer will suffice. If you also want to connect a 
24 V heating cable, simply add the power consumption (= Wattage) of the cable and this gi-
ves you the minimum power required for the transformer. Do not measure the transformer's 
power too precisely in order to have a buffer for extensions.

ref. no. description €

222010 Water Bowl H10, 80 W 1 48
222005 Water Bowl H10, 50 W 1 48
222019 Mounting brackets, in pairs 1 -
221971 Protection bar size 2 1/4 48
221975 Browsing Protection for Pipelines 1 400

Heatable Water Bowl with Tube Valve H10, 24 V
• available with heating power of approx. 80 W or approx. 50 W • water bowl made of grey cast iron, black enamelled 
• grey cast bottom tray with black powder-coated finish • water flow rate can be regulated on the pipe valve • new 
heating concept with valve heating to keep clear of frost • easy to install bowl, no need to remove the valve for ins-
tallation • power supply via transformer at least 100 W (not supplied) • connections at top and bottom G1/2" internal 
thread • weight 11,5 kg • bowl capacity 1,6 litres • for wall and tube mounting • suitable for circulating heat systems  
• simple power supply by means of the external terminal box

frost-protected down 
to about –20 °C

enamelled

1

2

3
4
5

6
7

8

9

10

11

12

230 V

24 V

Bite area 24 V

Mains connection 230 V, separately fused
Water connection, spur line or circulation system possible
Frost protection thermostat 230 V (222794)
Junction box, protection class at least IP54
Transformer 230 V AC => 24 V AC
100 Watt (222796), 200 Watt (222797), 300 Watt (222626), 400 Watt (222798)

Junction box, protection class at least IP54
24 V feed cable for further heatable drinking bowls or heating cables
24 V feed cable for connecting to the drinking bowl
24 V frost-protection heating line (22358, 223581)
(if not connected to a circulating heat system)

Protective plate for the bite area (221975)
Insulation of the Piping
Heatable Trough (e.g. 222010)

When choosing transformers, ensure that you take account of the power loss 
through the feed cable. A sample calculation and a table containing the power 
losses can be found in this catalogue.
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ref. no. description voltage / output €

222040 HP20 Water bowl without auxiliary pipe heating 230 V / ca. 31 W 1 60
222050 HP20 Water bowl with auxiliary pipe heating 230 V / ca. 73 W 1 60
222045 HP20 Water bowl without auxiliary pipe heating 24 V / ca. 31  W 1 60
222055 HP20 Water bowl with auxiliary pipe heating 24 V / ca. 73 W 1 60
222019 Mounting brackets, in pairs - 1 -
221971 Protection bar size 2 - 1/4 48
221975 Browsing Protection for Pipelines - 1 400

Heatable Plastic Water Bowl with pipe vale HP20
24 V and 230 V

• drinking bowl made from high-quality plastic (PP) with integrated heating cable • 222040 
and 222045: heating cable (approx. 31 W) for heating the drinking bowl and valve • 222050 
and 222055: heating cable (approx. 73 W) for heating the drinking bowl, valve and up to 2 
metres of pipeline (auxiliary pipe heating) • a transformer is required for the 24 V version (not 
included) • easily exchangeable heating cable • integrated frost-protection thermostat 
(switch-on temperature approx. +5 °C, switch-off temperature approx. +13 °C) 
• easy-to-operate brass pipe valve • controllable water flow rate (up to 11 litres/
minute) • ½" connection from top and bottom • suitable for circulated 
heating systems • with drain stop for easy cleaning • suitable for pipe 
and wall mounting • weight: approx. 2 kg • bowl volume: 2.8 litres

frost-protected down to 
about -25 °C

4 variants with auxiliary pipe heating, 73 W without auxiliary pipe heating, 31 W

24 V 222055 222045

230 V 222050 222040

Drain plug

external frost protection 
thermostat

222019, ø 1"-3" The cover on the underside of the 
bowl and the closed construction in 
the area of the valve inlet have an 
insulating effect and prevent heat 
given off from the heating cable 
from escaping.

with installed 
auxiliary pipe 
heating
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• keeps your water line frost-free to -45 °C • integrated frost-protection thermostat (switch-
on temperature approx. +5 °C, switch-off temperature approx. +13 °C) • do not use on 
heating pipes • when insulated additionally, please do not insulate the thermostat • Do not 
mount where animals can reach! • IPX7 • VDE tested

ref. no. length watts at 0°C €

223582 1 m 16 W 1/16
223585 2 m 32 W 1/16
223586 4 m 64 W 1/16
223587 8 m 128 W 1/16
223588 12 m 192 W 1/16
223590 14 m 224 W 1/16
223589 18 m 288 W 1/10
223591 24 m 384 W 1/10
223592 37 m 592 W 1/5
223593 49 m 784 W 1/5

Frost-Protection Heating Cable with Thermostat, 230 V

max. -45 °C

Do not mount in animal feed area; use 24 Volt 
heating cable instead. Do not shorten the hea-
ting cable!

Transformer for Trough Heating
• transforms voltage from 230 V to 24 V • suitable for all frost-proof water bowls 
• short circuit and overload protection thanks to easy-to-replace car fuses in the 
output current circuit • the transformers are also secured against overheating 
thanks to an integrated temperature limiter (automatic reset after cool-down) • IP 
65 (transformer)/IP 20 (wiring)

ref. no. voltage €

222796 100 VA 1
222797 200 VA 1
222626 300 VA 1
222798 400 VA 1

5 x drinking bowls with current capacity of 100 Watt = 500 Watt

4 x frost-protection heating line 24 V each at 30 Watt = 120 Watt

1 x frost-protection heating line 24 V each at 15 Watt = 15 Watt

Total consumer power = 635 Watt

Consideration of line losses (flat rate of 15 %) 635 Watt x 1.15 = 730 Watt

Therefore two transformers with a capacity of 400 Watt each should be 
chosen.

ø 15 mm ø 22 mm
½“

ø 28 mm
¾“

ø 35 mm
1“

ø 42 mm
1 ¼“

ø 48 mm
1 ½“

ø 60 mm
2“

ø 76 mm
2 ½“

-45 °C -45 °C -40 °C -40 °C -35 °C -30 °C -25 °C -20 °C

• prevents water pipes from freezing
• thermostat in the heating cable automatically switches the cable on
 
What to remember about 230 V heating cables:
• always attach the heating cable to the underside of the pipe
• the water pipe must be earthed
•  the 230 V heating cables are ready to connect and should be connected to a power 

supply with a circuit breaker (30 mA residual current circuit breaker)
•  the heating cables must not be shortened and should therefore be ordered in the 

correct length

•  excess length can be wound around the pipe (note that a winding distance of at least 15 mm 
must be maintained between coils)

• do not bend the heating cable and note the maximum bending radius of approx. 50 mm
•  the heating cables can be secured to the pipe with insulating tape or aluminium tape 

(222809)
•  if using plastic pipes, aluminium tape (222809) must be wrapped around the pipe before 

routing the heating cable
• the pipe and heating cable should be insulated with an insulation of at least 13 mm
• the thermostat on the heating cable should be attached at the coldest position on the pipe
• the thermostat may only be insulated moderately
• do not use 230 V heating cables in animals' bite areas
• installation must be carried out in accordance with VDE0100 by a trained professional

Pipe

with insulation (at least 13 mm) 
frost-free down to

Frost protection heating cables

Conventional miniature car fuses for 
safe operation of the installation

Pipe
Insulation at least 13 mm
Insulating cover
Heating cable

Which transformer should be used?

If you want to operate a drinking bowl with 80 Watt of power, 
then a 100 W transformer will suffice (#222796).
If you also want to connect a heating cable at 24 V, simply add 
the current consumption (= wattage) of the cable.
Also take into account the power loss through supply lines (see 
sample calculation).
This yields the minimum transformer output.
Do not measure the transformer's power too precisely in order to 
have a buffer for extensions.
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ref. no. description €

221760
Heating rod with 60 cm connecting cable 

and braided wire protective sheath
1/40

221761
Heating rod with 250 cm connecting cable 

without protective sheath
1/40

Heating Rod 24 V for Drinking Bowls
• for screwing into the 1/2" water connection of the water bowl • can 
be fitted from above and below • the heating element is fitted with 
an integrated thermostat in most modern semi-conductor technology 
design - operates energy-saving and maintenance-free • the use of a 
frost protection thermostat (222794) is recommended on the feed line 
• for operation with a transformer for bowl heating • performance 
data: 24 V, 60 W • meets DIN EN 60 335 -1

ref. no. €

221765 1/150

Brass Extension for Heating Rod
• suitable for heating rods 221760 and 221761 • required for drinkers 22500 and 22504 or 221871 • also recommended 
when using the heating rod in all water bowls made by other manufacturers • 1/2 " IG/AG • extends the connection to the 
water supply by 30 mm

ref. no. €

222794 1/30
The frost protection thermostat should be installed 
at the coldest point.

Antifreeze Thermostat
• suitable for all bowl and tube heating systems • outside probe for automatic start 
and shut off • IP 54 • In splashproof housing • Max. permitted power 3,6 kW

Advantages:
• the frost protection installation is not switched on if there is no risk of frost
• the thermostat automatically switches the frost protection elements off or on
• the trigger temperature can be freely selected

24 V Frost-Protection Heating Cable
• for heating up the spur pipes of water bowls • IPX7 • a 24 V transformer is required for operation

ref. no. description €

22358 1,5 m, 15 w 1/60
223581 3,0 m, 30 w 1/60

ref. no. €

222809 1/54

Aluminum foil
• 100 m • 50 mm • to reflect the heat on water pipes • for a 3/4“ pipe of 3.5 m length 
approx. 25 m of aluminium tape is necessary

Tip: On plastic tubes always use aluminium tape otherwise 
there will be no heat conduction

Browsing Protection for Pipelines
• reliable protection for pipes fitted with heating cables and insulation • electroplated galvanised 
steel • material thickness: 1 mm • length x width x depth: 1000 x 132 x 80 mm

ref. no. €

221975 1 400

Frost resistant 
to -10 °C

Wrap plastic water pipes in 
aluminium foil before installing 
the heating cable
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ref. no. description €

22331 AquaLine Classic 1
223073 AquaLine Digital 1

Circulation Pump AquaLine
Circulation pump with integrated heater
AquaLine is the ideal solution for watering systems with a loop length of max. 250 m (with 3/4" pipeline) for providing animals with tempered water. The 
constant movement of the water and the switchable heating provide double anti-freezing protection.

• vent valve on the radiator • optimised construction of the stainless steel heater for efficient flow 
• high-quality insulated electronics housing made from polyamide to prevent condensation

AquaLine Classic and AquaLine Digital:
• 3000 W / 230 V
• winter and summer operation (with/without heating) 
• automatic control of the set water temperature
• automatic safety shut-off in case of overheating
• separate display of the operating status of the pump and heater via indicator lights on the control unit
• easy installation for a heating or plumbing specialist
• low space requirement due to compact design
• low-maintenance thanks to high-quality materials
• mounting kit included for wall mounting
• 2 years guarantee

AquaLine Digital:
• PTC probe with a digital control thermostat
• precise setting of the target temperature via the display or control box (10 °C to 25 °C)
• indication of the measured temperature on the display
• acoustic and visual signal when the temperature falls below or exceeds the limit temperatures (5 °C / 30 °C)
•  flow monitoring with an acoustic and visual signal as well as an automatic heater interrupter when the flow 

rate falls below the min. value of 6 l/min

Control Box for AquaLine Classic

Control Box for AquaLine Digital
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Connection diagram
The entire ring cable must be adequately insulated in the frost area! In the bite area, the insulation and additional electrical cables must be protected against 
biting.

Frost-proof areaFrost area

Aqualine (22331, 223073)

Ball non-return valve

Safety overpressure valve

Automatic bleed valve

Overpressure manometer

Throughput display

Ball valve

Outlet valve

Water filter

Junction box with RCCB safety switch for Aqualine 30 mA

On/Off switch for Aqualine

Supply cable to 16 A plug socket for Aqualine

Drinking bowl, suitable for circulation systems (e.g. 221851)

Insulating material

Bite protection for insulation material and cables

Stub

Installation with the BYPASS system - the ball valves allow the pump to be 
separated quickly and easily from the ring circuit. The two supplied self-sealing 
screws allow the pump to be quickly and easily removed once it has been 
disconnected.

With 3/4" pipeline diameters, up to 250 m of ring cable are possible. 
Max. pump height: 6 m.

The following accessories for creating the pipework are included in the 
supplied package: 1 x safety overpressure valve, 3 autom. bleed valves 
and 1 x non-return valve. The pipework must be built and signed off by 
a qualified specialist!
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Pasture gates, adjustable, 110 cm
•  stable, galvanised steel paddock gate, including 

installation kit
• height: 110 cm

Installation kit comprising:
• 2 hinges
• 1 closure option
• NEW: includes 6 wood screws (12 x 80 mm)

For safety reasons make sure the gate opens inwards!

Can be closed as an 
option (without lock)

Offset mounting of the hinge can be adjusted by moving the threaded 
hinge pin (which is height-adjustable).

lockable (padlock not 
included) 

extends by adjustable 
set screw

ref. no. description €  
44893 Fence Gate 1 - 1,7 m, adjustable 1
44892 Fence Gate 2 - 3 m, adjustable 1
44891 Fence Gate 3 - 4 m, adjustable 1
44895 Fence Gate 4 - 5 m, adjustable 1

442557 Fence Gate 5 - 6 m, adjustable 1
442577 2 m gate post with plastic cap, Ø 88 mm 1
442578 Fastener for gate posts 1
442579 Hinge pin bracket for gate posts (in pairs) 1

442578

442579

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

442577

Offset mounting of the 
hinge can be adjusted by 
moving the threaded hinge 
pin!
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ref. no. description length €  
442900 Adjustable Pasture Gate, galvanised 2 - 3 m 1
442901 Adjustable Pasture Gate, galvanised 3 - 4 m 1
442902 Adjustable Pasture Gate, galvanised 4 - 5 m 1
442940 Locking bolt - 1

Pasture gates, adjustable, 90 cm
• stable, galvanised steel pasture gate included in each mounting set
• hight: 90 cm

Mounting set consists of:
• 2 hinges
• 1 closing option
• NEW: includes 6 wood screws (12 x 80 mm)

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

ref. no. description length €  
442920 Fixed Pasture Gate, galvanised 3 m 1
442921 Fixed Pasture Gate, galvanised 3,5 m 1
442922 Fixed Pasture Gate, galvanised 4 m 1
442923 Fixed Pasture Gate, galvanised 4,5 m 1
442924 Fixed Pasture Gate, galvanised 5 m 1
442925 Fixed Pasture Gate, galvanised 6 m 1
442940 Locking bolt - 1

Pasture gates, fixed, 100 cm
• stable, galvanised steel pasture gate included in each mounting set
• 6 different models with fixed widths (min. 3 m – max. 6 m)
• height 100 cm
• not adjustable

Mounting set consists of:
• 2 hinges
• 1 closing option
•  NEW: includes 6 wood screws  

(12 x 80 mm)

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

New!

New!
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ref. no. €

442559 1

Stabiliser for Adjustable Pasture 
Gates
• hot-dip galvanised steel parts, full rubber wheel Ø 200 mm

ref. no. €

441224 1/16

Electrics Kit for Fence Gates
Kit for additional electrification of your fencing system around fence gates 
• fence gate can continue to be opened by hand • set includes:
- 6 fastening rings
- 6 ring insulators with metric thread
- 1 rope/tape connection
- 14 m rope (Top Line Plus) with 6 mm

ref. no. €

442588 1

Allen key safety screw set
for adjustable pasture gates
• size: length 20 mm
• thread: M10
• material: Stainless steel
• contains 2 screws

The screws are completely countersunk to prevent injuries to your 
animal from the screw head

New!
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ref. no. description length €  
442591 Fence component without gate 2,4 m 1
442592 Fence component without gate 3,0 m 1
442593 Fence component without gate 3,6 m 1

Fence Panel
•  perfect for erecting mobile and flexible fencing as well as 

temporary horse boxes 
• also commonly used to fence off riding and training areas
• height of upper tube 1.6 m
• total height 1.70 m
•  safety mounting bracket prevents animals from being injured. 

When landing on the panel, the animal does not fall between 
two panels if it slips

• smooth oval tube 50 x 30 x 1.5 mm
• clear distance between tubes 20 cm
•  rapid chain fastening makes it quicker and easier to connect 

several panels 
• very stable at light loads
• curved feet ensure excellent stability
• galvanized

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

dimensioning 442591

dimensioning flat oval 
tube: 50 x 30 x 1.5 mm

secure stand because of 
U-shaped foot

safety mounting bracket

dimensioning 442592

rapid chain fastening

dimensioning 442593
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ref. no. description length €  
442594 Fence component with gate 2,4 m 1
442595 Fence component with gate 3,0 m 1
442596 Fence component with gate 3,6 m 1

Fence Panel with Gate
• allows an opening to be created in the fencing
• total height 2.2 m
• gate width 1 m
• lock for opening and closing the fenced area
• galvanized

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

dimensioning 442594

Example for mounting

dimensioning 442595 dimensioning 442596

Locking bolt
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ref. no. description length width €

291260 Slow feeding net, mesh width 4,5 cm 3,6 m 2,4 m 1/6
291261 Slow feeding net, mesh width 10,0 cm 3,6 m 2,4 m 1/10
291262 Slow feeding net, mesh width 4,5 cm 2,8 m 2,8 m 1/6
291263 Slow feeding net, mesh width 10,0 cm 2,8 m 2,8 m 1/12
291295 Frame for slow feeding net 1,9 m 1,9 m 1

Slow Feeding Net
• the net is placed over the food/bales so that 
the animals eat more slowly and thoroughly, 
helping to improve their digestion • reduced 
dust formation • appropriate feeding • little 
food is wasted

• art. 291295 galvanised frame
• for easier fastening of the slow feeding net 
• convenient and quick to fold up and down

ref. no. €  
291258 1

Round Rack 
with 12 Feeding Slots
for regular and round bales
• 12 feeding slots • palisade feeding grid • supplied 
as self-assembly kit • consists of 3 parts • three point 
attachment • includes three-point safety clip and top 
bar safety cap • galvanized

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

technical data

external diameter: approx. 236 cm
internal diameter: approx. 219 cm
height: approx. 116 cm

ref. no. €  
291257 1

Round Rack with 8 Feeding Slots
• 8 feeding places • palisade feeding grid • supplied as 
self-assembly kit • 4-part, can be transported in an estate car 
• outdoors or in play pens, the segments can also be used to 
set up wall or corner mangers • galvanized

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

technical data

external diameter: approx. 150 cm
internal diameter: approx. 132,5 cm

height: approx. 116 cm

New!
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ref. no. €  
291256 1

Square Hay Rack for Horses 
with Safety Feeding Barrier
• universal hay rack with 12 slots for horses
•  suitable for round and rectangular bales up to 

1.8 m in length or diameter
•  extremely stable design, high material thickness, 

2 square pipe beams
• galvanized
• 2 sides can easily be opened for filling
•  height-adjustable runners (adjustable to the 

animal's size)
• three point attachment
• very little food loss
•  supplied as a construction kit including circum-

ferential roof edge protection, three-point safety 
clip

• internal trough dimensions: approx. 2 x 2 m
•  complete dimensions L x W x H: approx. 2.12 x 

2.12 x 2.5 m

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

ref. no. €  
291255 1

Four-sided Manger for 
Palisade Feeding Grid
• 12 feeding places
• universal hay rack for horses and cattle
•  suitable for round and rectangular bales up to 

1.8 m in length or diameter
•  extremely stable design, high material thickness, 

2 square pipe beams
• galvanized
• 2 sides can easily be opened for filling
•  height-adjustable runners (adjustable to the 

animal's size)
• three point attachment
• very little food is wasted
•  supplied as a construction kit including circum-

ferential roof edge protection, three-point safety 
clip

• internal trough dimensions: approx. 2 x 2 m
• dimensions L x B x H: approx. 2.12 x 2.12 x 2.5 m

Shipping costs will be charged separately!

Three point attachment (with safety guard)

Recommendation: when used with feeds that may attack the galvanised 
surface (e.g. silage), apply a protective coat of paint first.

Circumferential roof edge protection Square Tube Support Beams
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ref. no. description €

299930 EcoKill Inox 2012, 2 x 6 watts 1/3 108
299931 EcoKill Inox 2030, 2 x 15 watts 1/3 72
299932 EcoKill Inox 2040, 2 x 20 watts 1/2 48
299812 Spare tube 6 W, blue 1/25 -
299811 Spare tube 15 W, blue 1/25 2,100
299813 Spare tube 20 watts, blue 1/25 650

Electric Fly Killer EcoKill Inox
The electric fly eliminator with high-quality stainless steel casing. All EcoKill 
Inox models are TÜV-GS tested and are fitted with long-life UV lamps. The high-
quality stainless steel casing with matt finish can be easily cleaned and retains 
its attractive surface over many years. The slim design with the exposed mesh 
facilitates optimum capture properties.
• the stainless steel casing makes it extremely sturdy • including suspension 
chain and collecting tray • excellent value for money • corrosion-resistant and 
scratchproof • special UV lamp with high attraction of insects

EcoKill Inox 2012 EcoKill Inox 2030 EcoKill Inox 2040

power supply 230 V / 50 Hz 230 V / 50 Hz 230 V / 50 Hz
lamps 2 x 6 W 2 x 15 W 2 x 20 W
attraction coverage up to 80 m² up to 150 m² up to 200 m²
voltage 2200 V 2200 V 2200 V
w x h x d 34 x 32,5 x 11,5 cm 56 x 32,5 x 11,5 cm 72 x 32,5 x 12 cm

ref. no. description €

299950 EcoKill 2 x 15 watts 1/3 60
299811 Spare tube 15 W, blue 1/25 2,100

Electric Fly Killer EcoKill 2 x 15 W
• extremely lightweight aluminium 
construction • including suspension 
chain and collecting tray • outstan-
ding value for money • corrosion-
resistant and scratchproof • special 
UVA lamp which is very attractive to 
insects

technical data

power supply 230 V / 50 Hz
2 lamps 15 watts each
attraction coverage up to 150 m²
voltage 2200 V
w x h x d 49 x 11 x 34 cm

ref. no. description €

299935 EcoKill Inox IPX4, 2 x 15 Watt 1/3 72
299936 EcoKill Inox IPX4, 2 x 20 Watt 1/2 48

Fly Killer EcoKill Inox IPX4
The fly killer with splash-proof electronics! IPX4 ensures adequate safety in 
areas such as stables, outdoors or simply anywhere that a certain level of 
moisture cannot be ruled out! Identical in terms of shape, performance data 
and design to the EcoKill Inox without splash protection!

299935 299936

Connection 230 V / 50 Hz 230 V / 50 Hz
Lamps 2 x 15 W 2 x 20 W
Attraction coverage up to 150 m² up to 200 m²
Voltage 2200 V 2200 V
w x h x d 56 x 32,5 x 11,5 cm 72 x 32,5 x 12 cm

New!
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ref. no. description €

299806 Halley 2214/B 1 36
299807 Halley 2214 1 22
299819 Spare tube 20 watts, green 1/25 -

Electric Fly Killer Green Line
• well-tired fly killer now also available with green fluorescent tubes 
• experience shows that flies and insects are more attracted by 
fluorescent tubes emitting green rather than blue light. This increases 
considerably the amount of insects captured by the fly killer called 
“green line” compared to the blue standard unit • splash-proof (IP 44) 
for special farm conditions

Increased amount of insects captured by fluorescent 
tubes emitting green light!

technical data model 2214/B model 2214

power supply 230 V / 50 Hz 230 V / 50 Hz
2 lamps 20 watts each 20 watts each
attraction coverage up to 300 m² up to 300 m²
high voltage 5000 V 5000 V
w x h x d 66 x 31 x 12 cm 66 x 52 x 12 cm

ref. no. description €

299804 Electric fly killer Halley 2138 1 40
299811 Spare tube 15 W, blue 1/25 2,100

• splash-proof (IP 44) for special farm conditions

technical data

power supply 230 V / 50 Hz
2 lamps 15 watts each
attraction coverage up to 150 m²
high voltage 5000 V
w x h x d 51 x 39 x 12 cm

Electric Fly Killer Halley 2138
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ref. no. description €

299955 MiniKill 1/5/50
299820 Spare tube 4 watt 1/50

Electric Fly Killer MiniKill
• the ultraviolet light attracts flying insects into the active area of the device • service life of lamp at least 10,000 hours • can 
simply be plugged into a socket • with integral removable collection container • in a fire-resistant ABS plastic housing • practical, 
lightweight and space-saving • effective without chemicals

ref. no. €

299868 1/48

UltraStop Fly 230 Volt
• repels flies using ultrasound technology: Has a negative effect on the nervous system of the fly, causing it to go outdoors 
• attraction coverage: approx. 60 sq.m. • 100 % non-toxic • non-hazardous for humans • can be plugged directly into a 
socket • only for indoor use in stables, store-rooms, offices etc.

technical data

power supply 220 - 230 V / 50/60 Hz
lamp 1 x 4 W
attraction coverage up to 20 m²
voltage 800 - 1000 V
w x h x d 18 x 16 x 7 cm

technical data

power supply 230 V / 50 Hz
output 1 W
frequency 23,6 kHz
attraction coverage approx. 60 m²

ref. no. €

299849 1/12

Wasp Trap VespaNo
The bee-protecting wasp trap
1. A high capture rate for wasps: thanks to its special shape and design, VespaNo catches an above-average number of wasps, flies and other insects 
attracted by sugar.
2. Complete protection for bees: developed by a bee-keeper with 30 years‘ experience, the protection of bees was the most important aspect right from the 
start. The special entrance of the trap and the transparent cover prevent bees from falling into the trap.

Additional product properties:
• weather-resistant plastic with UV protection
• opaque collecting container
• effective area of up to 200 m² per trap
• exceptionally easy to use and easy to clean
• can be stood on surfaces or hung up

Tip: also works as an ant trap

effective area for each wasp trap

patio, balcony, beer garden: 1 wasp trap per 10 m²
open areas: 1 wasp trap per 200 m²

ref. no. content €

299762 500 ml 1/12

Wasp attractant *
for use in wasp traps to increase the capture quota
• highly effective, ready-to-use natural attractant • the wasp attractant remains effective in the trap for up to 6 weeks • can be 
used indoors and out • effectively and safely attracts wasps, but also house and fruit flies and midges thanks to its natural fruit 
juice concentrates • eco-friendly and 100 % non-toxic

Particularly recommended for wasp trap VespaNo 299849

1 queen = 1 population of up to 15,000 wasps!

* Take care when using biocides. Always read the label and product information before use!
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ref. no. length width €

299847 9 m 30 cm 1/15 540

Fly roll 9 m
• flies are attracted by the paper and remain stuck on the trap • the new form of printing on yellow paper improves the attractant's 
appeal, since it simulates apparent landing spots • simple - clean - non-toxic - 100 % effective

ref. no. length width €

29978 7 m 30 cm 1/15 540

Fly Paper Roll 7 m
• glue trap for controlling flies and flying insects • 7 m long - 30 cm width 
• incl. metal handle • with yellow paper for even greater attraction of flies 
and insects • with new improved adhesive coating • 100 % non-toxic

with attractant up to 40 % more effective

ref. no. length width €

299789 10 m 40 cm 1/15 450

Fly Roll JumboXL 10 m
• the new form of printing on yellow paper improves the attractant's appeal, 
since it simulates apparent landing spots • simple - clean - non-toxic - 100 % 
effective • stable fly reel with almost 50 % more capture surface at an absolute 
bargain price

Fly roll with XL catching surface of 4 m², up to 40 % more effective

ref. no. length width €

299790 10 m 25 cm 1/24 864

Stable Fly Roll Eco 10 m
• glue trap for controlling flies and flying insects • 10 m long – 
25 cm wide • incl. holder for hanging • 100 % non-toxic

ref. no. €

299839 1/24/144

The classic - 100 % non-toxic!

Fly Catcher Twister
• the glued paper strips are made of natural components, such as resins, oils and fats • completely non-toxic 
• the free-hanging fly trap provides the perfect landing pad for flying insects • use the red strap to carefully 
pull the rolled-up twister out of the hand-hot case. Use the tacks provided to fasten to the ceiling • 4 units/
box • 24 pcs. package
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ref. no. length width €

299791 60 cm 34 cm 1/36

Stable Flypaper Sheet Eco
• 4 sheets each 600 x 340 mm • for use in stables, dairy rooms and houses 
• approx. 200 m² area of effect/sheet • 100 % non-toxic

How to use: Hang the whole or cut fly sheet – remove protective film – 
finished!

ref. no. €

299851 1/20

Monitoring Fly trap FlyCage2 *
• easy to use, very effective • removes approx. 70 % of all flies and/or 
wasps in a radius of up to 1,000 square metres • non-toxic • effective 
for 4 to 6 weeks depending on the weather

non-toxic

ref. no. length width €

299842 59,5 cm 30 cm 1/50

Flypaper Sheet FlyMaster
• 6 pieces of 595 x 300 mm each • FlyMaster Flypaper reliably catches flies due in stables, 
milking parlours and inside houses • one piece catches up to 5.000 flies, or rather it 
covers an area of 200 m² • 100 % non-toxic How to use: Hang the whole or cut fly sheet 
– remove protective film – finished!

Fly Catcher FlyMaster Tape
• complete kit available with 400 m tape • ecological alternative 
for fly control in stables • spent tape is rolled onto the empty reel 
(included) • easy to mount • spare rolls trouble-free to replace

ref. no. description €

29976 Tape 400 m, complete kit 1 96
29977 Spare roll - tape 400 m 1 288

with attractant up to 40 % more effective

* Take care when using biocides. Always read the label and product information before use!
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ref. no. content €

299534 25 x 20 g 1/12
299535 125 x 20 g 1/4
299536 10 x 100 g 1/8

RatStop DF Block *
Ready-to-use dimensioned bait blocks for house mice control

Bait blocks are weather-resistant and water-repellent. The block design attracts 
the gnawing instinct of rats and mice.
• for use in hygienic areas and buildings • Position 20 g blocks in bait stations 
in heavily frequented areas (near dens, access points, etc.) (secure them using 
the holes) • 100 g blocks are ideal for positioning in the sewer (suspend from 
sewer cover using wire)

Approval numbers:
DE-2012-MA-14-00003-ab
AT/2012/Z/00023/14
CH-2012-0005

RatStop DF Cereal *
Ready-to-use fresh bait made of wheat grains

• for safely controlling rats and mice in areas such as waste dumps and for all 
private and commercial areas which are not used to store food or animal feed 
• active mixture attracts rats and mice

Approval numbers:
DE-2012-MA-14-00001-ab
AT/2012/Z/00020/14
CH-2012-0008

ref. no. content €

299537 5 x 100 g 1/12
299538 2500 g 1/4
299539 10 kg 1

ref. no. content €

299540 500 g 1/12
299541 2500 g 1/4

RatStop DF Gelpad *
Ready-to-use rat and mice bait in paste form

• very attractive to rodents due to the high fat content in the paste 
• in 15 g bags – also suitable for places difficult to reach • ideal for 
use in damp areas

Approval numbers:
DE-2012-MA-14-00002-aa
AT/2012/Z/00026/14
CH-2012-0002

active agent

Difenacoum

active agent

Difenacoum

active agent

Difenacoum

* Take care when using biocides. Always read the label and product information before use!
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ref. no. description MQ €

299822 Mouse Trap mouseStop, 16 piece counter display 2 1 1/16
299823 Mouse Trap mouseStop, 44 piece stand display 2 44 1/44
299824 mouseStop Replacement Bait 6 1 1/20

Mouse Trap mouseStop
• effective and ready-to-use mousetrap incl. natural bait 
• used bait can be replaced quick as a flash • effective 
immediately after activation of the bait - simply remove 
the protective cap • guaranteed trapping efficiency due to 
the calibrated punch of the trigger mechanism • punch is 
harmless to pets and children

• simple • safe • non-toxic

ref. no. description MQ €

299825 Rat Trap ratStop, 12 piece counter display 1 1 1/12
2998250 Rat Trap ratStop, 25 piece stand display 1 25 1/25
2998251 ratStop Replacement Bait 3 1 1/10

Rat Trap ratStop
• effective and ready-to-use rat trap incl. natural 
bait • used bait can be replaced quick as a flash 
• effective immediately after activation of the bait 
- simply remove the protective cap • guaranteed 
trapping efficiency through calibrated trigger 
mechanism

• simple • safe • non-toxic

ref. no. length width €

299826 11 cm 5 cm 2 1/100

Snapper Mousetrap
• made of robust plastic

ref. no. length width €

299834 14 cm 7,5 cm 1 1/40

Rat Trap Snapper
• made of sturdy plastic
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ref. no. length €

299633 40 cm 1 250

Bait Station BlocBox Metal
• galvanised • metal • bait station for rats, for opening • lockable to keep baits 
away from children and pets • rodents prefer to eat in darkened and sheltered areas 
• for bait blocks, cereal baits and pastes

ref. no. description l x w x h €

299635 Bora for rats 32,5 x 25,0 x 16,0 cm 1/8 144
299636 Beta for rats 22,5 x 18,5 x 9,5 cm 1/6 420
299637 Alpha for rats 23,0 x 10,5 x 10,0 cm 1/6 648
299638 Peti for mice 12,5 x 9,5 x 4,5 cm 1/72 3,168

299671 Spare Key for Bora, Beta, Alpha and Peti - 1/50 -

Bait Station Bloc Box Plastic
• made of robust plastic • lockable with key to keep baits away 
from children and pets • for bait blocks, cereal baits and pastes

ref. no. €

299642 1/30

UltraStop Pests 230 V
• uses ultrasound (20,000 - 27,000 Hz) to repel mice, rats and other pests from within a radius of 350 m² 
• with movable bracket • 100 % non-toxic •  low energy consumption • with LED-display for operation 
control • only for indoor use

ref. no. €

299869 1/24

UltraStop Rat&Mouse 230 volts
• can be plugged directly into a socket • effective area: approx. 1,000 m² • switchable to 
various different frequency ranges • 100 % non-toxic • harmless to humans • only for indoor 
use in stables, store-rooms, offices etc.

technical data

voltage 230 V / 50 Hz
output 1 W
frequency 25 - 65 kHz
attraction coverage approx. 1000 m²

299635
with wall mounting plate

299636
with wall mounting plate

299637
Alpha

299638
Peti
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A
A6 Clipper  144
Absorba Padding  105
Adapter 230 V-PowerPro Ultra  145
Adelar Cordless Clipper  148
AKS Crib-Biting Stop  195
Alaska Thermal Over-trousers  23
Allen key safety screw set  209
All-Purpose Bucket  176
All-Purpose Bucket Jumbo  176
Aloe Tear-Free Shampoo  119
Aloxan® Silver Spray  107
Alumina Gel  118
Aluminium feed trough  174
Aluminium shovel  188
Aluminium shovel Profi  188
Amara Plus Riding Gloves  42
Animal BALLISTOL  118
Anthrolan-N  107
Antifreeze heating cable  203
Antifreeze Thermostat  204
Anti-Odour Cap  192
AntiSlip Saddle Cushion  64
Apple Sweeties  164
AquaLine Circulation Pump  205
ArcticRide Winter Riding Glove  45
Arrezzo Grooming Box  124
ArthroFit 20 %  165
Astana Winter Riding Glove  45
Aubiose litter fork  187
Automatic horse feeder  184
Auto-Tanker  199
Avalon Clipper  148
AVLink set  173

B
BackPro Back Protector  49
Back Protection Vest ProtectoSoft  49
Back Protector BackPro  49
Bait Station  221
Bait Station Bloc Box plastic  221
Balance  194
Bali Flex Riding Breeches  15
Bali FS Riding Breeches  16
Bali Riding Breeches  17
BALLISTOL

Animal  118
Stichfrei  151

Ballistol Sting Free Animal  151
Balm  118
Banana Sweeties  164
Bandage

EquiLastic  102
Fleece  102

Bandage Fleece  102
Bandage scissors  103
Bandaging underlay  104
Bari Saddle Cloth  63
BarrowBag Travel Bag  181
Battery-Powered Animal Shearing Machine
PROFI  143
Battery-Powered Shearer Sonic  142
Beauty Riding Helmet  50
Beech Tar - TarPaste  111
Beeswax  81
Bell Boots  101
Biotin 2000 Super  165
Biotin hoof-fit-forte  163
Bit Guards  69
Black Pearl Shampoo  119
Blanket holder  83
Blanket rack  83
Blanket/saddle cover holder  83
BlauDes  106
BlocBox metal  221
Bloc Box plastic  221
Blouson Bozen  7
Body and Mane Brush  131
Body brush  128, 130, 131
Body Warmer Gloria  5
Body Warmer Steve  25
Bootjack  53
Boot Lamp  55
Boot Shaft Elasto  38
Bozen Blouson  7
Brescia Riding Socks  40
Bridle

Cavesson  75

Coldblooded  72
heavy-horse  72
Standard  72

Bridle Classic  72
Bridle Rack  84
Broom  190
Browsing protection  204
Brush  121, 122, 130, 131
Brush&Co Grooming Brush  128
Brush&Co Horse Brush  128
Brush&Co Mane Brush  128
Brush Sets MagicBrush  132
BT Plus live yeast  162
Bucket Holder  177
Bull-Snap Lead Rope  98

C
Camera set  172
Carabine Hook  195
Carbonic Riding Helmet  51
Care&Shine Care Spray  117
Carrot Snack  164
Cast Iron Water Bowl G16  197
Cast Iron Water Bowl G20  196
Cavesson  75
Chalk Marker  195
Children‘s stirrup  68
Chinoseptan® Ointment Spray  107
Chinoseptan® Powder Spray  106
Chopping Blade  111
Chopping Blade DICK  112
Circulation Pump AquaLine  205
Cit Bremsentod (Horsefly Killer)  152
cit KeinStich  151
CLAC Deo-Gel  152
CLAC Fly Repellent  152
Clara Riding Gloves  41
Classic  94
Classic Lead Rope  94
Classic Riding Half-Boot  35
Classic Saddle Cloth  62
Classic Snaffle  72
ClassicStretch Minichaps  37
Claw Spray  107
Cleaning Brush  121
Cleaning Glove  134
Cleaning Lotion EasyCare  116
Cleaning Sponge  135
Cleaning Sponge Flecki  135
CLIC Fly Repellent Deodorant  152
Clip-on comb set  146
Clipper  140

Avalon  148
FarmClipper Battery  141
PowerPro Ultra  145

Clipping Blades constanta3  140
Clipping Blades PowerPro Ultra  145
Clipping Machine

A6  144
Adelar  148
FarmClipper 4  141
Golden A5  147
max45  148
PowerMax  147

Coat Cleaning Stone WonderStone  135
Coat Comb  120
Coat Shine FOXFIRE  117
Coat Thinning Scissors  136
Cohesive Bandage Equilastic  137
Comb  120
Combo body brush  130
Competition Shirt Paula  11
Conditioner  119
Conditioner-Dragees  163
Constanta

CleanSpray  146
CoolSpray  146

constanta4 Horse clipper  140
Constanta Lube Oil  146
constantaPet Shearing Head  143
constantaRodeo AR2  138
constantaRodeo clipper  139
Cooling Bandage KerblCool  103
CoolStar FS Riding Breeches  30
Cordless Clipper  148

Onyx  142
Corner Hay Rack  184
Corner Trough  175
Corrada Show Jacket  13

Covalliero Collection Fly Mask  155
Covalliero Collection Saddle Cloth  61
Cover  177
Crib-Biting Stop AKS  195
Cristina Riding and Outdoor Jacket  4
Crop Whip  58, 59
Cryogen-X® Blades  147
Currycomb  120, 132, 134
Curry Comb Flex3  133
Curry Comb Heart&Soul  126
Curry Comb SuperSonic  127
Currycomb with Pins  135

D
Dandy Brush  130
DarmoFin Paste  166
Delicious Cubes  164
Delizia

DarmoFin Paste  166
Horse lick  168
Horse Lick Tub Bronchial  166
Lick and chew block  166
Muesli bars  167
Treats  167
Treats Organic  167

Delizia lick and chew block  166
Delizia muesli bars  167
Denim Riding Breeches  31
DERMOCAN Horse-Shampoo  117
Desino Iodine Disinfection Spray  106
Detroit 2.0 Riding Breeches  18
Detroit NG Riding Breeches  19
Detroit riding breeches  29
Dexter Lead Rope  92
Dexter Head-Collar  92
DICK Sharpener  112
DICK Chopping Blade  112
DICK Hoof Rasp  112
DigiScale  193
DigiScale 1000 Suspension Scale  193
Digital thermometer  108
Digital thermometer BigScreen  108
Digital Weighing Machine  193
Disentangling Combs  120
Disinfectant INTERKOKASK® SPRAY  106
Disinfection Spray Desino Iodine  106
Display Oster  123
Diva Lambskin Brush  129
Double Brush  130
Double lunge rope Soft  76
Draw reins  73
Dressage whip  58
Dubbin  80

E
E21 Stainless steel water bowl  196
EasyCare Cleaning Lotion  116
EcoFlex Hoof Stand  112
EcoFork Litter Fork  186
Eco Head-Collar  96
EcoKill Inox fly eliminator  214
EcoKill Inox Fly Killer  214
EcoKill Insect Killers  214
Econimo Riding Helmet  52
Economic Fleece Blanket  159
Economic Riding Breeches  22
Economy Saddle Set Pony  60
Eco Stable Flypaper Sheet  218
Eco Stable Fly Roll  217
Eggbut Bit  69
EIMERMACHER horse balm  118
Elastic Gauze Bandage  104
Elasto Boot Shaft  38
Electric Clipper PRO600i  146
Electric Fly Killer Halley  215
Electric Insect Killers

EcoKill  214
MiniKill  216

Electrics Kit for Fence Gates  209
Eleganza II Boot Shaft  38
Elisa Sweat Jacket  8
Elysel Super E  162
English Leather Dressage Reins  73
Equifresh cooling gel  116
Equifresh Cooling Gel  116
EquiLastic Bandages  102
Equilastic Cohesive Bandage  137
Equine Care Series  119, 120, 121, 122, 123

Equisal Salt-Lick  168
EQUISKIN Balance skin care  117
EQUISKIN Balance Skin Care  117
Euro-Hoof Fat  115
Euro-Leather Grease  81
Euro-Leather Oil  81
Exclusive Lead Rope  86
Exclusive Nylon Foal Head-Collar

Foal Head Collar  85
Exclusive Nylon Head-Collar  85
Extension Bowl for Water Barrels  200
Eye  195
Eye with Wood Screw  195

F
FarmClipper 4 Shearing Station  141
FarmClipper Battery  141
Feed and Water Pail  180
Feed Bin  179
Feeding Bowl  177
Feeding bucket  177
Feeding Trough rubber  178
Feed Scoop  189
Feed trough HangOn  176
Feed Trough  174, 175, 179
Feed Trough Long  175
Fence Panel

with gate  211
without gate  210

Fetlock Scissors  103
Fever thermometer  108
FinoStretch Fly Mask  154
Firenze Saddle Cloth  62
First Aid Riding Out Set  55
Fixino Bandage  104
Flashing light  55
FlatBack Feed Trough  180
Flaxseed Oil  162
Flecki Cleaning Sponge  135
Fleece Bandages  102
Fleece Jacket Suri  9
Fleece Saddle Pad  65
Flex3 Curry Comb  133
Flex3 Nubbed Curry Comb  133
FlexBag Flexible Trough  178
Flexo Riding Boots  34
Float Bowl  200
Float Bowl Plastic S522  200
Florence Softshell Jacket  3
Fly Blanket Rugbe SuperFly

Rugbe SuperFly  161
Fly bonnet  154
FlyCage2 Monitoring Fly trap  218
Fly catcher Twister  217
Fly Catcher FLYMASTER  218
Fly Control Gel  152
Fly Fringe Strap  155
Fly Hood  155
Fly Killer EcoKill Inox  214
Fly Mask  153, 154
Fly Mask Covalliero Collection  155
Fly Mask FinoStretch  154
FLYMASTER  218
FlyMaster Flypaper Sheet  218
Flyno Fly Riding Blanket  161
Flypaper Roll  217
Fly Paper Roll  217
Flypaper Sheet  218
Fly Repellent  152
Fly Repellent Spray MuscaBlock  150
Fly Riding Blanket Flyno  161
Fly Roll JumboXL  217
Fly UltraStop  216
Foal Head-Collar  85, 96
fork  185, 187
Fork  185, 187
FOXFIRE Coat Shine  117
Freedom Saddle  60
Freedom Saddle Cloth  63
Fresh Bait RatStop DF Cereal  219
Frost Protection Heating Cable  204
Fruit Surprise Care Spray  117

G
G16 Cast Iron Water Bowl  197
G20 Cast Iron Water Bowl  196
Gadfly Trap TaonX  149
Gaiters  100
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Gaiter Set  101
Garlic plus  152
Gauze Bandage  104
Gelatine Plus  162
Gel Pad  65
Gelpad RatStop DF  219
Girth  67
Girth Cover  64
Gloria Body Warmer  5
Gloria Riding Gloves  42
Gloss and Petting Brush  122
Glove Magic Grippy  43
Glove Fleece  44
GoBag Travel Bag  181
Golden A5 Clipping Machine  147
Grain shovel  188
Grönland Thermal Winter Boots  32
Grooming bag  124
Grooming box  125
Grooming Box  125

Arrezzo  124
Roma  124
Siena  124

Grooming glove  135
Grooming Kit  123, 125
Grooming Kit Backpack  125
Grooming Sponge  135
Groovy Horse Brush  131

H
H2GoBag water container  181
H10 Water Bowl  201
Half Chaps Eleganza II  38
Halley 2138  215
Halley fly eliminator  215
Halter Set  90
Halter Set with Lead Rope  91
Handle  187, 190
HangOn 8L Feed Trough for Mounting  176
HangOn 13L Feed Trough  176
Hay Bag  182
Hay net  182
Hay Net  182
Hay Rack  183, 184
Head-Collar  96

Classic  94
Dexter  92
Hippo  95
Mustang  93
NeonReflex  57, 86
Rainbow  89
Softra  87
Supreme  88

Head-Collar Eco  96
Head-Collar London  96
Heart&Soul

Curry comb  126
Hoof pick  126
Horse brush  126
Horse Hair Finishing Brush  126
Mane brush  126

Heating rod extension  204
Heating rod for drinking bowls  204
Helmet

Beauty  50
Carbonic  51
Econimo  52
Nerron  51

Helmet Case  52
Helmet Lamp  55
Helmet storage  52
Herbal hoof balsam  114
Himalaya horse lick  168
Himalaya Horse Lick  168
Hippo  95
Hippo Lead Rope  95
Hippo Riding Boots  34
HK Pregnancy Tester for Horses  173
Holding Leather Strap  66
Hoof and claw knife SuperProfi  109
Hoof balsam  114
Hoof brush  110
Hoof-Checking Pliers  113
Hoof Fat  114, 115
Hoof Knife  109
Hoof Nail Clinch  113
Hoof oil  114
Hoof Oil  115

Hoof Oil Dispenser  115
Hoof oil spray  114
Hoof Ointment  115
Hoof pick  110
Hoof Pick  110, 122, 133
Hoof Pick Heart&Soul  126
Hoof Pick SuperSonic  127
Hoof pliers  113
Hoof Pliers KNIPEX  113
Hoof Rasp  111
Hoof Rasp DICK  112
Hoof Stand EcoFlex  112
Hoof Tape Vet Tape  111
Horse balm EIMERMACHER  118
horse blanket RugBe 200  158
Horse blanket

RugBe Indoor  159
RugBe Protect HighNeck  157
RugBe Zero.1  156

Horse Blanket
RugBe Champ  160
RugBe Classic Fleece  160
RugBe IceProtect  158
RugBe Protect  157
Rugbe SuperFly  161

Horse Blanket Fleece RugBe Classic  160
Horse Boots

NeoPro  101
NeoSoft  101

Horse brush  128, 131
Horse Brush  128, 129, 130
Horse Brush Brush&Co  128
Horse Brush Heart&Soul  126
Horse Brush New Generation  131
Horse Brush SuperSonic  127
Horse Brush - The Good One  131
Horse clipper constantaRodeo   138, 139
Horse Fly Cream TaonX  150
Horse Fly Protection Spray TaonX  150
Horsefly Protection Spray TaonX Booster  150
Horsefly Spray  152
Horsefly Trap TaonX Eco  149
horseGraze  184
Horse Hair Brush Noir  129
Horse Hair Finishing Brush  122
Horse Hair Finishing Brush Heart&Soul  126
Horse Hair Finishing Brush SuperSonic  127
Horse Lick Tub Delizia  166
Horse Playing Ball  169
Horse Shampoo  117
Horse-Shampoo  116
Horse Shoe  104
HP20 Water Bowl  202
Hypofekt  38

I
Indoor Spotlight  192
Infrared night light  173
Insect Killers EcoKill Inox  214
Instant-Mash  163
Intensive-Fluid Pedoclean  115
INTERKOKASK® SPRAY disinfection  106
IPCam 2.0 HD  170
IPCam 360° HD  170

J
Janet Polo Shirt  10
Jason Quilted Jacket  26
Jersey Riding Glove  43
JumboXL Fly Roll  217
Jump Bat  59
Jumping whip  59
Junior Rubber Currycomb  132

K
K75 Water Bowl  198
KeinStich cit  151
KerblCool Cooling Bandage  103
Knee-length Socks

Progressive Compression  39
Progressive Summer  39
Progressive Winter  39

KNIPEX Hoof Pliers  113
Knotted head-collar  97
Knotted Head-Collar  97
Komfort Spray Nozzle  194

Kompakt Street Broom  190

L
Lambskin

Belt protector  64
Saddle cushion  64
Set for halters  65, 97

Lambskin Brush Diva  129
Lambskin cover  64
Lambswool Set  65, 97
Large broom  190
Lead Rope

Bull-Snap  98
Classic  94
Dexter  92
Exclusive  86
Hippo  95
Mustang  93
Softra  87
Supreme  88

Lead Rope with Halter Set  91
Leash

Double lunge Soft  76
Lunge Leash  76
Lunge line  76
Softlonge  76

Leash with Chain  98
Leather Grease  81
Leather Oil  81
Leather Oil Premium  80
Leather oil spray  80
Leather Oil Spray  80
Leather soap  80
Leather Soap  81
Leather stirrup straps  69
Leder blitz&blank  80
LED Indoor Spotlight  192
LED Outdoor Spotlight  191
Lekker Crackers  164
Lick Stone  168
Lick stone Delizia  168
Linda Quilted Jacket  6
Linseed oil LinoPur   165
litter fork  185
Litter fork  187

EcoFork  186
Maxi  187

Litter Fork SverigeGrepen®  188
Litter Fork Premium  186
London Halter  96
Lunching Attachment  75
Lunge   76
Lunge Leash Softlonge  76
Lunge Whip two-piece  75
Lunging Surcingle Nylon  75

M
MagicBrush Brush Sets  132
MagicBrush Care Spray  117
Magic Grippy Glove  43
MagicTouch Riding Glove  43
Magnovit  162
Malmö Winter Glove  45
Mane and Tail Brush  121
Mane and Tail Comb  120
Mane Brush Brush&Co  128
Mane Brush Heart&Soul  126
Mane Brush SuperSonic   127
ManeCare Mane Spray  116
Mane Comb  136
Mane Puller  136
Mane Spray ManeCare  116
Manger  180
Martingale  74
Massage Ointment REFRESHING  118
max45 Clipping Machine  148
Maxi Litter Fork  187
Metal Currycomb  134
Metal Curry Comb  133
Metal lick stone holder  169
Midge protection BALLISTOL  151
Mini Chaps ClassicStretch  37
Mini Dolly Horse Brush  129
MiniKill Insect Killers  216
Mistboy  185
Moisture level reader  194
Monaco Riding Half-Boot  36

Monitoring Fly trap FlyCage2  218
Montreal Thermo-Outdoor Boot  33
Mousetrap Snapper  220
Mouse Trap mouseStop  220
Mullino Bandage  104
Multipurpose Knife  110
MultiVital pellets  165
MuscaBlock Fly Repellent Spray  150
Mustang  93
Mustang Lead Rope  93
Muzzle  97

N
Natural Garlic  152
Navajo Saddle Blanket  78
Neck Extender  74
Neck Strap  97
NeonReflex Head-Collar  57, 86
NeonReflex Saddle Cloth  56, 63
NeoPro Horse Boots  101
NeoSoft Gaiters  101
Nerron Riding Helmet  51
NEW Generation horse brush  131
Noir Horse Hair Brush  129
Nubbed Curry Comb Flex3  133
Nylon Head-Collar  85
Nylon lunge girth  75

O
Oil soap  81
OnlineLink for stable camera  172
Onyx Cordless Clipper  142
Orange Creme Shampoo  119
Orlando Show Jacket  12
Oslo Riding half-boot  36
Oster

Coat Comb  120
Disentangling Combs  120

Oster Display  123
Oster Display Care  123
Ottawa Winter Shoe  33
Outdoor Horse Blanket RugBe Zero.1  156
Outdoor Horse Blankets  157
Outdoor Jacket Cristina  4
Outdoor Jacket Tom  24
Oval Rubber Currycomb Junior  132

P
Padding  105
Pampering Brush  129
Panic-Hook  99
Pasture Gates

adjustable  207
Adjustable  208
Fixed  208

Pasture pump P100  199
Pasture Well  199
Paula Competition Shirt  11
PEDOCAN

Hoof Oil  115
Hoof Oil Dispenser  115
Hoof Ointment  115

Pedoclean forte  115
Pedoclean Intensive-Fluid  115
PEDOKÜR Hoof Oil  115
Pedro Polo Shirt  27
Perlon spur straps  53
Pet hair remover  136
Plastic water bowl  198
Polo Shirt Janet  10
Polo Shirt Pedro  27
Powder Spray  106
PowerMax Clipping Machine  147
PowerPro Ultra  145
PowerPro Ultra 230 V-Adapter  145
PowerPro Ultra Clipping Blades  145
Pregnancy Tester for Horses - HK  173
Premium Leather Oil  80
Premium Litter Fork  186
Premium shearing blade set  140
PRO600i Clipping Machine  146
PROFI Battery-Powered Animal Shearing 

Station  143
Progressive Knee-length Socks  39
Progressive Summer Knee-length Socks  39
Progressive Winter Knee-length Socks  39
ProtectoFlex light Safety Vest  46
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Protecto LadyFlex light  48
Protecto light Safety Vest  47
ProtectoSoft Back Protection Vest  49

Q
Quilted Jacket Jason  26
Quilted Jacket Linda  6

R
Rack  212, 213
Rainbow Halter  89
Ranger Western Lead Rope  79
Rat&Mouse UltraStop  221
RatStop DF bait block  219
RatStop DF Block  219
RatStop DF Cereal fresh bait  219
RatStop DF Gelpad  219
ratStop Rat Trap  220
RatStop Snapper  220
RatStop Snapper rat trap  220
Rat Trap ratStop  220
Rectangular Trough  174
Rectangular Trough metal  174
Reflective Armlet  56
Reflective Breast Collar  57
Reflective Horse Straps  57
Reflective Safety Blanket  56
Reflective Waistcoat  56
Reflex

Armband  56
Chest Strap  57
Head-Collar  57, 86
Horse Straps Reflective  57
Numnah  56, 63
Safety Blanket  56
Tail Guard  57
Waistcoat  56

Reform Currycomb  134
Refreshing Massage Salve for Horses  118
Reins

Rubber reins  73
Running Side Reins  73
Side reins  74
Thiedemann Reins  73
Web draw reins  73
Web reins  73
Western reins  79

Reins Snap  99
Rice straw broom  190
Riding and warm-up blanket  160
Riding Boots

Classic  32, 35
Flexo  34
Hippo  34
Monaco  36

Riding Breeches
Bali  17
Denim  31
Economic  22
Seattle Jodhpur  20

Riding Breeches Bali Flex  15
Riding Breeches Bali FS  16
Riding Breeches CollStar FS  30
Riding Breeches Detroit  29
Riding Breeches Detroit 2.0  18
Riding Breeches Detroit NG  19
Riding Breeches Techno  21, 28
Riding Glove   41 - 44
Riding half-boot   35, 36
Riding Half-boots Villaco  37
Riding Jacket Cristina  4
Riding Jacket Tom  24
Riding Socks Brescia  40
Riding Socks Verona  40
Rolled cotton wool  105
Roma Grooming Box  124
Round Hay Rack  212
Round Metal Tooth Currycomb  134
Round Trough  174
Rubber Bands  137
Rubber Bands silicone  137
Rubber Currycomb  132
Rubber Martingale Stop  74
Rubber Massage Currycomb  120, 132
Rubber Nub Curry Comb  120
Rubber reins  73
Rubber Rein Stop  74
Rubber Tie Strap  98

Rubber Trough  178
RugBe 200 horse blanket  158
RugBe Champ Horse Blanket  160
RugBe Classic Horse Blanket  160
RugBe Fleece Blanket Economic  159
RugBe IceProtect Winter Blanket  158
RugBe Indoor Horse Blanket  159
Rug Belt  161
RugBe Protect HighNeck  157
RugBe Protect Horse Blanket  157
RugBe SuperFly Fly Blanket  161
RugBe Zero.1 Horse Blanket  156
Running Side Reins  73

S
Saddle

Freedom  60
Western  77

Saddle and leather soap  80
Saddle and Leather Soap  81
Saddle blanket Navajo  78
Saddle cabinet  82
Saddle Cloth  63

Classic  62
NeonReflex  56, 63

Saddle Cloth Covalliero Collection  61
Saddle Cloth Firenze  62
Saddle Cover  66
Saddle cover holder  83
Saddle Cushion AntiSlip  64
Saddle Girth  67, 79
Saddle Girth Extension  65, 66
Saddle Pad Upholstered Saddle Cushion  65
Saddle Pad Anti-Slip  66
Saddlepad Western  78
Saddle rack Western  82
Saddle Rack  82, 83
Saddle Set  60
Saddle Set Pony Economy  60
Saddle Soap  81
Safety guard for water bowls  197
Safety Vest

ProtectoFlex light  46
Protecto LadyFlex light  48
Protecto light  47

Safety wall bracket FlatBack  180
Salt Lick Holder  169
Salt-Lick Holder  169
Sanitary Cotton  105
Scale  193
Seattle Jodhpur Riding Breeches  20
Sensitive Care Spray  117
Shampoo  119
Sharpener  112
Sharpening Stone  110
Shearing blade  140
Shearing Head constantaPet  143
Shine-On snaffle  71
Ship Jump Bat with Flap  59
Shoeing Hammer  113
Shoeing Mallet  113
Shoof‘s Horse Shoe  104
Short girth  67
Short-Stretch Bandages  105
Shovel  188
Show Jacket Corrada  13
Show Jacket Orlando  12
Show Manger  180
Side Reins  74
Siena Grooming Box  124
Silverado 2.0 Snaffle Bridle  70
Silver Spray Aloxan®  107
Slow Feeding Net  212
SmartCam HD  171
Snaffle

Eggbutt  69
Shine-On  71
Water snaffle  69

Snaffle bridle Leather Exclusive  71
Snaffle Bridle Silverado 2.0  70
Snaffle Bridle Stardust  70
Snaffle Loose Ring Bit  69
Snap for Side Reins  99
Snap-Hook  99
Snapper mousetrap  220
Snow shovel  188
Soft deLuxe Stirrup Straps  69
Soft Double Lunge  76
Softra Lead Rope  87

Softra Head-Collar  87
Softshell Jacket Florence  3
Sonic Battery-Powered Shearer  142
Spare Blades  147
Special Balm  118
Spiral Curry Comb  133
Sponge  135
Spray Nozzle Komfort  194
Spring Snap Hook  99
Spurred Boot Protectors  53
Spurs  53

Western  78
Western spur straps  78

Spur straps  53, 78
Square Hay Rack  213
Square rack for horses  213
Stabiliser for Adjustable Pasture Gates  209
Stabilising wheels  181
Stable- and Transport Gaiters  100
Stable and Yard Broom  190
Stable Blackboard  195
Stable camera OnlineLink  172
Stable camera set  172
Stable Camera SmartCam HD  171
Stable Flypaper Sheet Eco  218
Stable Fly Roll Eco   217
Stable fork  185
Stable Gate Latch  195
Stable horse blanket  159
Stainless Steel Feeding Trough  174
Stainless steel stirrup  68
Stainless steel water bowl  196
Stardust Snaffle Bridle  70
Steel Currycomb  134
Steve Body Warmer  25
Stichfrei mosquito repellent BALLISTOL  151
Sting Free Animal  151
Stirrup stainless steel  68
Stirrup-Belt  69
Stirrup children  68
Stirrups Children‘s stirrup  68
Stirrup stainless steel  68
Stirrup Straps Soft deLuxe  69
Stirrup Tread Pad  68
Strawberry Dermasilk Conditioner  119
Street Broom  190
Street Broom COMPACT  190
Stretchino Elastic Bandage  105
SummerTech Riding Glove  42
SuperCut Universal Scissors  103
SuperProfi Hoof and Claw Knife  109
SuperSonic

Curry comb  127
Hoof pick  127
Horse brush  127
Horse Hair Finishing Brush  127
Mane brush  127

Suplementary Feed  162, 163
Supplement  162
Supreme Halter  88
Supreme Lead Rope  88
Suri Fleece Jacket  9
Suspended Dial Balance  194
Suspension Scale  193
SverigeGrepen®  188
Sweat Jacket Elisa  8
Sweat Scraper  119, 133, 136

T
Tail Guard  57
TaonX Booster Horsefly Protection Spray  150
TaonX Eco Horsefly Trap  149
TaonX Gadfly Trap  149
TaonX Horse Fly Cream  150
TaonX Horse Fly Protection Spray  150
Tape Aluminium  204
Tar Bandage  111
Tar Bandage Kromberg  111
TarPaste - Beech Tar  111
Techno Riding Breeches  21, 28
Telescopic Handle  187
The good body brush  131
Therapy - Playing Ball  169
Thermal Over-trousers Alaska  23
Thermal Winter Shoe Ottawa  33
Thermometer  108
Thermometer electronic  108
Thermo-Outdoor Boot Montreal  33
Thiedemann Reins  73

Thinning Scissors  136
Tie Accessories  98, 99
Tie Chain  98
Tie Ring  99
Tie Strap Kerbl  98
Tom Riding and Outdoor Jacket  24
topTEMP Thermometer electronic  108
Tournament Numbers  137
Trailer camera set 7,0“  171
Trainer Feeding Bag  163
Transformer  203
Transport Gaiters  100
Travel Bag

BarrowBag  181
GoBag  181

Travel Manger  180
Treats Delizia  167
Treats Delizia Organic  167
Trekking Saddle Cloth  63
Triangular Trough  174
Trough for concentrated feed  175
Tube Valve Water Bowl  196
Twister Fly catcher  217

U
UltraStop

Fly  216
Pests  221
Rat&Mouse  221

Universal Scissors SuperCut  103

V
Vanilla Shampoo Show White  119
Verona Riding Socks  40
VespaNo wasp trap  216
Vet Tape  111
Villaco Riding Half-boots  37
Vital Sweets with Herbs  164
Vitamin Grape Sugar  163
Vitamin Shampoo Berry Fresh  119

W
Wall bracket  180
Wasp Attractant  216
Wasp Trap VespaNo  216
Water Bowl Cast Iron  197
Water bowl Plastic  198
Water Bowl  196, 197, 200

Cast Iron  197
Extension  200
H10  201
HP20  202
K75  198
plastic  198

Water Bowl stainless steel  196
Water trough  179
Water Trough  200
Web draw reins  73
Western belt  79
Western Belt  79
Western bit  79
Western Lead Rope Ranger  79
Western reins  79
Western Saddle  77
Western Saddlepad  78
Western saddle rack  82
Western Saddle Set Pony  77
Western spurs  78
Western Spurs  78
Wheelbarrow water container  181
Whip  58, 59
Whip Holder  59
Winter Blanket RugBe IceProtect  158
Winter Glove Malmö  45
Winter Riding Boots Classic  32
Winter Riding Glove

ArcticRide  45
Astana  45

WonderStone Coat Cleaning Stone  135
Wound care spray  107
Wurzel body and mane brush  131

Z
Zico Riding Gloves  44
Zinc-Oxide Ointment Spray  107



ref. no. description length €

291157 Hook strip 100 cm 1/10
291158 Hook strip 125 cm 1/10
291159 Hook strip 150 cm 1/10
291160 Hook strip 200 cm 1/10
291154 Suspended panel 30 cm 1/25
291161 Suspended panel 20 cm 1/25

ref. no. length width thickness €  
291150 25 m 30 cm 3 mm 1 36
291151 50 m 30 cm 3 mm 1 18
291155 50 m 20 cm 2 mm 1 30
291156 25 m 20 cm 2 mm 1 60

PVC strip curtain
Protects against cold and draught
• high light permeability
• rounded long edges
• high wear resistance
• UV-stabilised
•  problem-free and simple fastening thanks to hook strips 

(available in four length) and hanging panels in 20 cm and 
30 cm

• metal parts made from high-quality AISI 304 stainless steel

Used for:
• agricultural sector: e.g. scraper manure removal
• equestrian sport: open stables, paddocks, etc.
•  dust, spray and sound protection for machinery and 

equipment
• hall separation, workstation separation

technical data

Strip width: 20 cm / 30 cm
Strip thickness: 2 mm / 3 mm
Reel length: 25 m / 50 m
Weight: 13 - 55 kg
Colour: transparent blue
Recommended usage temperature: + 50 °C to - 20 °C

New!

291151

291157

291161



We do our best to constantly improve our range of products and keep it up-to-date.
Thus we reserve the right to change the design of our products.
With the publication of this catalogue all previous catalogues and price lists for the respective 
products are void.
All prices provided are the manufacturer's recommended retail prices and are inclusive of VAT.
All information is subject to typing and printing errors.
All prices are subject to change.
Changes in colour and design may occur due to printing technology reasons.
Reprinting in whole or in part is due to prior authorisation.
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Kerbl Austria Handels GmbH
Wirtschaftspark 1 
9130 Poggersdorf
Austria
Telefon +43 4224 81555-0
Telefax +43 4224 81555-629
E-Mail  order@kerbl-austria.at
www.kerbl-austria.at

Albert Kerbl GmbH
Felizenzell 9 
84428 Buchbach
Germany
Telefon +49 8086 933-100
Telefax +49 8086 933-500
E-Mail  info@kerbl.com
www.kerbl.com
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